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Sperm Whale, Kaikoura 
"What is man without the beasts? 
If all the beasts were gone, man would die from a great loneliness of spirit. 
Whatever happens to the beasts, soon happens to man ... 
all things are connected." 
Chief Seattle, 1854 
Found in "Whales and Dolphins of Kaikoura, New Zealand" by Barbara Todd (1991) 
Abstract 
Commercial hunting of sperm whales ended in 1988. Today, populations appear to suffer 
from a shortage of large males, depressing fertilisation rates. Sperm whales spend most of 
their time underwater, feeding at depths to which little or no sunlight penetrates. They 
produce a variety of sounds, most of which are echolocation signals called clicks. To gather 
data on distribution and abundance of bachelor males off Kaikoura, New Zealand, clicks 
were recorded along stratified acoustic transects between 1991 and 1994. Transect 
recordings were made using a single omnidirectional hydrophone. 
In this study, dedicated DSP-software was developed to count clicks automatically, and to 
facilitate the calibration of these counts through automated and interactive analyses of dive 
cycle and range experiments. Calibration parameters needed to estimate whale abundance 
comprise the proportion of time sperm whales spend clicking regularly, the rate at which 
they typically produce regular clicks, and the proportion of time we are able to detect regular 
clicks when recording at the dive location and at range. 
Interactive analysis of an example dive of a single whale recorded under ideal conditions 
gave the following results: The mean of all inter-click intervals measured within bouts of 
regular clicks was 0.801 seconds (n=2203, cv 27.5%, min 0.076 s, max 1.735 s), which 
corresponds to an average click rate of 1.25 s-
1
. Derived from instantaneous click rates 1, 
however, the mean click rate equals 1.382 s-1 (n=2203, cv 48.3%, min 0.576 s-1, max 
13.197 s-
1
). Including silences between bouts, the 2244 clicks analysed account for an 
average rate of 0.97 s-
1 
over a period of 38:36 minutes between the first and the last 
regular click detected. Considering ten seconds between fluke-up and the first click 
recorded, and the silent ascend to the surface between the last regular click and two 
surface clicks found 3:37 minutes later, the average click rate over a dive time of 42:23 
minutes is 0.88 s-1. 
Using an optimised set of detection parameters during automatic click counts of this dive, 
about two thirds of all energy peaks registered by the software were real sperm whale 
clicks. The other third consisted mainly of ambient sea noise and click echoes. For 
recordings with a lower proportion of echoes, and more than one whale clicking, the 
percentage of real clicks in automatic counts is likely to reach about 80%. Off Kaikoura, two 
to three whales are expected within hydrophone range most of the time. 
Interactive analyses of dive cycles also yield valuable information on the acoustic behaviour 
of sperm whales. In several dive cycles analysed, inter-click intervals were found to oscillate 
periodically during bouts of regular clicks. These oscillations correlated with click amplitude 
and may indicate echolocation sweeps of a whale scanning its surroundings. 
To quantify absolute abundance of whales, the proportion of time we are able to detect 
clicks at range must be known. When recording an individual from the distance, its identity 
could be verified objectively via a sonobuoy deployed at the dive location. 
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Fig. 1 The social organisation of sperm whales in the southern hemisphere. 
From: Dawson et al., 1995. 
1. Introduction 
Data on abundance and distribution of sperm whales at Kaikoura are needed to 
answer basic ecological questions and to support the sensible development of whale 
watching, which is an important part of Kaikoura's economy today. 
Sperm whales Physeter macrocephalus are the largest of the toothed whales, and 
are one of the most sexually dimorphic species of cetaceans. Males are up to 40% 
longer and 300% more massive than females (Best, 1979). With total numbers well 
into the hundreds of thousands, they may also be the most populous of the large 
whales (Klinowska, 1991; NB not including minke whales). 
Females and immatures are found in "nursery groups" (Whitehead, 1987), which are 
extended family units comprising between 10 and 15 adults and their offspring. Adult 
females are between 8.5 and 11.5 meters long. This female-centred community is 
strongly cooperative, and calves appear to be raised communally (Whitehead and 
Nicklin, 1995). Nursery groups keep to their tropical and subtropical breeding 
grounds (fig. 1). As shown in figure 2, they rarely venture further south than 40° 
(Gaskin, 1970), and are very seldom seen at Kaikoura (42° 25' S). In the breeding 
season nursery groups are temporarily joined by larger males (Whitehead and 
Amborn, 1987). For the rest of the year sexually mature males and females are 
distributed separately (fig. 1 ). 
Males lead much more solitary, nomadic lives. Young males seem to leave maternal 
pods at about age six, when they are about 7.5 meters long. They migrate into the 
rich feeding grounds of higher latitudes and are found in increasingly smaller groups 
as they grow larger (Rice 1989). One such "loose-knit bachelor pod" of young males 
is found off Kaikoura. Not until their mid-twenties do they return to the nursery 
groups to breed. The largest males, nearly 18 meters long and weighing 60 tons, 
end up alone, often roaming to the edges of the pack ice. The males may isolate 
themselves so they can feed with a minimum of competition, returning to warmer 
waters only to mate. Sperm whales may live as long as 70 years (Rice 1989). 
Worldwide, sperm whales are generally found beyond the edge of continental 
shelves, in waters of 1000 m depth or deeper (Best, 1969; Whitehead et al., 1992). 
In search of food, primarily deep sea squid, but also fish, sperm whales frequently 
descend to depths of 500 m (Clarke et al., 1993). Males appear to be capable of 
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excess of 2000 m, have also been reported (Lockyer, 1977; Watkins et al., 1993). 
Females and immatures in nursery groups do not seem to dive so deeply (500m 
max, typically 370-420; Papastavrou et al., 1989). 
Some 30 years ago, Kaikoura's sperm whales were still the target of New Zealand's 
last phase of whaling. In 1963 and 1964, the Perano family took 248 sperm whales 
from this region (Grady, 1982). During the 1960s and '70s, whaling fleets killed tens 
of thousands of male sperm whales worldwide, partly for the oil in their head, a 
valuable machine lubricant. As much as 2000 liters of this high quality oil can be 
contained in the spermaceti organ (a sac filled with fibrous gel) of a single large 
male. Though commercial hunting ended worldwide in 1988, sperm whale 
populations still suffer from a shortage of adult males (Whitehead and Nicklin, 1995). 
The last three decades have seen a dramatic change in how these whales are 
"exploited" and perceived. 
Commercial whale watching from Kaikoura was pioneered in 1988. In summer, up to 
16 trips a day take several hundred tourists out to the whales. Whale watching is 
now a multi-million dollar business at Kaikoura and is a major contributor to the 
region's economy. If conducted properly, whale watching has an important role to 
play in raising public awareness and in education. 
During this study, the Kaikoura whale watching operation used high-speed, 
outboard-driven rigid-hulled inflatables, ranging in size from 6 m to 12.6 m. These 
produce high levels of underwater sound between 2 and 4 kHz (Gordon et al., 1992). 
Sperm whales are believed to echolocate like other odontocetes, using sonar to 
navigate and hunt. In addition, their sonar sounds may have a role in 
communication. Hence there is concern that boat noise could interfere with their 
sonar system (Reeves 1992; Moscrop and Simmonds, 1994). Almost all detailed 
work on social ecology and acoustic behaviour of sperm whales has focussed on 
nursery groups of females and immatures. Bachelor groups, such as that at 
Kaikoura, are very poorly studied. 
Another factor underscoring the importance of research on the acoustic behaviour of 
marine mammals gained momentum in October 1995, when three humback whales 
were found dead soon after an underwater loudspeaker of a controversial sound 
experiment was tested off the coast of California (Paddock, 1995). The experiment, 
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conducted by the Scripps Institution of Oceanography, is part of the "Acoustic 
Thermometry of Ocean Climate" project (ATOC), which is intended to study global 
warming by broadcasting intense, low frequency sounds through the deep waters of 
the Pacific Ocean to receivers as far away as New Zealand. 
Some whale experts believe that the broadcasts were loud enough to cause auditory 
damage to deep diving-whales; Scripps scientists argue that their sounds would not 
harm whales and would be less intrusive than other man-made noises in the ocean, 
such as cargo ships and seismic airguns used in oil explorationl§ince the carcasses 
were not retrieved for autopsy, no conclusive statement can be made about their 
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Fig. 3 ,.Isolation of incremental frequency components within a bull male sperm whale click 
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1.1 Sperm whale sounds 
Sperm whales feed at depths to which little or no sunlight penetrates. By contrast, 
sound waves propagate through water more efficiently than any other form of 
radiation (Urick, 1983). Thus it is not surprising that sperm whales are highly vocal 
animals which use sonar signals called "clicks" to find their prey, to navigate 
underwater, and possibly to communicate with each other. 
Time and frequency domain characteristics of clicks from both large males and 
smaller females, recorded in deep oceanic waters off the Azores, were analysed in a 
recent paper by Goold and Jones (1995). Stereo recordings were made on magnetic 
tape and on digital audio tape through towed hydrophones (two benthos AQ-4 
transducers), each with separate preamplifiers and integral 200-Hz high-pass filters. 
For all clicks analysed in their report the frequency response of the system used can 
be considered flat from 200 Hz to 15 kHz. 
Fourier analysis showed distinctive peaks in the spectra of male sperm whales at 
400 Hz and 2 kHz which were stable over extended periods of up to 20 minutes after 
the beginning of a dive. The clicks contained higher frequency components with 
energy ranging up to at least 12 kHz but not concentrated at any sharply defined 
frequency. The clicks of smaller females showed similar spectral peaks, shifted to 
1.2 and 3 kHz, respectively. 
Goold and Jones (1995) investigated the time domain characteristics of sperm whale 
clicks by selective filtering of the signal waveform. Figure 3 compiles the results of 
filtering a single click of a large male sperm whale ("SW2") in several incremental 
frequency bands. 
The unfiltered signal is shown in figure 3a. The low frequency component 
(approximately 400 Hz) becomes visible in the 0-500 Hz band (fig. 3b). The time 
domain form of this component is a heavily dampened sinewave, and represents the 
typical form of the subkilohertz components of clicks from large males. Fairly 
formless, low energy components are found in the 500 Hz - 1.5 kHz band (fig. 3c). 
The second dominant peak in the male click spectra occurs at approximately 2 kHz, 
and encompasses a slightly broader range of frequencies, from about 1.5 - 3 kHz 
(fig. 3d). The energy at 2 kHz is largely confined to the spike of some 2 to 3 ms 
duration at the beginning of the click. Also, a decaying pulse train is becoming 
visible in this frequency band. Goold and Jones mentioned that there are no 























Fig. 4 ,,Waterfall plot showing short-time Fourier-transform sequence across 
the duration of a click from the bull male sperm whale of sequence SW2." 
In: Goold and Jones (1995), p.1289. 
Ordinate shows rms power in v2s·1, abszissa shows frequency in hertz, 
and the cascade axis shows the time shift of the FFT window in seconds 
from a point immediately preceding the click onset. 
~ 
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the pulse structure is quite well defined. This pulse structure persists throughout the 
dive (fig. 3e). Above 6 kHz, envelopes of the first and second pulses become more 
dissimilar (fig. 3f). 
The filtering of clicks from smaller female sperm whales showed that the low 
frequency component in the 0-500 Hz band is virtually absent. The approximate 
equivalent to the male sinewave can be found with a low frequency component of 
1.2 kHz in the next band (500 Hz - 1.5 kHz). Unlike in the male clicks analysed, no 
evidence of a pulsed structure is present in the 1.5 - 3 kHz band. However, a 
decaying pulse structure emerges in the 3 - 6 kHz range. Above 6 kHz, marked 
dissimilarities of envelopes between the first and second pulses evolve. 
Figure 4 shows the result of a short-time Fourier-transform (STFT) performed by 
Goold and Jones (1995) on one of the first clicks from the male sperm whale "SW2" 
mentioned above. The onset of the click shows energy at 400 Hz and 2 kHz, 
corresponding to the components isolated in figure 3. The underlying 400 Hz 
sinewave reaches peak energy about 2 ms after the 2 kHz component. While the 2 
kHz component decays very rapidly, the 400 Hz component persists for several 
milliseconds. Frequencies from 3 to 12 kHz dominate some 6 ms after the initial click 
onset, with a peak at about 4 kHz. These high frequency components have energy 
levels greater than occured at the click onset in the corresponding bands. For some 
reason, Goold and Jones did not discuss these energy levels (around 4 kHz) in their 
time domain analysis described above. 
Goold and Jones (1995) also comment on the utility of certain frequency 
components for the echolocation system of a sperm whale. The assumption of 
spherical spreading of the sound waves emitted is probably justified in the low 
kilohertz region. At frequencies upward of 3 kHz the transmit beam of male sperm 
whales may start to exhibit directional properties. Considering the target resolution 
advantages associated with higher frequencies, click components around 10 kHz 
(11,=15cm for f=1 OkHz; c=1500m/s) are of greater utility in echolocation than those 
around 2 kHz (11,=75cm for f=2kHz). 
5 
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Watkins (1980) describes clicks recorded in the western part of the North Atlantic. 
A wide spectrum of listening gear, including narrowband sonar systems, medium 
bandwidth (30 kHz) gear, and calibrated wide bandwidth (to 200 kHz) 
instrumentation equipment was used. Clicks investigated consisted of sharp onset, 
broadband pulses with energy as high as 30 kHz or more in the near field of the 
whale (within 20 m distance). From such nearby whales, major emphases in 
frequency were often found in the 10 to 16 kHz range. At a distance of 2 km (about 
1.1 nm) most of the audible energy was found in frequencies below 5 or 6 kHz (with 
apparent emphases at 2 to 4 kHz), as the higher frequencies are attenuated by the 
environment. 
Other workers report dominant frequencies of 5 kHz (Backus and Schevill, 1966), 
1kHz (Bunsel and Dziedzic, 1967), 2-8 kHz (Levenson, 1974), and 2 kHz 
(Whitehead and Weilgart, 1988). Also, transients going past 100 kHz were found in 
sperm whales recorded with wideband gear (to 200 kHz) in the Gulf of California 
(Dawson, pers. comm.). 
Sound level differences within click trains were estimated to be as much as 40 dB: 
"the whales varied the level of their sounds apparently at will" (Watkins, 1980, 
p.285). With substantial energy below 1 kHz, and favorable local oceanographic 
conditions, sperm whales could be heard at distances beyond 10 km (5.4 nm). Under 
the same conditions, their clicks were sometimes barely audible at distances of only 
a few hundred meters. 
Both echolocation and communication seem to be part of the acoustic behaviour of 
sperm whales. According to Watkins (1980), lone sperm whales out of acoustic 
range of other whales seldom produced any audible sounds. A lone whale increased 
its acoustic activity as it approached a group. As whales separated, less sounds 
were produced. 
Single sperm whales play a key role for our experiments at Kaikoura. However, we 
hardly ever found a whale that was really "alone". Even if no other whales were to be 
seen, there was almost always a second or third whale clicking in the distance. Of 
the 978 whales seen by Dawson et al. (1995) at Kaikoura since 1990, 91% were 
more than 200 m apart at the surface. 
Sperm whales emit clicks at different rates and in a number of distinctive patterns. 
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"Regular clicks .. are the most common type of sperm whale vocalisations heard off 
Kaikoura. These clicks are broadband transient signals, with a duration of some 10-
20 ms, apparently depending upon the size of the animal producing them (Gordon 
1991). They are emitted at fairly regular rates, typically between one and two per 
second (Gordon et al., 1992; pers. observations), and occur in series lasting from a 
few seconds to several minutes. 
These regular series of clicks have also been called "usual clicks" by Watkins and 
Schevill (1977) and Whitehead and Weilgart (1990). In their study of sperm whales 
off the Galapagos Islands, Whitehead and Weilgart (1990) found that the rate of 
production of clicks by groups of (mainly female) whales was dependent on the 
number of whales present and the behavioural state of the group. When the whales 
were diving deep for prolonged periods and were seen at the surface singly or in 
pairs, each whale emitted about two clicks per second about 70% of the time. The 
overall click rate was estimated to be 1.22 clicks per second per animal. 
Temporal analysis of the interclick intervals during feeding dives of sperm whales in 
the Azores (Goold and Jones, 1995) revealed mean click rates of 1.17 per second 
for males and 1.94 per second for females. Click rates generally began between 0.5 
and 1 click per second and gradually increased over the first 2-4 min of a dive, 
whereupon click rates tended to oscillate around an equilibrium level. Only in one 
case did the click rate increase over the entire sequence recorded (11 min duration). 
After a whale has dived, both the whale's clicks, and their echoes returning from the 
sea bottom can often be clearly distinguished. These cases suggest that sperm 
whales send out a new click soon after receiving the echo of the previous click, as 
dolphins typically do (Turi and Penner, 1989). Emphasised frequencies can vary 
from whale to whale and even between clicks in a sequence. Bouts of regular 
clicking are interspersed with short silences and "creak" vocalisations. 
Creaks are bursts of clicks emitted at high rates of 10 clicks per second and more. 
During a single dive, some 10 to 20 creaks can often be heard off Kaikoura (pers. 
observations). Goold and Jones (1995) report that during sequences of regular 
clicks from male sperm whales sharp increases in click rate could be seen every few 
minutes, with the majority of these immediately preceding creaks. These workers 
found creaks with repetition rates of up to 200 clicks per second. 
Clicks within a creak are much fainter than regular clicks. During creaks, click rates 
increase. The pattern of click rate during a creak is similar to that during 
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echolocation runs made by bats and dolphins as they close on targets (Griffin, 
1958). Creaks could be made by whales investigating targets at close range and 
may indicate feeding attempts. We often use the term "buzz" for creak vocalisations. 
Series of rapid clicks are sometimes heard from sperm whales at the surface, often 
when whales seem to be investigating an object, such as a boat or swimmer (Norris 
and Harvey, 1972; Gordon, 1987). Off Kaikoura, we heard them only on a few 
occasions. For example, a series of rapid clicks was recorded at the end of a dive in 
December 1993. They were emitted by a sperm whale just before it surfaced a few 
hundred meters away from our boat. 
Clangs are very loud resonant clicks. They are typically heard in sequences with low 
but precise repetition rates (e.g. once every 7s, Gordon et al., 1992). We recorded 
very strong resonant clicks from a whale resting at the surface which was directly 
pointing at our vessel from a distance of a few hundred meters. According to Gordon 
et al. (1992), clangs are the same vocalisations as the "slow clicks" reported by 
Whitehead and Weilgart (1988). They report~q that "l?low clicks" usually correlated 
with the appearance of large males in the social groups of females and young sperm 
whales. Ohlson (1991) found that short sequences of clangs were often heard from 
single male sperm whales just before they came to the surface. Like Ohlson, we 
typically hear "clangs" in short sequences (3-10 clicks) and before a whale surfaces 
from a normal dive. Hence we call them "surface clicks", and hypothesise that they 
may be used to determine how far away the surface is as a whale begins his ascent 
(Dawson and Jaeke, unpub. data). 
Codas are distinctive and stereotyped patterns of clicks. They were first reported by 
Watkins and Schevill (1977) who found that the temporal relationship of clicks in 
coda patterns remains relatively stable with transmission over considerable 
distances and could convey information such as identity. By contrast, spectral 
features of the clicks themselves can be greatly altered by acoustic transmission 
characteristics of the ocean (Urick, 1983). 
We almost never heard codas at Kaikoura, which is not surprising as they are most 
often heard from larger groups of socialising whales (Watkins et al. 1985; Gordon, 
1987; Weilgart, 1990). In a study on sperm whales off the Galapagos islands by 
Weilgart and Whitehead (1993), codas could be categorized into 23 fairly discrete 
types. One particular type tended to initiate coda exchanges between whales. Codas 
8 
seemed to function as a means of communication, possibly to maintain social 
cohesion within stable groups of females. 
Codas produced by sperm whales in the Carribean were discussed by Moore et al. 
(1993). Two patterns comprised more than 50% of the codas analysed, and were 
called "shared codas" because they were made by numerous whales throughout the 
area. 
Although one of the most interesting vocalisations in the acoustic repertoire of sperm 
whales, codas seem to be of minor importance for whale activities at Kaikoura. 
One striking feature of clicks is that they consist of a series of regularly spaced 
pulses with decaying amplitude (Backus and Schevill, 1966; Goold and Jones, 
1995). Norris and Harvey (1972) attributed this pulsed structure to multiple reflection 
of an initial sound pulse from air sacs within the head of the sperm whale. Norris 
further hypothesized that sound is produced at the front of the sperm whale head by 
pneumatic action on a structure known as the museau de singe (monkey's muzzle). 
Air is, supposedly, forced forward along the broad flattened tube of the right nasal 
passage through the lips of the museau the singe. Thereby a loud, impulsive burst of 
sounds is generated. As the left and the right nasal passages are cross-connected, 
air used in sound production could be recycled to allow continuous sound production 
with a finite quantity of air. 
An interesting idea following from the regular spacing of the sound pulses is that the 
inter-pulse interval is proportional to the size of the head and thus to the overall 
length of the vocalising animal (Gordon, 1991). In this case valuable information on 
population structure could be gained acoustically. 
1.2 Acoustic vs. Visual Censusing of Sperm Whale Populations 
Current visual methods of surveying sperm whales are problematic for the following 
reasons: 
1) Sperm whales spend most of their time ( c. 80%) underwater, out of sight. 
2) The blow of sperm whales can only be detected in a range of up to two to three 
nautical miles from a small vessel. 
3) Visual detection is strongly dependant on weather conditions and requires 
daylight. 
4) Visual surveys are physically and psychologically demanding. 
5) Several observers are necessary for 360° coverage. 
9 
As sperm whales click regularly while underwater, and clicks are audible over 
considerable distances, abundance can be quantified by means of: 
1) Towed or moored hydrophone arrays. Towed arrays are commonly used to obtain 
bearings to whales via comparison of differences in arrival times (e.g. Leaper et 
al., 1992; Hiby and Hammond, 1989; Pavan and Borsani, 1995). Fixed or drifting 
3-dimensional arrays can provide 3-D locations of whales relatively close to the 
array, and bearings for those further away (e.g. Clark, 1983; Cummings and 
Holliday, 1985). 
2) Surveys on which bearings to each clicking whale are obtained using a directional 
hydrophone (Whitehead and Gordon, 1986). This method of direct listening is 
possible as the human auditory system is a sophisticated sound analyser. 
3) Tape recordings using a single omnidirectional hydrophone. The number of 
whales present can be derived from click rates (Whitehead and Weilgart, 1990). 
The main advantages of acoustic censusing methods are: 
1) An enhanced detection range of whales. 
2) An increased survey time. Acoustical methods can be used at night and under 
adverse weather conditions (esp. mqored arrays). 
3) Listening is less psychologically demanding than a visual scan of the survey area. 
4) Sounds can be recorded on tape recorders and analysed later. 
5) Automated analysis of recorded sounds is possible using digital signal processing 
(DSP) methods. Subjective errors arising between different observers during 
visual surveys or direct listenings can be eliminated. 
Although acoustic techniques promise more precise (and cheaper) estimates of 
sperm whale abundance and distribution, they must be thoroughly developed before 
widespread implementation. Key parameters, such as click rates and the proportion 
of time sperm whales spend clicking while underwater, are very poorly known for 
bachelor males, as is the range at which these clicks can reliably be detected. 
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1.3 Acoustic Censusing of Sperm Whales off Kaikoura 
Sperm whales occur commonly in the deep water close to Kaikoura and are present 
year-round (Childerhouse et al., 1995). Kaikoura is one of very few places worldwide 
where it is possible to study the population structure and ecology of males within a 
reasonable distance from shore. The arrow in figure 5 marks the area where the 
1000m isobath comes closest to the south island coast - in the canyon south of the 
Kaikoura Peninsula. At the beginning of the Hikurangi channel water depths reach 
more than 1000m at two nautical miles offshore (fig. 6). The mixing of the 
Canterbury, East Cape and D'Urville currents, and upwelling of Antarctic waters 
make this an area of very high productivity and a favoured feeding ground for sperm 
whales (Gaskin and Cawthorn, 1967). Here we conducted our research in a block 
covering an area of 20 by 10 nautical miles. 
Fig. 6 "Wire-diagram" of the seabed showing the Hikurangi Channel (arrows) 
beginning at the Kaikoura Canyon and running towards the Kermadec Trench. 
Field work was carried out from a 6.6m rigid-hulled inflatable boat powered by a 
90hp outboard engine. Navigation and logging of locations is facilitated by a Global 
Positioning System (GPS) navigator. Currently this system provides position fixes 
with a typical accuracy of better than 1 OOm (Scanlan, 1993). 
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Since winter 1994, the track of the vessel was logged automatically using a palmtop 
computer HP95LX. Furthermore, the data logging software developed ("Encounter", 
see appendix A) allows to enter observations and to record sightings effort. 
Photography has proved to be the most powerful tool for our research on sperm 
whale ecology so far. Whales are identified photographically from nicks and scallops 
in the trailing edge of their flukes (Amborn, 1987). At the beginning of a dive, sperm 
whales bring their tail flukes clear of the water as they assume a near vertical, head 
downward posture and descend beneath the surface. Between 1988 and January 
1995, 106 whales have been identified (Dawson et al., 1995). Mark recapture 
estimates calculated from photo-ID data show no significant differences in 
population size between seasons or years, and suggest that 60 to 108 individuals 
are present in any one winter or summer season (Childerhouse et al., 1995). These 
whales comprise seasonal residents which stay at Kaikoura for several weeks or 
months, and transients which are seen on only one or a few days. Seasonal 
residents return irregularly, showing no clear preference for winters or summers 
(Childerhouse et al., 1995). 
Stereophotographic measurements suggest that most sperm whales off Kaikoura are 
pubertal males. Although a few are large males (up to 15.8m), most individuals are 
in the range 11-13m (Dawson et al., 1995a) indicating that they are males which 
have reached (or are close to) sexual maturity, but have not yet reached social 
maturity. 
1.3.1 Acoustic transects 
Stratified acoustic transects have been used to gather data on the distribution and 
abundance of whales off Kaikoura from summer 1990 to winter 1994. Transects are 
ten nautical miles long, oriented due south, with stops every two nautical miles for 
recordings (fig. 7). Five minute sound recordings with an omnidirectional hydrophone 
and five minute listening sessions with a directional hydrophone are made at the 
start of the transect and at each stop (6 stations per transect). 
Analysis of the null)ber of whales heard on transects with the directional hydrophone 
shows significant effects of season and distance offshore (Dawson et al., 1995). 
Whales are seen closer to shore in winter, and dive locations show distinct 
"hotspots". These changes are likely to be driven by food availability. Kaikoura 
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Fig. 7 Map of study area. 
Study area consists of four blocks covering 20 by 10 nautical miles in total. 
Coverage of recordings made with omnidirectional hydrophone at 2 mile 




fishers report that these "hotspots" of whale dives are areas in which grouper are 
especially common. 
During the 72 transects conducted since 1990, a total of 36 hours were recorded 
with the omnidirectional hydrophone. Recordings are made on magnetic tape 
(Ampex Audio Mastering 407) with a Uher 4200 stereo reel to reel recorder using 
various tape speeds depending on the recording time needed. At a tape speed of 
4.75 emfs frequencies from 20 Hz to 13 kHz are recorded faithfully (recording time 
96 min). To gain another 3 kHz (and extend the frequency range to 16 kHz), tape 
speed has to be doubled to 9.5 cm/s (recording time 48 min). Frequencies below 
500Hz are rejected by the high-pass filter of the preamplifier used. To compare 
recordings made at different tape speeds and to avoid aliasing, frequencies above 
13 kHz are filtered off before analysis using a bandpass filter Kemo VBF/8 (48 
dB/octave). 
The recording system is limited by the omnidirectional hydrophone used, which is an 
older Sippican-Rectangular type. The frequency response curve of this element 
shows dramatic deviations from a linear relationship around 5 kHz (-16.8 dB), 10kHz 
(+19 dB), and at higher frequencies (Appendix B). 
As the recording system has not been calibrated, estimates of click source levels 
have not yet been possible. Gain settings were noted since winter 1993. 
When using a non-directional (omnidirectional) hydrophone, sound is received from 
all directions. The objective of the acoustic surveys conducted is to estimate whale 
abundance by measuring click rates, i.e. by counting the number of clicks recorded 
per time unit. The number of whales present can then be derived using empirical 
relationships between click rates and the number of vocalising whales. 
Before such a relationship is useful, a number of calibration parameters must be 
known. These parameters have to describe the range to which we can detect clicks 
reliably with our equipment and the proportion of time sperm whales spend clicking 
while underwater. Assuming a two mile radius for reliable click detection gives the 
coverage indicated in figure 7. 
Calibration parameters and the approaches taken to measure them are described in 
more detail in the following sections. In contrast to large nursery groups in the 
tropics, single bachelor whales are typical for Kaikoura and can sometimes be 
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tracked acoustically over several hours. Under favourable conditions, we were thus 
able to conduct valuable calibration experiments, which are based on a clear 
distinction between vocalisations from different whales. 
1.3.2 Calibration data needed 
A number of parameters are needed to derive total abundance of whales from the 
clicks counted along the stations of acoustic transects. 
• Basic parameters 
To estimate total abundance of whales, i.e. the real number of whales present in a 
certain area at a certain time, the distance a whale typically covers and the time it 
spends above and under water are needed. 
The average time spent at the surface can be measured when the first blow of a 
whale was sighted after surfacing. By the time the vessel reaches the whale sighted 
the animal may already have moved a fair distance from its surfacing location. 
Distance covered at the surface can be derived from average swimming speed. 
From our experience, sperm whales off Kaikoura typically spend about 10 minutes at 
the surface. During this time, a sperm whale covers a distance of about 300m at a 
speed of one knot over the ground. 
Time spent and distance covered underwater can be measured if the same 
individual is sighted on fluke-up and on re-surfacing. As no particular investigations 
were conducted to measure these parameters they have to be derived as a 
byproduct of other experiments, e.g. dive cycles (see next section). However, such 
an estimate might be biased towards shorter dives, as a whale may move out of 
sight during the longer dives. A radius of half a nautical mile is assumed to be the 
typical limit of the distance covered by a whale during one dive (Jake, 1993, p.8), 
and diving time is estimated to be about 40 minutes. 
These basic parameters can be verified by tracking whales closely using the 
directional hydrophone. Ten succesful trials for about 10 different individuals 
(totalling about 100 trials) would be an ideal sample size. Again, I expect this 
experiment to yield different dive times and distances than those that can be derived 
from the databases of other experiments conducted (e.g. dive cycles). Such an 
experiment would include all dives sampled, and thus yield unbiased results. 
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• Dive cycles - proportion of time sperm whales spend clicking 
Sperm whales can be tracked acoustically using directional hydrophones. By 
alternately listening with a directional hydrophone and moving the boat, we can 
usually get within 100 - 800 m of a whale as it surfaces. While some animals would 
almost surface beneath the vessel, others are never resighted at all. The timing of 
the surfacing can be predicted almost to the minute, if ,,surface clicks" (loud 
reverberant clicks with long intervals) are heard. 
The dive cycle investigations allow estimation of the proportion of time we can detect 
clicks of a sperm whale diving in the vicinity of the research vessel, and the 
proportion of time sperm whales spend clicking while detectable with our equipment. 
Since December 1993, vocalisations from lone whales were recorded through entire 
dive cycles, i.e. from the moment an animal dives until it surfaces again. Immediately 
after a whale fluked we shut down the engine, lowered the omnidirectional 
hydrophone, and started a recording. In contrast to other workers, we often found 
that sperm whales started clicking some 10 to 20 seconds after fluke-up. Goold and 
Jones (1995) report that sperm whales in the Azores started clicking only 2 to 3 
minutes after the beginning of the dive. 
Throughout the recording, the engine was off. The vessel drifted freely, and the 
bearing to the original whale was monitored using a directional hydrophone. A high 
effort had to be put into these dive cycle experiments as other whales roaming the 
area, whale watch boats, acoustic shadow zones due to the seafloor topography, 
sea noise, and other factors often defeated our attempts to capture continuous 
recordings of high quality of the same whale. From this arose the need for a software 
tool to facilitate tracking of a single whale on a recording with several whales and 
noise sources. 
We assume that 1) a whale remains typically within a radius of about 0.5 nm around 
its dive location during one dive, and 2) the research vessel drifts no faster than with 
one knot. Thus, the whale should remain within a distance of 1.2 nm from the vessel 
during a a dive of 40 minutes duration. However, dives lasting up to 90 minutes were 
reported by Goold and Jones (1995). 
Since June 1994, drift of the vessel can easily be calculated from the GPS-positions 
stored. It is more difficult to verify the first assumption, as no specific trials were 
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conducted to obtain unbiased measurements of distances between subsequent 
surfacings. A high number of animals was ,,lost" acoustically and visually during the 
dive cycle experiments conducted. Although we can detect whales reliably by sound 
at a range of 1.2 nm (Jake, 1993), this can be a critical range for spotting them by 
eye depending on weather conditions. 
In the currents off Kaikoura more than one knot of drift speed often occurs. At depth, 
a whale may easily descend behind underwater ridges of the Kaikoura Canyon. Of 
all uncertainties involved, a radius of action of 0.5 nm for a single dive seems the 
most critical assumption. If, for example, a whale descends at an angle of 45 degree 
(relative to the water surface) to a depth of 0.5 nm, and ascends again at the same 
angle, it will cover a total path length of 1.4 nm (,/2 nm) under water, and a distance 
of 1 nm over the ground. A speed of roughly 2 knots is required to cover this path 
within 40 minutes. At about 3 knots, this path would be covered in less than 30 
minutes leaving ten minutes for random movement at the seafloor. Using a depth 
sounder, Goold and Jones (1995) generally noted sperm whales to dive at about 100 
meters per minute, i.e. at 3.2 knots. More data on descend rates are available in 
Watkins et al. (1993), Papastavrou et al. (1989), and Lockyer (1977). 
Although it is unlikely that all animals dive in such a systematic way off Kaikoura, it is 
likely that whales moving into and out off the canyon as well as transient whales 
swim in a more or less directed manner. Constructing a worst case of 1.5 knots drift 
of the vessel and a distance of 1 nm between dive and surfacing locations, the vessel 
might even approach the boundaries of the acoustical detection range of the 
omnidirectional hydrophone. A high number of trials is needed to compensate for the 
different combinations of whale motion and vessel drift possible. 
Alternatively to a continuous recording made from a free drifting vessel, the whale 
could be tracked during its dive using the directional hydrophone. While the distance 
to the whale could thus be kept to a minimum, effective recording time would shrink 
by approximately 5 to 10 minutes per cruise of the vessel. Also, continuous software-
tracing of clicks during later analysis would become impossible. The use of a second 
hydrophone element might be helpful to overcome these problems and is described 
in the following section on range experiments. Sailing vessels could be another 
approach to record and track whales simultaneously, but are dependent on 
favourable wind conditions. 
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• Departures: Estimating range of the ominidirectional hydrophone 
To determine the range within which we can detect sperm whale clicks with our 
recording equipment a pilot study was conducted in May 1993. During these trials 
we tracked a lone whale to its surfacing location using the directional hydrophone. 
Once the ID-photograph was captured on fluke-up, we departed to chosen distances 
(stations) from the dive location and made recordings with the omnidirectional 
hydrophone. At an approximate dive time of 40 minutes and a transit time of about 
five minutes between consecutive stations about three recordings per trial could be 
made. The bearing to the original whale was monitored using a directional 
hydrophone. A high effort had to be put into these departures as a number of factors 
often defeated our attempts to capture high quality sequences of one and the same 
whale during one dive (see prev. section). 
Two ideas for future experiments arose from this situation, 1) to make a reference 
recording in the vicinity of the diving whale to check automatically on its identity, and 
2) to develop a software tool to track a single whale on a recording with several 
whales and noise sources. Hydrophone arrays were beyond the possibilities of our 
research budget. 
In December 1994, departures for measuring range were refined using a sonobuoy 
as a reference element at the dive location. A sonobuoy is a device which transforms 
sound signals received on its omnidirectional hydrophone into radio signals. Its 
power supply was modified for multiple use, and hydrophone cable length set to 30 
m. To receive and record the sonobuoy signal at any station of our departures, a 
Yagi antenna was mounted on a 4 m mast on the research vessel. Using a radio 
receiver, this signal could be recorded synchronously (i.e. in stereo) with the signal 
from our (omnidirectional) onboard hydrophone. 
While the sonobuoy was deployed and left behind at the dive location, we departed 
to chosen distances, lowered the onboard hydrophone, and made stereo recordings 
via both elements. Comparing click intervals of the two tracks recorded, the identity 
of the whale can be verified objectively. To capture the beginning of a dive at range 
we deployed the buoy and departed before fluke-up. Assuming a surface speed of 
one knot for the whale, it should not move further than 150 m away from the buoy 
before diving (half surface time= 5 min). In some cases, a stereo recording was also 
made at the dive location to compare differences in signal characteristics for small 
distances between the two elements. 
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During dives of about 40 minutes duration, however, whale and buoy may drift apart 
considerably. Assuming the whale remains within a radius of 0.5 nm of its dive 
location, and the buoy drifts with about one knot, they may depart by up to 1.17 nm 
in the horizontal plane. At a possible diving depth of about 0.5 nm (937 m), the total 
distance between sound source and sonobuoy element could thus reach 1.27 nm. 
Under these assumptions, the buoy should always remain within sonar range of the 
whale. Of course, the above mentioned problems of receiving sound from a moving 
source in the Kaikoura Canyon apply to the sonobuoy as well. 
With the design of the sonobuoy departures chosen in December 1994, only part of 
the dive can be recorded in stereo, as several ranges are sampled during one dive. 
Also, due to the fragility of the antenna mounting system, a moderate cruising speed 
(23 knots) had to be used for transition between stations reducing effective recording 
time further. 
An example stereo departure is introduced in chapter five, and future improvements 
are derived from the experiments conducted so far. 
1.4 Estimation of whale abundance 
The following overview lists a number of factors that may influence the real number 
of whales present in an area, their acoustic activities, the number of clicks counted 
automatically during analysis, and the calibration of click counts. 
Acoustic behaviour of whales in a particular area 
- source level of clicks 
- acoustic acitivity of whales (low - high click rates) 
- orientation of whales and directionality of sound components 
- real silences (whales do not vocalise all the time) 
- type of vocalisations made (regular clicks, faint creaks, slow clangs etc.) 
Heading, range, and diving depth of whales 
- random and directional movements 
- distance to hydrophone 
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Environmental conditions 
- reverberations, echoes of clicks 
- sea noise 
- received sound level ("false" silences to near source level) 
Human activities 
- noise from whale watching boats 
- noise from fishing vessels 
Recording methods 
- frequency response characteristics of recording system 
- changes of recording level 
- filtering of signal 
The factors listed above are in one way or another important for the calculation of 
the number of whales present on transects. Some of them may depend on particular 
oceanographic conditions in the Kaikoura Canyon. Stratification of transects and 
calibration trials could help to separate influences of seafloor topography and other 
factors from the actual "signal" to be measured - the number of whales present. 
As it is likely that whale abundance is driven by food distribution, concentrations of 
prey are bound to affect almost all aspects of the acoustic behaviour of the whales. 
Source level and click rates of whales roaming open waters in transit are expected to 
be different from individuals scanning particular spots for prey. If browsing an 
unknown area all around, directional components of the sonar beam might equally 
ensonify the environment of the whale; if a whale has memorised "hot spots" of prey 
from previous dives it might descend directly to such locations to maximise feeding 
time. Patterns of faint feeding buzzes and subsequent silences may occur frequently 
during a such a feeding dive. By contrast, a whale might click regularly over longer 
periods in search of a new patch of prey and emit only a few buzzes per dive. If 
several whales concentrate around a "hot spot", some of their clicks will overlap and 
thus be counted as one click during analysis. 
Detection of received sound levels depends on background noise. Although sea 
noise is mainly dependent on wave agitation (and thus on weather), distance to 
shore is important as breaking surf and waves running up the stony beaches around 
Kaikoura sometimes generate considerable noise. We mainly chose fine weather 
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and safe wave conditions for our field work, and assume that changes in sea noise 
are small for most recordings made. Exceptionally noisy recordings were discarded. 
Noise from whale watching boats and fishing vessels often forced us to abandon 
calibration trials. Boat noise might also have some impact on transient whales which 
are new to the area; resident whales seem well habituated to the noise of local 
vessels. 
Received sound levels are likely to depend strongly on acoustic shadow zones 
created by underwater ridges. The seafloor topography is also important for the 
generation of echoes. Strong reverberations may occur when a whale is scanning a 
rock face, but echolocation into open waters may produce no detectable echoes. 
Echoes thus depend on the orientation of the whale, and the focus of the sonar 
beam. 
A number of physical factors such as gradients of water temperature, salinity and 
pressure may cause a stratification of the water column and thus a refraction of 
sound waves. 
We assume that within any one stratum the factors described above apply equally to 
all whales present. Whale source levels may have to be excluded from this 
assumption, as different individuals are likely to click with different loudness. 
Acoustical activity is a similarly critical factor which may vary between individuals. It 
arrises the question what we are actually going to measure - will click counts tell us 
that louder or fainter whales were present, more loquacious or more silent whales, 
that the sea noise has changed or boats approached, or - that there were really 
different numbers of whales around. 
The above seems an inexhaustible list of factors which influence acoustic surveys. It 
is clear that study of the effect of each of them, let alone all the combinations, is 
impossible. It seems likely that given a large enough series of trials, these factors 
will average out, and hence allow determination of useful general acoustic survey 
methods without detailed study of each factor. 
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1.4.1 Relative abundance 
In this section, a simple model for estimating the number of whales present by 
counting the clicks recorded at transect stations is introduce~. Prer~quisite is that a 
computer program permits to detect sound pulses above a'chosen threshold, to 
combine trains of detected pulses to clicks, and to perform the following tasks: 
1.) Automatic count of all "clicks" detected on a recording. 
These counts comprise real sperm whale clicks, echoes from clicks, and 
"false" clicks, i.e. noise (sea, boats). 
2.) Interactive count of the regular clicks of one whale, and rejection of all false 
clicks on a recording. Controlled by the user. 
These counts can comprise real sperm whale clicks, or, depending on the 
choice of the user, echoes from clicks. 
The following steps are necessary to calculate whale numbers from clicks and 
noises registered during automatic analyses: 
1.) For a recording made at a transect station TSi, count all clicks automatically. 
Result: al/C/icks_ TSi. 
Repeat for all transect stations. 
2.) For a complete dive cycle recording DCi with only one whale, 
a) Count all clicks automatically. 
Result: allC/icks _ DCi. 
b) Count regular clicks interactively. 
Result: rea/Clicks_DCi. 
c) If percentage of echoes appears to be high on the recording, 
repeat (b) counting echoes instead of clicks. 
Result: Echoes_DC;. 
Repeat for all complete dive cycles with only one whale. 
If the percentage of echoes on a particular recording is low, they can possibly be 
neglected. Otherwise, echoes should be considered part of the vocalisations made 
on a particular dive, and be specifically calibrated for. The counting of echoes can 
be time-consuming (§3.2). 
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Now, ratios of regular clicks (and echoes) confirmed, to clicks and noises counted 
automatically can be derived: 
• Ratio 1 (low percentage of echoes) : 
ratioRA_DC; = rea/C/icks_DC; I al/C/icks_DC;. 
• Ratio 2 (high percentage of echoes) : 
ratiOREA_DC; = ( rea/Clicks_DC; + Echoes_DC;) / al/Clicks_DC;. 
To determine ratioRA_DC; or ratioREA_DC;, dive cycle recordings (or recording 
sections) with one whale only are needed. For estimation of click rates, however, 
any dive cycle recording can be used as long as a single whale can be clearly 
distinguished from other whales and noise, as will be explained below. 
These factors should be averaged over all dive cycles conducted in the same 
stratum. Applying them to transect recordings of the same stratum yields the number 
of real clicks to be expected from the automatic count. The next steps use the 
averaged factor for a low percentage of echoes, ratioRA_DC. RatiOREA_DC should be 
used in the same way, if echoes prove to be a typical component of the sounds 
recorded in a particular stratum. An example value for ratioRA_DC could be 0.8 (§3). 
3.) Real clicks expected at transect station TSi: 
rea/Clicks_ TS;= ratioRA_DC * al/Clicks_ TS;. 
Basically, only noise has been excluded so far. Next, a look from another 
perspective. For sperm whales at Kaikoura, we note an average dive time of 40 
minutes, and an average surface interval of 10 minutes. Also, whales were often 
found to start clicking immediately after fluke-up. By contrast, they typically stop 
clicking some five minutes before they surface, emitting "surface clicks" during their 
ascend (§1.1). Neglecting these vocalisations and occasional clicks emitted while 
resting at the surface (sperm whales are mostly silent at the surface; pers. 
observation), another ratio can be calculated. 
4.) Ratio of time of acoustical activity to overall cycle of dive and surface: 
ratio_ fAcAct = fAcAct I ( lo;ve + fsurtace ) ; fAcAct = f Dive - fAscend-
For frnve = 40 min, fAscend = 5 min, fAcAct is 35 min. 
For tsurface = 10 min, ratio_tAcAct is 35 / 50, i.e. 7 / 10. 
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In theory, good dive cycle recordings should capture near 100% of the clicks emitted 
by the whale. Practically this is almost never the case, as received clicks often 
become very faint in the middle of a dive, which makes a distinction of whale 
vocalisations and noise increasingly harder. In most dive cycles analysed there is 
thus a period of "unresolvable" sounds (no or only a few clicks are reliably 
detectable), which in quite a few cases may extend to the end of the dive. It is often 
hard to tell which factor mainly causes the fading of clicks - the whale may be 
clicking more faintly (buzzes), or descend to great depths or behind a ridge. 
Thus even a whale at close range which is assumed to be detectable throughout its 
dive may only be detectable during a certain percentage of the time it is vocalising. 
During interactive analysis of dive cycle recordings, the decision of when to stop 
analysing faint vocalisations is made subjectively by the user. In most dive cycles, 
the boundary betwen "resolvable" and "unresolvable" vocalisations cannot be clearly 
drawn. Only complete dive cycle recordings of single whales (and low noise) yield 
information on the ratio between periods of detectable and "too-faint" vocalisations. 
Dive cycle recordings focussing on behaviour should not be stopped at sea when 
the whale becomes too faint (as long as no other whales become audible), since 
valuable calibration data can be gained. 
As in the dive cycle recordings, whales within the range of the hydrophone on 
transects are expected to be detectable only over a certain percentage of time they 
are vocalising. Assuming an average "too-faint" period of 10 minutes in the middle of 
a dive, the next correction factor can be calculated. 
5.) Ratio of time of detectable vocalisations to period of acoustical activity: 
TafiO_foetect = ( fAcAct - ftaint) / fAcAct. 
For tAcAct = 35 min, and ftaint = 10 min, ratio_foetect is 25 I 35, i.e. 5 / 7. 
A number of dive cycles has to be analysed to estimate effective detection time. 
However, click rates can be measured directly during periods of reliable detection. If 
a computer program permits to monitor a single whale on a recording with several 
whales, a high number of sequences, and not only those with exactly one whale, can 
be used to measure and average click rates. Uncertainties about the overall click 
rate of a dive can be incorporated in the correction factor ratio_f0etect. 
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Using the correction factors proposed so far, the number of whales present around a 
transect station can be derived from clicks counted at that station and the duration of 
the recording (fRec_ TS;), and from the average click rate of single whales in the 
corresponding stratum (c/ickRate_AvoneWh) measured while they were reliably 
detectable during dive cycles. 
6.) Number of whales (diving and at surface) around transect station TSi: 
a) Uncorrected click rate measured automatically at TSi: 
rea/Clicks_ TS; 
clickRate _MeasTSi = -------------------
tRec_ TS; 
b) Click rate measured interactively during periods of reliable detection 
of one whale in the corresponding stratum (dive cycle recordings): 
rea/Clicks _ OC; 
c/ickRate _AvOneWhi = --------------------
foetect_DC; 
This click rate should be averaged over all dive cycles in that stratum. 
c) Corrected number of whales present around TSi: 
1 1 
nrWhales _ TS; = * * 
ratio_ tAcAct ratio_ foetect 
For ratio_ tAcAct = 7 I 1 0, ratio_ toetect = 5 I 7, 
and fRec_ TS;= 4:20 min, c/ickRate_AvOneWh = 1.5 s-1, 
nrWhales_ TS; = 
nrWha/es TS1 = 
10/7 * 7/5 * rea/Clicks_TS; 
260 s * 1.5 s-1 
2 * rea!Clicks TS1 I 390. 
clickRate _MeasTSi 
clickRate _AvOneWh 
This estimate makes no assumption on the spatial coverage of the recording. It 
yields an equivalent to the number of whales detectable reliably during half of the 
duration of a complete dive and surface cycle. Of course, the clicks counted 
automatically could also be produced by a different number of whales at different 
distances. The complexity of all the factors contributing to the final result can only be 
partly reduced with the technique employed in this study. A stratification of 
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experiments may be inevitable, but requires more calibration trials for the 
computation of useful averages. 
The next section takes a closer look at range estimates and how they might be used 
to estimate absolute abundance. 
1.4.2 Absolute abundance 
The sound level of clicks decays with the inverse square of the range as the signal 
propagates through the water column (§5.1 ). The reverse is also true; the range to 
which we can detect clicks obeys an inverse square law and so does the percentage 
of clicks we can detect at increasing distances from a vocalising whale. 
If range experiments are designed and analysed in a way that the percentage of 
clicks detectable at certain ranges can be estimated (e.g. 50% of clicks detectable at 
range r50), the range beyond which an insignificant number of clicks is detectable 
could be derived by extrapolation (e.g. 5% of clicks detectable at range r05). Such an 
experiment requires a reference recording in the vicinity of the diving whale 
capturing near 100% of the clicks emitted, which can be compared to the recording 
at the chosen sample range. 
If we can detect a certain percentage of clicks from a whale at a certain range during 
a calibration experiment, then only this percentage of clicks from this whale is likely 
to be detectable if the whale is vocalising at the same distance from a recording 
station during transects. For example, if we detect on average 50% of the clicks of a 
whale Wx at a range r50 during departures, we will only detect 50% of its clicks during 
transects if Wx is at a distance r50 from a recording station. This sounds too simple. 
The problem is that we cannot distinguish automatically between one whale clicking 
at one particular range (e.g. r50) and two whales clicking at a range of half that 
detection likelihood (e.g. r25). We cannot (yet) derive automatically the real number 
of whales present from a recording made with one omnidirectional hydrophone, as 
can be done interactively (§2), or by listening on playback. 
However, we can estimate a number of "standard whale units" present within a cutoff 
detection range, e.g. within a range of 5% detection likelihood (r05). One unit would 
correspond to one whale clicking within a range of 100% detection likelihood. 
25 
Theoretically, infinite combinations of whales at different ranges could generate such 
a unit. For example, 0.9 units measured could mean that two whales are clicking at 
r40, and one whale is clicking in the distance at r10; or one whale is clicking nearby at 
rys, and one whale at r1s and so on. 
Off Kaikoura it is fair to assume that whales beyond ro5 can be neglected, as whales 
are spaced apart considerably. In the tropics, for example, a group of 10 whales 
clicking at r04 would introduce an error of 0.4 units into an estimate of absolute 
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Fig. 8 Spectrogram (top) and waveform (bottom) 
of two typical sperm whale clicks recorded off Kaikoura. 
Peak energy at 2.4 kHz. 
Computed and displayed using Canary 1.1. 
Spectrogram (top): Frequency in kHz, grayshades indicate signal power. 
Waveform (bottom): Amplitude in mV. 
Abszissa shows time in milliseconds. 
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1.5 Digitial signal processing 
Digital Signal Processing (DSP) techniques facilitate analyses of far larger samples, 
with greater accuracy, detail and objectivity than was previously possible (e.g. Clark 
et al., 1987; Dawson and Thorpe, 1990). 
• Hardware 
A reasonably powerful computer equipped with sufficient memory, hard disk 
capacity, and special hardware for analog/digital (AID) conversion and processing of 
signals is needed. In this study, sounds were digitised and analysed using a 
Macintosh Quadra 840A V and a Spectral Innovations DSP board MacDsp256KNI. 
This board allows for a maximum sampling rate of 125 kHz and an amplitude 
resolution of 16 bit. Via its onboard DSP chip (24MFlops), it also provides fast 
routines for digital signal processing. A Kemo filter VBF/8 was used as anti-aliasing 
filter during sampling of tape recordings. 
• Software 
The MacDSP 1.Bbeta analysis software delivered with the DSP board facilitates the 
capture of sounds and provides access to a comprehensive set of routines for signal 
analysis. Signals can be displayed in real time as waveforms, spectrograms, 
spectra, and stackplots. The routines of the MacDSP array processing library are 
callable from programming languages such as Pascal and C. This allows the user to 
write special purpose programs. Unfortunately, MacDSP 1.Bbeta causes several 
problems. The trigger option for signal acquisition does not work, so careful listening 
is required to successfully digitise the part of the signal needed. Also, crucial 
parameters such as time intervals, signal amplitudes and frequencies can only be 
measured in a complicated and non-intuitive manner. 
By contrast, the software package Canary 1.1 (Charif, Mitchell, and Clark, 1993) is 
very easy to use, and for some analyses, more powerful. A signal captured with 
MacDSP can be imported by Canary, although some minor difficulties arise. If the 
reproduction of absolute signal amplitudes in Canary is necessary, then the 
maximum value in the signal sequence has to be known in advance. As mentioned 
above, this feature is difficult to measure in MacDSP. 
Figure 8 shows spectrogram and waveform of two digitised sperm whale clicks in a 
typical Canary representation. The displayed sequence is 115 milliseconds long. 
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Fig. 9 Spectrogram (top) and waveform (bottom) of cable noise recorded. 
Peak energy at 732 Hz. 
Computed and displayed using Canary 1. 1. 
Spectrogram (top): Frequency in kHz, grayshades indicate signal power. 
Waveform (bottom): Amplitude in mV. 
Abszissa shows time in milliseconds. 
in the frequency band between 2 and 3 kHz. This spectrogram was computed with a 
high frequency resolution, which in turn results in a low time resolution. 
Canary provides convenient zoom functions for a detailed examination of signals. 
Amplitude, energy contents and timing of single peaks can be measured accurately 
using Canary's built-in cursors. Peak energy of the two sperm whale clicks examined 
(fig. 8) was thus found at 2.4 kHz. The accuracy of measurements in Canary is 
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limited only by the digitising error, which is 2 (16 bit AID conversion) and can be 
safely neglected. 
Convenient analysis of the signal in the frequency domain is a major advantage of 
Canary. A short-time Fourier-transform (STFT) can be performed on freely 
selectable parts of the signal. Quality of the signal representation in the frequency 
domain depends on interconnected parameters such as frame size for the STFT, 
filter bandwidth, frame overlap, time and frequency grid resolution (Charif, Mitchell, 
and Clark, 1993; Brook and Wynne, 1988). Several windowing functions can be 
chosen depending on the special features of the signal under investigation. I used a 
Hamming window for the analysis of sperm whale clicks. It has high sidelobe 
rejection and gives a reasonably narrow filter bandwidth as well. 
Figure 9 shows spectrogram and waveform of noise caused by movement of the 
hydrophone cable. The spectrogram of this sequence shows that most of the noise 
energy is contained in the frequency band between 500 Hz and 1 kHz. Peak energy 
was measured at 732 Hz. 
So, why not use Canary and MacDsp for the processing of transect and dive cycle 
recordings? MacDsp and Canary are powerful, all purpose, DSP tools. However, 
they were not specifically designed for our task of detecting and counting clicks. 
MacDsp and Canary only allow sampling of a few seconds of sound continuously. 
Additional software is needed which permits to sample complete dive cycles and 
transects, as these recordings comprise many hours (a dive cycle has a typical 
duration of some 40 minutes, 6 transect stations take about 30 minutes). 
The click processing software needed should be able to detect and count pulses and 
clicks automatically according to a selected set of detection parameters. Thus, 
recordings can be compared objectively, and subjective analysis errors can be 
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minimised. Although Canary permits logging of results interactively, automatic 
logging is needed for processing of longer recordings. 
Under the conditions typical for Kaikoura it becomes indispensable to be able to 
track a particular whale on a recording with several whales and noise. To obtain 
crucial calibration data, a software tool is needed which supports the user in the 
interactive tracing of clicks. 
A basic principle of detecting pulses, and thus clicks, automatically in a sequence of 
sound is to examine the waveform of the signal for peaks of energy. The energy of a 
signal can be represented by its RMS-envelope (Elschner and Moschwitzer, 1987; 





with N number of samples averaged, 
index of sample. 
The chief advantage of using RMS is that it acts to reduce random noise. Transient 
signals are more easily seen after RMS processing of digitised records. The use of 
this envelope for the detection of clicks will be discussed in the following chapter. 
Although much more potential for automatic processing of sounds is available by 
using more complex DSP methods (Thorpe and Dawson, 1991 ), the timing of pulses 
and clicks may convey more consistent information than their spectral composition. 


















































2 Moby Click -
DSP software for automatic and interactive analysis of clicks 
2.1 Introduction 
2.1.1 System structure 
Figure 10 shows an overview of the programs, program modules, and files involved 
in the analysis of sound recordings using Moby Click in combination with other 
software tools. 
Moby Click comprises modules for digitising, processing, and graphic representation 
of sound data. All modules within Moby Click can be accessed via a standard 
graphic user interface (§2.1.2). 
Moby Click facilitates AID conversion of tape recordings (§2.1.3) using a dedicated 
DSP board (§1.5), and transfers sampled data (16 bit) to a binary "sound file". For 
analysis, the program loads raw data from such a sound file. The special routines 
implemented allow detection, measurement, and tracing of pulses and clicks in the 
sound file (§2.2). Analysis results, i.e. signal features measured of the clicks 
detected, are written to binary "result files" (fig. 10). Moby Click 1.0 performs signal 
analysis in the time domain. 
' 
Binary result files have to be post-processed using Moby Transit (§2.6.1) to produce 
"text" (ASCII) files. Text files can be read by standard software (e.g. Excel), which is 
used to prepare summary statistics and charts of the analysis results (§2.7). 
Furthermore, Moby Transit facilitates the extraction of smaller sections from the 
original sound file captured (§2.6.2). 
DSP tools such as Canary and MacDSP (§ 1.5) provide complementary routines for 
signal analysis in the frequency domain. 
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Fig. 11 Menubar with four program menus and items of menu OSP. 
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2.1.2 Graphic user interface 
The graphic interface implemented in Moby Click was designed following the 
guidelines for a standard Macintosh user interface (Apple Computer, Inc. 1994). 
Compliance with these guidelines allows easy, efficient, and unambiguous use of 
the software. Exceptions made will be explained below. 
• Menus 
All windows and dialog boxes available in Moby Click can be called up via the four 
main pull down menus OSP, AID, Vocalizations, and Noise in the program menubar 
(Fig. 11 ). The standard items in the Apple menu on the left side of the bar are 
disabled in this version of the program. So far this menu only accomodates the 
Moby Click About box. On the right side of the main menu bar is the multifinder icon 
and, if Moby Click is running under Think Pascal, the Lightsbug icon (Borenstein and 
Mattson, 1990). The multifinder icon permits to switch to another application or desk 
top accessory from within Moby Click. For example, this option can be helpful if the 
volume of the speaker has to be adjusted using the sound control panel. However, it 
is not recommended to switch back and forth between other applications and Moby 
Click excessively, as only a minimum set of system management routines was 
implemented. 
Software contains bugs. The Lightsbug icon allows the user to interrupt program 
execution and to invoke the Think Pascal debugger tools, which can be handy to. 
escape crashes. 
Pop-up menus used in some of the dialog boxes are underlaid with a shadowed 
area and will be explained in detail along with the corresponding dialogs. Menus 
show tick marks by the item last selected. 
• Windows and dialogs 
All windows and dialogs behave in the way expected on a Macintosh. The user can 
arrange the desktop depending on the task to be performed. However, the standard 
setup is already optimised for signal analysis. 
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• Graphic user interface - exceptions made in Moby Click 1.0 
1) Active windows 
Standard: Only one window/dialog can be active at a time. 
Exception: Figure 12 shows the DSP panel next to the plot window, which will be 
explained in detail in §2.1.5. After drawing is performed in the plot window and 
control returns to the DSP panel, the plot window will remain highlighted as well 
although it is no longer the active window. This method provides an undimmed 
display of the frame numbers shown in the title bar of the window. 
2) Close boxes 
Standard: Close boxes appear in title bars. 
Exception: Figure 13 shows the plot control panel, which has no title bar. Thus 
maximum space can be provided for a clear arrangement of controls and texts on a 
13" monitor. A custom close box was added in the upper left corner of this dialog. 
3) Interface update 
Standard: Graphic objects are updated if required. 
Exception: To avoid lengthy redraw procedures, the plot window is not 
continuously updated. For example, the update will be suppressed if the user clicks 
into the contents of the plot window as required to measure coordinates off the 
screen (§2.1.7). Alternatively, its contents will be updated when the user clicks into 
its title bar. Closing or moving windows and dialogs will update all objects on the 
screen. This is not true for the standard Open File dialogs used - they will leave a 
"hole" in the plot window on closing. As the redrawing procedure for the plot window 
has been improved considerably in recent development versions, a refinement of 
the interface update is within reach for Moby Click 1.1. 
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Fig. 14 AID panel. 
2.1.3 AID interface 
The AID board used (MacDSP256KNI) is equipped with a dual channel AID 
interface. In single channel mode data are sampled at one of the channels with a 
resolution of 16 bit per sample. In dual channel mode 16 bit samples will be digitised 
simultaneously on both channels and merged into one data stream of interleaved 
samples. The interleaved 32 bit data have to be split into two separate data streams 
before further processing can continue. 
Figure 14 shows the dialog box for the sampling of analog data from one of the AID 
channels. This dialog appears if the user chooses "Capture data" from the AID 
menu. It shows the fixed sampling rate of 31250 Hz and the reference frame length 
of 512 samples per frame. As 512 samples of 16 bit resolution correspond to 1024 
bytes or 1 kByte of storage space, one frame (512) occupies one kByte on disk. 
The user can enter the number of frames to be sampled in the text box after Frames 
(Number). The duration of the capture sequence will be indicated in minutes and 
seconds below. 
Data are transferred from the AID board to the Macintosh disk cache after each 
frame sampled. To prepare for an asynchronuous processing of other jobs while 
sampling on the AID port (e.g. update of capture indicators, real time signal display), 
data are sampled in Moby Click in frames of 4096 samples. This technique provides 
eight times more time for the continuation of background jobs than the reference 
frame length of 512 samples. Therefore the number of frames (512) entered by the 
user will be converted to the nearest multiple of eight. 
On pressing button Start the program will begin to sample the signal present on 
channel one. The sampling stops as soon as the number of frames chosen have 
been sampled. 
Some recommendations arise from the principle of how data are being captured at 
the AID port and transferred to the final storage medium. The AID board will buffer 
4096 captured samples (131ms at 31kHz) before sending these to the Macintosh 
hard disk cache. The disk cache in turn will be flushed onto the hard disk as soon as 
its upper limit is reached, e.g. after eight captured frames (4096) at a cache size of 
32kByte. 
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Problems encountered for larger cache sizes may be explained with the equally 
longer flushing time needed, which should obviously not exceed the buffer time of 
the AID to avoid dead locks or even program crashes. 
Data should be captured to contiguous files to insure maximum data transfer rates 
from the cache to the buffer medium. The buffer medium will preferably be a hard 
disk with fast write access. The buffered data can be transferred to an external 
storage medium (e.g. optical disks) for permanent keeping later. 
To prepare for capturing live data: 
1. Set HD cache to 32 kByte (control panel memory) and restart the Macintosh. 
2. Estimate the duration of the sequence to be captured and derive the number of 
capture frames (manually or using Moby Click AID dialog). 
3. Check for the largest free contiguous space on the HD (using a disk tool, e.g. 
speed disk). If possible, create contiguous space after all other items on the disk. 
This free space has to be equal to or larger than the sequence to be captured. One 
capture frame (512) occupies one kByte. 
4. Place a dummy capture file onto the hard disk (e.g. from floppy disk), which can 
be small and of any type. It will occupy the first empty blocks of the free space 
created under (3). This step is useful, as Moby Click does not yet provide a file 
menu for opening and closing of files. Instead, the program asks you on start-up to 
chose a data file for the session. The chosen file can be overwritten by the captured 
data. 
After tape recorder and filter are turned on, the data can be captured as described 
above. The read/write lamp on the hard drive should indicate capture progress after 
each 32 kByte of sampled data (if the disk cache was set to this recommended size). 
As soon as the sampling is finished, the text window will display the message "AID 
done". The captured file can be inspected immediately in Moby Click, as it is the 
active data file of the session. 
An option for interleaved sampling from two channels was implemented ad hoc for 
the synchronous capture of stereo recordings made with omnidirectional 
hydrophone and sonobuoy (§1.3.2). 
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Fig. 15 b RMS envelope of 512 frames 
- relative adjustment of the first frame of the display. 
The samping rate is fixed at 31.25 kHz. This parameter has to be provided on 
initialising the AID board on start up of the program. A different effective sampling 
rate can be achieved by choosing a different playback speed on the tape recorder. 
In the future options will be implemented for the selection of sampling rate, AID 
channel number, single or dual capture mode, and interruption of the capture 
process. 
2.1.4 Stack Plot System 
Moby Click can display any signal data stored in a 16-bit integer format. The plot 
window for the graphic representation of the data comes up on selecting the menu 
item "Plot" from the DSP menu. It allows for the display of a signal section in 
different graphic resolutions and magnifications. Graphic resolution is limited by the 
definition of a point in the Macintosh Quickdraw™ environment (Apple Computer, 
Inc. 1994). 
As described in §2.1.3, samples of a signal are collected into frames, with 512 
samples per frame being the reference frame length. Thus the first block of 512 
samples in the data file is referred to as frame number one, the second block as 
frame number two, and so on until the last frame. Frames beyond the end of the 
data file are displayed as if containing samples of a value of minus one, which 
allows a quick recognition of the last valid frame in the display. 
Figures 15 a and b show the display of the RMS envelope (§1.5) of 512 frames of 
regular sperm whale clicks beginning at frame number 4876. The number of the first 
and the last frame displayed along with the length of the section are printed in the 
title bar of the plot window. In this program version the maximum number of frames 
per display is 512. 
• Stack plots 
In the configuration shown in figure 15a the plot window is subdivided into eight 
lines with the time axis being wrapped at the end of each line. One line thus 
comprises 64 frames. The first frame of the second line represents frame number 65 
of the display, the first frame of the third line frame number 129 etc. The minor units 
along the time axis further subdivide each line into eight parts. The number of 
frames per line depends on the analysis resolution chosen, which will be discussed 
in §2.1.5. 
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The vertical axis of each line represents a linear scale of signal amplitude. 
Minimum and maximum correspond to the full analog voltage range during AID 
conversion (+/-3V using MacDSP256KNI). 
• Navigation within the digitised file 
Navigation in the plot window or in the data file, respectively, is made possible via 
controls and editable texts in the plot control dialog shown below the plot window. 
The first frame of the signal section displayed in figure 15a was chosen by entering 
the frame number requested into the corresponding text box and pressing button 
Goto (see mouse pointer). 
In addition to the absolute navigation via Goto, several controls facilitate relative 
adjustment of the display section. The user can scroll the display via an offset to the 
number of the first frame of the display (fig. 15b). In the example given the display 
was moved forward by 128 frames (or two lines). After a slight delay of the last two 
clicks in figure 15a, it shows in figure 15b that the whale keeps on clicking with a 
relatively stable inter-click interval. 
Shortcuts allow the user to quickly scroll backwards and forwards by one frame, half 
the display, or the full display. Scrolling by one frame becomes more important with 
higher analysis resolution and is complemented by the option of scrolling a half 
frame. 
Forward scrolling navigation controls will be dimmed if the user has reached the end 
of the data file, and rewinding controls will be disabled upon reaching the beginning 
of the file. 
• Amplification 
To achieve an optimum graphic resolution the user can amplify the signal by a 
constant factor. This factor can be entered in the text box next to the button Amplify. 
It should not exceed the full scale gain shown above this box, which is derived from 
the maximum value found in the section displayed. A higher amplification factor will 
lead to a signal overlap between lines in the display. 
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Depending on the analysis aspect of interest, the signal can be displayed with 
emphasis on the larger context or with more attention to detail. Two zoom buttons in 
the plot control dialog allow the user to zoom in and out accordingly. Figure 16 
shows parts of the same section at different magnifications. 
The use of the zoom controls does not change the number of the first frame 
displayed. To zoom in on the middle of the display a combination with the Half 
Display Right button proves efficient. 
In this program version the maximum number of lines is eight. If a signal is displayed 
with a low resolution, i.e. highly compressed, zooming out may result in more than 
512 frames to be displayed. In this case lines beyond the 512th frame will appear 
empty. 
2.1.5 DSP functions and analysis resolution 
The following paragraphs describe the difference between graphic resolution and 
analysis resolution using examples of waveform and RMS function of a sequence of 
sperm whale clicks. 
Graphic resolution of the signal display is determined by the representation of 
graphic entities in the Quickdraw™ environment, which is based on sets of points. 
Each point marks the intersection of two infinitely thin parallels in the equidistant 
Quickdraw™ grid. The graphic resolution of a graphic entity can therefore be no 
finer than the resolution of this grid. The effect of this principle can be noted in 
"steps" visible in any inclined line drawn on the display. Some ambiguities may thus 
arise simply by drawing the signal graph as the user might not be able to distinguish 
whether a change in the graph is due to such a "step" or a true signal value. 
In Moby Click each display line of the plot window is exactly 512 points long. 
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Fig. 17 a-c Waveform, RMS, and RMS plus Average RMS 
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Analysis resolution is limited only by the sampling rate. Each value of the signal 
waveform and the derived functions can be displayed separately. Figures 17 a to c 
show the DSP control panel for the computation (§1.5) and display of the following 
functions. 
1) Wave 
Checking this box causes the waveform of the signal (red graph) to be displayed in 
the plot window. 
2) RMS 
Selecting this option enables the computation and display of the RMS envelope of 
the signal (blue graph), which will be explained in detail below. Peaks of high energy 
stand out in the RMS envelope, while randomly varying noise tends to cancel. 
3) Av. RMS 
Selecting the Av.RMS check box will automatically turn on the RMS option and clear 
the waveform check box. This option causes the RMS to be averaged over the 
whole section displayed (yellow line). The average RMS will appear as a constant 
line throughout the display along with a green line 6 dB above it. It thus provides a 
simple reference for comparing signal features visually. The use of this threshold for 
automatic pulse detection will be explained in §2.2.1. 
4) tiRMS 
Choosing this option will lead to the display of the gradient of the RMS function 
(cyan graph). The gradient computed simply represents the difference between 
adjacent RMS values. It emphasizes fast changes of signal amplitude and silences 
noise. An additional frame is loaded for the computation of the first value. 
5) Mean 
Checking this box enables computation and display of the mean of the waveform 
(green graph). 
Functions (4) and (5) have not been incorporated into click detection routines and 
are available for future use. 
The DSP panel comes up on the right hand side of the plot window after choosing 
"DSP" from the DSP menu. Combinations of the functions listed can be processed 
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and displayed in an overlayed mode by selecting the corresponding check boxes 
and pressing button Process. 
The function used for the detection of sperm whale clicks in Moby Click 1.0 is the 
RMS envelope of the signal. The following paragraphs describe how this function 
can be computed with different resolutions. 
The computation of the RMS requires an averaging period just as any other 
averaging function does. This averaging period determines the resolution of all 
following analyses based on the RMS. 
A flexible averaging interval was achieved by subdividing the signal logically into 
sets of samples referred to as "groups". Figure 18a shows the Groups panel. A 
different way of looking at a group is to set its size in relation to the reference frame 
length of 512 samples, i.e. to think of a frame as being split into smaller intervals. 
The ratio of group size to frame length will be referred to as "groups per frame". 
The Groups panel allows to choose the number of groups per frame from a scroll list 
and displays the corresponding group size (see arrow in fig. 18a). On computing the 
RMS this group size is used as the averaging period. Figures 18a and b show the 
signal waveform and the RMS of frame number 4030 displayed in an "uncondensed" 
mode. In this mode each display line will accomodate exactly one frame, as 
reference frame length and points per line (512) match in Moby Click. 
The eight groups chosen in Figure 18a and the resulting averaging period of 64 
samples can easily be seen in the graph of the RMS. This group size corresponds to 
an interval of 2 ms (fs = 31kHz). Figure 18b shows the same frame split into 64 
groups of 8 samples each, which results in averaging periods of 256 µs and a much 
higher RMS resolution. Here the negative peak of the signal waveform (see arrow in 
fig. 18b) clearly shows up as the peak of the RMS envelope, while it is "smoothed 
out" by the adjacent samples in figure 18a. 
As seen already, signal features may show up more or less well depending on the 
averaging intervals chosen. Furthermore, if the same signal were to be digitised 
several times and would be processed independently, the same signal feature would 
appear in different shapes due to different starting points for the AID conversion 
(e.g. 10 ms or 312 samples delay) and the resulting shift of frames and groups, 
respectively. The same logical averaging periods would thus comprise different 
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samples. It is therefore recommended to digitise each (unsynchronised) recording 
only once and keep a copy of the original sample file. This method guarantees a 
safe and efficient retrieval of signal features in further analyses. 
The RMS function will become flatter with longer averaging intervals and should be 
amplified accordingly after turning the waveform display off. It will thus emphasise 
high amplitude pulses of longer duration, and reject noise of low amplitude as well 
as short time transients. 
In the "uncondensed" mode the RMS and other averaging functions obviously 
display redundant information, as they yield the same value for all instants within a 
group. The radio button Condenz provides for a compressed signal representation 
by reducing the graphic display to one point per group. Thus longer sections of the 
signal can be displayed at once. Figure 19a and b show the condensed versions of 
signal waveform and RMS containing frame number 4030 shown before. The display 
was rewound by four frames so that frame 4030 can now be found between the 
fourth and fifth horizontal scale marks. 
As one group in the condensed mode corresponds to exactly one point, group size 
always equals the number of frames (512) within one display line of 512 points. In 
other words, the larger the groups to be condensed are, the more condensed frames 
will fit into the display. The condensed mode is the standard mode for signal display 
in Moby Click. 
Figure 20 shows more examples of a condensed waveform display at different 
averaging periods. Although a condensation of averaging functions seems evident 
the question remains of what happens to the condensed signal waveform which 
contains no redundancy. The solution chosen in Moby Click 1.0 displays four values 
for each waveform group - the values of the first and last samples as well as the 
maximum and minimum values in the group. Thus the graph will be drawn from the 
last value of the previous group to the first value of the next group, and then via 
maximum and minimum to the last group value. This method retains the major 
signal shape at maximum drawing speed. 
Group sizes in Moby Click range from 1 to 512 samples. A group size of one sample 
corresponds practically to an uncondensed display. 
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Figure 21 reveals yet another aspect of group size by showing the same number of 
frames in different resolutions. Eight display lines contain as many frames at a group 
size of 64 samples as one line does at a group size of 512 samples. While the 
version with eight display lines lends itself to the visualisation of signal timing the 
one line version visually emphasises signal amplitude. Note the passing of minor 
glitches across the line 6dB above the RMS average (e.g. between the eighth and 
ninth click) at higher analysis resolutions. Due to the maximum compression in the 
one line version all but one glitch remain below this line. The tradeoff consists in a 
loss of resolution of signal features such as timing and amplitude. 
2.1.6 Sound playback 
To play a digitised sound signal back via the computer, the user can select the 
Sound panel from the DSP menu, which then appears next to the lower right corner 
of the plot window (fig. 22). The Sound panel allows playback of the original wave 
form of the signal frames currently displayed. Playback is also possible if the plot 
window shows functions other than the wave form, e.g. the RMS envelope. Playback 
rates range from normal speed to one eighth and can be chosen from a scroll list. 
The playback rates refer to a sampling rate of 31.25 kHz. On pressing button Play a 
cursor will move across the signal graph inverting the passage being reproduced. 
Although a reasonable effort was put into design and implementation of the playback 
routine, bugs remain in this program version. 
First, the resolution of the sound reproduction is reduced to eight bit from the full 
signal range of 16 bit. This measure was taken after it proved impossible to 
implement a functioning alghorithm for playing back 16 bit data stored in memory as 
described in the Macintosh Sound Manager part on extended 16 bit sound headers 
(Apple Computer, Inc. 1994). It has to be noted, that restrictions apply to some of 
the routines provided by the Sound Manager, which are classified as "not working" 
in the reference manual. 
Secondly, depending on other applications used and whether the computer was 
restarted only or shut down and restarted before running Moby Click, the sound 
playback will sooner or later "hang", i.e. mouse and keyboard events are no longer 
processed. The only way out is to restart the Macintosh or shut it down. Despite 
numerous tests and additional memory management precautions (e.g. locking of 
handles, checking of allocations) the cause of these crashes has not been found. 
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Furthermore, it was impossible to receive any useful feedback on source code 
transmitted to experts in sound processing on the Macintosh. 
For reasons of objectivity and efficiency monitoring of sound sequences by ear 
should obviously not be the primary method of signal analysis. Nevertheless, the 
playback routine proved very helpful for verifying the first clicks in sequences of low 
signal amplitude. This is typically the case when a whale resumes clicking faintly 
after a period of silence. Playback can also be useful to distinguish quickly between 
true clicks and strong echoes, which may appear with similar timings over many 
clicks. 
To achieve a maximum performance of the playback routines provided in Moby 
Click, the program should be run directly after a new start of the Macintosh. Shorter 
sequences can be played more often than longer ones. It thus helps to zoom in on 
the passage of interest before playback. As a last resort sound sequences could be 
extracted using Moby Transit (§2.6) and then be played back using another tool 
such as Canary (§ 1.5). 
2.1. 7 Measurement Panel 
The measurement panel shown in figure 23 can be selected under the DSP menu. 
Its most common use is the quick retrieval and verification of signal features stored 
to files during analysis. If the user zooms in on one display line and clicks into the 
plot window the measurement panel will give a continuous readout of x and y 
coordinates of the mouse pointer. The readout ranges from group number one to 
512 on the horizontal axis (condensed display mode) and from zero to +/-160 points 
on the vertical axes. As the scale end value of 160 correponds to the voltage ceiling 
of 3V during ND conversion, one point on the y-axis equals 18.75 mV for the 
unamplified signal wave form. Readouts from amplified signals (plot control panel) 
have to be converted accordingly. 
Figure 23 shows the mouse pointer placed above the peak of the signal RMS, which 
gives an accurate x-reading. As the measurement panel only displays a total 
readout of pointer position and does not perform curve tracking it would have to be 
placed next to or onto the peak to give the right y-value. Checking x and y 
separately avoids obscuring the signal graph while measuring. 
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2.2 Signal analysis 
2.2.1 Analysis goals and methods 
Moby Click 1.0 was designed to automatically count sperm whale clicks recorded 
along acoustic transects and to facilitate the calibration of these counts through the 
automated and interactive analysis of dive cycle and range experiments. The 
detection of sperm whale clicks in Moby Click is based on signal features measured 
in the time domain. Minimum pulse width and maximum inter-pulse interval are used 
as criteria for an automated click detection. In addition to these criteria, the inter-
click interval, the amplitude of the first click pulse, and the number of pulses per 
click can be used for click-tracing during interactive analyses. These terms will be 
explained in the following paragraphs. 
To analyse a digitised section the program will first compute the RMS envelope and 
overall RMS average, and then scan the envelope for pulses passing a threshold 
twice as high as (or 6dB above) the RMS average. The pulses detected are 
subsequently tested for their width at the threshold. This width is measured from the 
instant a pulse rises above the threshold to the instant it drops below it. Pulse width, 
as well as any other time-variable, is measured in numbers of groups. Group size 
thus determines the resolution of click detection (§2.1.5). 
Pulses passing the test for minimum width are checked for the time between each 
other. This time, called inter-pulse interval, is measured at the first group exceeding 
the threshold. Pulses following each other with less than the maximum inter-pulse 
interval are considered as being part of one click. This technique practically sets a 
delay before a new pulse can be classified as the first of a new click. Whitehead and 
Weilgart (1990) used a fixed delay of 78ms after "each counted click, ... , in order 
that each [click] would only be counted once". Dive cycle analysis two (§3.2.2) 
shows that inter-pulse intervals between pulse one and two are on average 19.7 ms 
long (n=1854 clicks, CV=0.37, 6dB threshold). For a click with four pulses this 
interval would lead to a minimum delay of 78.9 ms after the first crossing of the 
threshold. 
The maximum number of pulses to be registered per click can be set by the user. In 
this study all analyses were conducted with a fixed maximum of four pulses per click. 
Pulses following closely after the fourth were thus excluded from the results. 
Nevertheless, the test for inter-pulse interval uses the last pulse available, whether 
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assigned to a click or not. The advantage of this approach lies in the analysis of dive 
cycles with a low number of whales; pulses following in the trail of the four main 
ones are thus "absorbed". The disadvantage is that the pulse trail delays the 
registration of a new click. This effect might lead to an exclusion of pulses of other 
clickers in recordings with higher numbers of whales. Most of our transect 
recordings made off Kaikoura however are expected to contain fewer than four 
whales. 
The previous paragraphs indicate a need for optimising of the analysis parameters 
pulse width and inter-pulse interval, which are used for automatic click counting. 
Moby Click 1.0 does not perform analyses in the frequency domain to support 
discrimination between true click pulses, click reverberations (echoes), and noise 
pulses. A reasonably large pulse width should be used to exclude short-time glitches 
and faint signal peaks. A tight inter-pulse interval will allow for the best click 
resolution possible. 
Models for deriving the number of whales present from the number of pulses 
counted automatically are introduced in §1.4. Needed for the calibration of 
automated pulse counts is information about pulses detected from a single clicker. 
This information proved extremely difficult to obtain during the dive cycle trials 
conducted, especially with respect to a stratification of these experiments; Although 
a few recordings of single whales could be made, they do not adequately cover the 
whole study area. From this situation arose the need to use recordings with several 
whales for gaining information on single ones. 
Moby Click provides a set of additional rules to track and measure the click series of 
a particular whale in the presence of others. It will monitor the last clicks sent out by 
this whale to predict timing, amplitude, and number of pulses of the next clicks in 
addition to pulse width and inter-pulse interval. The user can thus interactively "lock 
on" to one clicker, tracing it as far as permitted by signal amplitude and noise. 
Beyond the calibration of transect recordings, the data obtained from such 
interactive analyses are of interest in themselves. They yield measurements of pulse 
amplitudes and inter-click intervals, i.e. dynamics of click rate. These results can be 
used to describe the acoustic behaviour of the sperm whales traced. Furthermore, a 
record of the additional rules used during the analysis is kept to support their future 
use in an expert-system for automatic analyses. 
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2.2.2 Tagging of signal segments 
Fig. 24 shows the Analysis panel labelled Clicks which can be found under the DSP 
menu. This panel provides all the controls necessary for detection of clicks in the 
signal section currently displayed in the plot window. 
; OSP R/0 I.localizations Noise 
Fig. 24 Analysis control panel. 
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The section of interest can be analysed with or without logging the results into files. 
Logging of results can be turned on and off via the pull down menu in the analysis 
panel. If results are being logged to file, the number of saved and newly detected 
clicks will be printed in the menu display. This solution was chosen due to space 
constraints and does not interfere with the use of the menu. On turning result 
logging on a standard open file dialog will be displayed, so the user can name the 
output file and select where it will be stored (fig. 25a). Output files contain the 
measured features of each detected click and its pulses, an overview of each 
section analysed, and additional remarks entered by the user (see also §2.6.1). The 
template for the file name shown in figure 25a can be filled in or can be overridden. 
The dot at the end of the name is important; the program will add an extension ("elk", 
"idx", or "rem") for automatic file distinction during post processing. 
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If result logging is turned on, Moby Click will show a bar below the signal graph to 
indicate the current status of analysis (fig. 25b). Depending on how far the frames 
displayed have been processed, parts of this bar will be filled with one of the 
following patterns: 
1) Part of indicator filled with a white pattern: 
Frames of this segment can be analysed. 
Results from this segment will not be saved to file. 
2) Part of indicator filled with a light gray pattern (fig. 25b, see arrow): 
Frames of this segment can be analysed. 
Results from this segment can be saved to file after analysis. 
3) Part of indicator filled with a gray pattern: 
Frames of this segment have already been analysed. 
Frames of this segment can be reanalysed. 
Results of this segment can be saved to file. 
4) Part of indicator filled with a black pattern: 
Results of this segment have been saved to file. 
Frames of this segment cannot be reanalysed. 
The gray (or light gray) part of the indicator thus marks the segment currently under 
investigation, while the black part reflects results saved before, and the white part 
excludes segments ahead from saving. The (light) gray part of the indicator is 
referred to as "tag". Depending on the section to be analysed this tag can be 
adjusted by entering the number of frames to be tagged in the corresponding text 
box in the analysis panel and pressing the button Tag. In the future this method 
might be complemented by a direct selection of frames via mouse click (not only 
whales, but also mice click in Moby Click). Note that tagging resolution is reduced 
from groups to full frames. 
On pressing the button Analyse (fig. 26) the program will scan the section displayed 
for clicks from the beginning of the tag onwards. Detected clicks and discarded 
glitches are drawn with additional markers, which will be introduced below. The 
section displayed can be re-tagged and reanalysed, commonly with different 
detection rules and parameters, as often as necessary to confirm the result. Re-
tagging requires reanalysis. The number of new clicks detected within the tagged 
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Fig. 27 a (top) Saving of results from tagged segment. 
Fig. 27 b (bottom) Automatic tagging and analysis of next segment. 
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segment is shown on top of the analysis panel. For example, "O + 2" means that no 
clicks were saved yet during the current session, and two new clicks were detected 
during the last analysis run. 
The signal within the tagged segment has to be classified as a valid vocalisation or 
as noise. On choosing the corresponding item from one of the main menus 
Vocalizations or Noise, the signal type will be displayed below the Analyse button, 
and the label of the Save button will change from Voe/Noise to Save&Go (fig. 27a). 
In the example given the two major pulses within tag range were classified as clicks 
of type A. The concept of a signal classification by the user will be introduced further 
in §2.3.2. 
The analysis proceeds to the next segment on pressing the Save button. Results will 
be saved to file, the tag advances by the number of frames entered next to Tag 
(which can be different from the one before the last run), and the display scrolls 
forward by the number of frames entered in the plot control panel. Figure 27a and b 
show how the display advances automatically by the 64 frames chosen. The tag 
range was changed just before saving (fig. 27a) and covers now 128 frames (fig. 
27b). Automatic scrolling can be disabled by turning the radio button below the Save 
button off. In this case the button label will change from Save&Go to Save. 
The start and end of the tag have to be within the current display boundaries. While 
re-tagging is performed instantly, readjustment of the display boundaries (scrolling) 
can be time consuming as it involves recalculations and possibly loading of raw data 
from file. 
The next paragraphs will outline how rules and parameters for click detection can be 
chosen, and how Moby Click marks detected clicks and discarded noise. 
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2.2.3 Analysis rules and parameters 
The analysis panel (fig. 24) shows in its upper half a list of five check boxes for the 
activation of the analysis rules available. The user can interactively decide which 
combination of rules to use for the analysis of the currently tagged segment. 
Rules one and two listed are the standard rules for click detection by pulse width 
and inter-pulse interval. These rules are always in use and cannot be disabled by 
the user. Their function and working principles are explained in §2.2.1. Three 
additional rules are available for the interactive tracing of click sequences. 
The most powerful signal feature for tracing a particular whale is the timing of its 
regular (echolocation) clicks. The interval between consecutive clicks is called inter-
click interval ("ICI") and can be accessed via rule three. For detection, the inter-click 
interval is measured from the "onset" of the first pulse of a click to the "onset" of the 
first pulse of the following click. "Onset" here means the first group of a pulse 
crossing the 6 dB threshold. The real pulse onset will be found well below the 6 dB 
threshold and is sometimes subject to noise overlap. 
If the ICI rule is turned on the program will check the interval between every new 
click detected and its predecessor. If the new click occurs before the end of the 
minimum inter-click interval chosen, it will be discarded. The strength of this rule lies 
in the analysis of sequences with relatively stable click timing. It is not suitable for 
analysing sequences with a rapidly increasing click rate. Result logging has to be 
turned on for the use of this rule, as the program needs the timing of the last click 
stored to set the first interval boundary. 
Beyond the 6 dB threshold, rule four ("Amp Pulse 1 ") allows for further rejection of 
low amplitude noise, weak echoes, and fainter whales present in a recording. The 
amplitude rule only affects the first pulse of a click. 
Click intensity changes more frequently than click timing, and transient glitches, and 
sometimes echoes, can reach click loudness. Also, the peak of loudness can shift 
from the first to the second pulse over consecutive clicks. 
If a whale produces high level clicks with a stable number of pulses, rule five 
("Pulses p. Click") can be used to distinguish these clicks from others with a different 
pulse number. This simple rule can be helpful when other rules fail due to a rapid 
change in click rate or loud noise. However, as this rule will be applied to a click. 
after all its pulses have been registered, minor spikes included between or after the 
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with pull down menus and editable texts for paramter setup. 
main pulses will cause this rule to fail. This rule works best for clicks with two 
dominant pulses, as glitches with one pulse can easily be rejected. 
Again, rules three to five are so far only relevant for the interactive tracking of a 
particular whale. Their application will be illustrated in the example analyses of dive 
cycle one and two (§3). 
Figure 28 depicts the Trace panel which allows for the interactive setup of analysis 
parameters. The trace panel can be called up via the DSP menu or the shortcut 
button labelled "I:" in the analysis panel. It shows a number of options for each 
detection rule. 
Analysis parameters can be set to a fixed, i.e. constant value. Alternatively, if result 
logging is turned on, they can be automatically computed as gliding values from the 
clicks stored before. 
• Constant parameter values 
Constant parameter values can be entered manually and have to be locked, or 
"fixed", to prevent them from being recomputed automatically. For example, if an 
analysis were to be conducted with a constant minimum pulse width of 4 ms (or two 
groups of 64 samples each) over several segments, the user should enter "2" into 
the text box after the prompt "Min Width [Groups]" and check the adjacent box 
labelled Fix (fig. 28). If a parameter is thus locked at a constant value, the analysis 
panel will display "Fixed" below the check box of the corresponding rule. Minimum 
pulse width and maximum inter-pulse interval were set to fixed values during both 
automatic and interactive analyses. 
An additional margin for the parameter values chosen can be entered in the text box 
after the prompt "SO*Factor". This margin is more important for gliding parameters 
and should generally be set to zero when working with fixed parameters. 
• Gliding parameter values 
In order to "lock on" automatically to a particular click sequence for tracing, the 
program can compute gliding parameters from average and standard deviation of 
click features saved before. For this purpose the program buffers up to twenty of the 
clicks stored last. The number of clicks available is shown in the upper right corner 
of the trace panel. 
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Depending on the click feature to be monitored the user can select the number of 
clicks to average from the corresponding pull-down menu (fig. 28). Averaging a 
lower number of clicks is better for fast-changing features, while averaging a higher 
number of clicks smooths out outlying values. The user's confidence about the 
prediction made via such a gliding average can be incorporated by a factor for the 
standard deviation. A low factor will result in tight margins for stable features, while 
a high factor can provide sufficient leeway to accommodate stronger fluctuations. 
Each selection of a number of clicks or a factor for the standard deviation will cause 
a recalculation of their values. If the Fix button was not checked, the updated values 
will appear in the corresponding text boxes. Updating also occurs if the user 
unchecks a Fix button. The user can thus check the suggestion made by the 
program and override it if necessary. Overriding only persists until the next saving of 
results, if values are not fixed. 
In the trace panel shown in figure 28 the predicted inter-click interval is based on the 
last six clicks saved and has a safety margin of one and a half standard deviations 
below the computed average. This amounts to a "corrected" interval of 424.125 
groups of 64 samples or 868 ms. Pulses occurring within this 868 ms window after a 
click will thus be discarded. 
Although the absolute length of the ICI remains constant throughout an analysis run, 
its starting points will change with each new click detected. The ICI rule will thus 
"keep in phase" with the new clicks found. Alternatively, the onsets for the ICI could 
be set in an absolute grid, which would result in time marks at multiples of the ICI. 
This method seemed less promising than the first one, as it does not respond to 
continuous interval changes at all. 
An automatic update of all non-fixed parameter values occurs each time results are 
saved to file. The program will then incorporate the features of the newly stored 
clicks into the parameter values. 
The combinations of average and standard deviation for click tracing work similar for 
all analysis parameters. Margins are subtracted where rules test for minima and 
added where rules test for maxima. The only exception is the number of pulses per 
click in rule five, which is simply rounded to the nearest integer. 
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( tagging of frames) 
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(detection and marking of clicks) 
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Re-adjustment of parameters 
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'-' (clicks to average and SD factors) 
Fig. 29 Man-machine control loop during interactive signal analysis for click detection 
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Beyond the parameter setup described the maximum number of pulses stored per 
click can be manipulated. Although it was almost always set to four pulses, changing 
it proved efficient where obvious noise overlapped part of a click. In those cases 
only the uncorrupted pulses were logged to file. If a glitch corrupts the first pulse of a 
click though, accurate information is inevitably lost. 
A particular strength of the interactive signal analysis in Moby Click lies in the fast 
graphic feedback of the detection rules in use. On pressing the button OK in the 
trace panel the tagged segment will be reanalysed with the adjusted parameters and 
is redrawn "on the fly". The user can thus immediately check the clicks detected 
and, if necessary, readjust the parameters after pressing button "L". This human-
machine control loop (fig. 29) can not yet be replaced by an automatic expert-
system. The next paragraph will introduce the markers used for the graphic 
representation of analysis parameters and detection results. 
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2.2.4 Graphic feedback of analysis parameters and detected clicks 
To enable a clear graphic representation of analysis state Moby Click draws frames 
around valid and discarded pulses, shows brackets below valid clicks, and sets 
additional markers for detection rules as follows (fig. 30). 
Pulse frames and click brackets 
• Beginning of display to end of saved segment 
Clicks saved to file are shown with a black frame around each pulse and a black 
bracket below them. No other signal feature is marked. 
• Beginning of tagged segment to end of display 
Pulses passing the 6 dB threshold are shown with a green frame if they pass the 
minimum pulse width, or with a red frame if they are too narrow. "Green" pulses are 
grouped to clicks if they follow each other within the maximum inter-pulse interval 
and comply with all of the additional rules in use. Valid pulses of one click receive a 
green bracket below them, which runs from the onset of the first to the decay of the 
last pulse. 
Markers of ICI and amplitude rules 
• ICI Markers 
If the ICI rule is in use, a further set of three markers per interval is drawn below the 
signal plot as shown in figure 30. Marker one of the set is an arrow drawn below the 
onset of the first pulse of each new click detected and of the last click saved to file. 
Relative to these arrows the time marks for the corrected and uncorrected average 
of the inter-click interval are placed below the corresponding frames. The corrected 
ICI incorporates the margin chosen via the weighted standard deviation and comes 
first of the two average makers. 
Figure 30 shows how these markers indicate the positions where the program 
expects the next clicks to occur. As the last sequence saved had a stable timing, 
and the standard deviation is only stretched by 50%, both markers follow each other 
closely. In the example sequence all of the new clicks comply with the ICl-rule as 
they occur after the time marks shown. However, pulse one of the last click of the 
display "sits" right on top of the mark and would have been excluded for an 
uncorrected average, i.e. for a standard deviation weight of zero. This is of minor 
importance in the situation illustrated, as the last three clicks of the display have not 
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yet been tagged and will be analysed again with updated parameters after the next 
save event. Within tag range, though, at least three noise pulses (see mouse 
pointer in fig. 30) were discarded via the ICI rule, as they occurred before the ICI 
mark for the second new click expected. This simple example shows how noise of 
near-click amplitude can be eliminated using the ICI rule. 
ICI markers of consecutive clicks are drawn alternating in blue and cyan to avoid 
ambiguities between sets at shorter intervals. 
• Amplitude markers 
Corrected and uncorrected amplitude thresholds computed are drawn as dotted and 
dashed cyan lines throughout the whole display as shown in figure 31a. Only pulses 
passing the corrected threshold qualify as the first pulse of a valid click. Pulses 
following suit within the inter-pulse interval chosen are not concerned by this rule as 
their amplitudes are expected to taper off. 
Figures 31 a to c illustrate how the combination of rules and their parameters leads 
to different results. One new click only is detected in figure 31 a by using the 
amplitude rule with a margin of two standard deviations. This setup will exclude the 
noise pulses as before (fig. 30), but also eliminate a true click (arrow in fig. 31a). 
The click counter thus stands at "14 + 1". 
Figures 31 b and c zoom in on the tagged segment. In figure 31 b the confidence 
margin is now stretched by a factor of three, thus including both noise (see arrow) 
and clicks. The counter shows "14 + 3". Instead of tuning the amplitude threshold 
further, the noise can simply be excluded via the ICI rule as shown in figure 31c. 
The correct result of "14 + 2" clicks was arrived at earlier by using the ICI rule only . 
., The analysis of dive cycles in chapter three will show in which cases the amplitude 
rule works best. Obviously its use is favoured by a high signal to noise ratio in the 
recordings. 
• Other markers 
No other markers are presently drawn. 
The combined effect of all rules will be reflected in the length of the click bracket, 
which shows exactly which pulses registered as part of a click. 
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2.3. Aspects of interactive signal analyses 
2.3.1 Introduction 
This section discusses some aspects important for analysing signal sections 
interactively. The purpose of an interactive analysis is the tracking of a particular 
whale to obtain calibration data for transect recordings and to collect information on 
its acoustic behaviour. 
• Selection of raw data file 
On starting up Moby Click the user has to chose the data file to be analysed from a 
standard Open file dialog. Once this file has been chosen, it cannot be changed 
during the session. To access another file the user has to quit and restart the 
programme. A standard file menu will be provided in future versions. 
• Selection of analysis resolution and display configuration 
To make analysis results comparable, analysis resolution is locked once result 
logging has been turned on, i.e. the Groups item in the DSP menu will be dimmed. 
Therefore any changes to the standard resolution of eight groups per frame (2 ms) 
have to be made before activating "result logging". 
Any section of the sample file can be analysed at any magnification and resolution, 
as shown in figure 21, §2.1.5. Not surprisingly, 512 display frames divided into eight 
lines at 2 ms resolution proved most efficient for the interactive analysis of sperm 
whale clicks in the time domain. At this configuration one line will display 1.049 
seconds of sound, which comes very close to the average click rate of 1.22 clicks 
per second reported by Whitehead and Weilgart (1990). As it is thus most likely that 
one click will appear per display line, changes in click timing become clearly visible. 
The ability of a human operator to recognise complex patterns in a "noisy" 
environment thus becomes a key of the interactive analysis in Moby Click. The 
overall pattern helps to reveal the identity of single clicks, even if some of them are 
corrupted by noise, or unusually delayed due to rapid changes in rate. 
Different resolutions and configurations are bound to be needed for the analysis of 
sounds of other species. 
For reasons of memory management, only 256 frames (or 256 kByte of raw data) 
could be processed at once in Moby Click 1.0 alpha. Parts of the first dive cycle 
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were thus analysed at different configurations for 256 display frames, until the 
importance of recognising click patterns became evident. With a maximum 
processing load of 512 frames (or half a Megabyte of sound) eight lines could be 
displayed at 2 ms resolution, which improved the visualisation of click patterns 
considerably. The trade-off of this method consists in the memory occupied by Moby 
Click, which renders it unsuitable for machines with less than 6 MB of space for 
applications. 
• Start, interruption, and resumption of analysis 
On turning result logging on, the first frame of the current display will become the 
first frame of the log. Thus the beginning of the analysis can be freely chosen by 
means of the navigation controls. Result logging can be interrupted and resumed at 
any time. On resuming result logging within the same Moby Click session, the 
template for the result file name (fig. 25, §2.2.2) will display the name chosen 
before. If the user does not modify this name, new results will be appended at the 
end of the existing file. Alternatively, the name of an existing file can be entered in a 
new session to keep results of one recording together. This is especially useful 
when the interactive analysis was stopped at the end of the day. 
• Analysis effort and mistakes 
Using a 13" CRT monitor of reasonable quality, about 6000 frames (or 98 seconds 
of sound) can be interactively analysed per hour without provoking repetitive stress 
injuries. A dive cycle recording of 40 minutes, or 146000 frames, will thus at least 
require 24 working hours for interactive detection of clicks in the raw sound data. 
Program errors and mistakes made by the user are two types of errors occurring 
during analysis. Program errors ("bugs") arise from the design and implementation 
of the software used, and are discussed along with the corresponding program 
feature. Mistakes may occur during interactive analyses, as each single click out of 
thousands has to be confirmed by the user. 
As the concentration of a human operator drops over time, mistakes such as 
overlooking a click in a noisy sequence, or mistaking echoes for true clicks, will be 
made more frequently. These mistakes can only be corrected by reanalysing the 
faulty sections later, and replacing them in the spreadsheets used for statistics 
(§2.1.1 ). This "post-correction" of mistakes will be illustrated in §3.1. Generally, the 
post-correction of one mistake takes between one and many hours depending at 
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which stage (directly in Moby Click or later in the spreadsheet statistics) it was 
detected. Although a reasonable graphic feedback on the clicks detected is given 
(§2.2.4), some mistakes become only obvious after saving a segment. Saved clicks 
will visually stand out best in the whole display, as noise remains unmarked within 
the saved segment. Beyond the saved segment both clicks and other pulses are 
shown with additional markers, which requires higher concentration of the user. An 
Undo option for the saving of results would help to cancel the logging of recognised 
mistakes. 
• Tagging and saving of segments 
The principle of tagging was explained in §2.2.2. For maximum analysis efficiency 
segments should be analysed with shorter or longer tags. The optimum tag range 
depends mainly on the signal to noise ratio of a given sequence and stability of the 
click features. Scrolling of the display can be time consuming and should be 
minimised. 
Longer tags, e.g. 504 out of 512 display frames, help accelerate analysis in clear 
situations with little ambiguity between true clicks and noise. The display should be 
scrolled synchronously on saving. 
Short tags can be necessary to obtain a frequent update of the gliding analysis 
parameters as needed in situations with fast changing click features. In this case 
automatic scrolling should be disabled (§2.2.2) until most of the display is saved. 
• Combination of detection rules (see also §2.2.3) 
The goal of the interactive analysis is to detect the true clicks of one whale in noise. 
The combination of rules should be optimised for the most efficient detection of 
clicks depending on the situation. The use of rules and their parameter settings are 
written to file along with the signal features of the clicks detected. It might thus be 
possible in the future to have a meta-system propose which rules to use in a given 
situation. An example for a meta-rule could be: 
If the change in click rate over the last n clicks was high, then 
- do not use this rule, or 
- update trace parameters after each new click detected, or 
- use fewer clicks for the computation of average inter-click intervals, or 
- reduce confidence about the stability of the inter-click interval, etc. 
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So far the user has to direct the interactive analysis. Examples for an efficient use of 
rules and parameters will be given in §3. 
• Addition of Notes 
At any time during the analysis notes can be saved by pressing the corresponding 
button in the Analysis panel. The notes text box appears below the plot window. Its 
contents is stored along with an index on pressing button Add. The index allows for 
an accurate link between notes and results in a spreadsheet program. 
• End of analysis session 
The user can stop the logging of results via the pop-up menu in the Analysis panel 
and quit Moby Click via the DSP menu. 
2.3.2 Classification of signal segments 
Although Moby Click facilitates the automatic detection of pulses, the distinction 
between true clicks and noise has to be guided manually. The operator can achieve 
this separation by the use of detection rules as described, and by means of an 
additional mechanism - the classification of the analysis results. 
The signals encountered during a supervised analysis can be divided into the two 
major classes "vocalizations" and "noise". Both classes are subdivided into further 
categories, which can be found under the corresponding menus (§2.1.2). The 
category chosen will be displayed in the Analysis panel above the Save button. 
Clicks are stored with a label for their category, and an additional toggle for their 
class. For each segment saved, whether it contained clicks or not, a label (category) 
and a toggle (class) are stored in an index file (§2.6.1 ). Thus a concise record is 
kept of all signals encountered, both noise and vocalisations. 
1) Vocalisations 
The class "vocalizations" comprises all unambiguous vocalisations received directly 
(i.e. on a direct travel path) from the tracked whale. If the "direct" clicks of a whale 
are tracked, all other vocalisations present on a recording should be classified as 
"noise". Practically though, any other signal could be tracked as well. For example, 
the echo trains of a whale instead of the real clicks. 
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The user can easily explore the menu and select a category which best describes 
the characteristics of the clicks presently tagged. Apart from the types of sperm 
whale vocalisations introduced in §1.1, clicks can be further subdivided depending 
on the number of pulses (one to four), click rate (slow to very fast), and click 
amplitude (very faint to strong). Of course, these characteristics are also reflected in 
the measured features. As the categories appear as text labels in the result files, 
they give a convenient overview and cross check of the vocalisations logged. All 
clicks stored as a vocalization are marked with a toggle value of "1" in the result file. 
2) Noise 
Other signals than the vocalisations described above can be classified under 
"Noise". These signals are normally "real" noise pulses or pulses which cannot be 
analysed reliably. Noise includes: 
a) echoes of the tracked whale, 
b) extremely faint vocalisations of the tracked whale, 
c) vocalisations of other whales, 
d) sea noise, and 
e) technical noise. 
All pulses stored as noise are marked with a toggle value of "O" in the result file, as 
opposed to "1" for vocalizations. All noise features saved can later be discarded in a 
spreadsheet program by means of simple multiplication. Another way of thinking of 
this classification is the "on/off effort" method. Vocalisations which could clearly be 
resolved, i.e. detected and classified, can be marked with the "on effort" toggle 
value. Sections of low SNR can be excluded from the analysis via the "off effort" 
toggle to prevent false click registrations. 
Now, why should noise pulses be saved at all? 
Generally, noise should first be excluded from the record via the tracking rules. 
Otherwise it would be incorporated into the average of the tracking parameters and 
distort them. If exclusions cannot be made, or only with very high effort, noise can 
be saved to file once it is marked as such. Pulses of a noise segment stored have to 
be discarded later as described above. In some cases, this method can be more 
efficient than repeated parameter adjustments. 
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Setting the signal class to noise is also good insurance against false "alarms" during 
sections of silence, when the tracked whale is temporarily lost. While scrolling 
through these passages, false registration of intermittent pulses can be prevented 
using a high and fixed amplitude threshold. 
2.3.3 Constraints and error messages 
Constraints affecting click detection have been reduced to a minimum. Error 
messages are displayed in a text window below the plot window. 
• Maximum number of pulses per display 
Moby Click 1.0 can process up to 300 pulses and up to 100 clicks per display. If 
more pulses or clicks are detected, an error message will be shown. Measures to be 
taken in this situation are: 
1) zooming in to reduce the number of frames analysed, or 
2) scrolling to move parts of the segment with the highest pulse density off the 
display. 
• Crossing of tag boundaries 
Clicks and pulses should not overlap tag boundaries. If a pulse or click crosses the 
leading tag boundary, the program displays an error message. In this situation the 
tag should be readjusted. If a pulse crosses the beginning of the tag (boundary 
between saved and tagged segment), it has to be excluded via rule one (minimum 
pulse width). This rare event can occur if the 6 dB threshold drops slightly after 
scrolling due to the different display range. Previously undetected pulses might then 
pass the threshold. 
• Playback of sequences 
As mentioned in §2.1.6, the sound routine tends to hang after a number of 
playbacks. Zooming in on the passage of interest will minimise the risk of a crash. 
• Interference of analysis control buttons 
Depending on the state of the analysis, the buttons Tag, Analyse, "£', Save, and 
Notes are disabled or enabled by the program to prevent ambiguities arising from 
the options present. Generally, the enabled buttons indicate which actions to take. 
For example, if the tag reaches beyond the display boundaries, all buttons except 
Tag will be dimmed. It is easy to infer that the tag should be adjusted. Whenever the 
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tag has been adjusted, the Save button will be disabled. It will be re-enabled after 
reanalysing the section via Analyse or"£'. 
2.4 Aspects of automated signal analyses 
2.4.1 Introduction 
This section discusses some aspects important for the automatic analysis of raw 
sound data. The purpose of an automatic analysis is the detection and logging of 
clicks of all whales present on acoustic transect recordings (§ 1.3.1 ). Transect 
recordings made between May 1991 and June 1994 comprise sound data with an 
overall duration in the order of 50 hours. A detailed manual analysis of these 
recordings would take months, if not years. Most of the recordings are expected to 
contain between zero and three vocalising whales (Dawson, unpublished data). 
Automatic counts will obviously register true clicks as well as noise pulses and 
echoes (§1.4). Crucial calibration data can be obtained by comparing results of 
automatic and interactive analyses of dive cycles. 
The use of Moby Click to analyse such recordings automatically is similar to its use 
in interactive analyses (see §2.3). Exceptions are described below. 
• Selection of analysis resolution and display configuration 
The analysis resolution should be set to the same group size as chosen during the 
interactive analysis. Thus results obtained using both techniques can accurately be 
compared. 
The recognition of click patterns is not relevant for an automatic click detection in 
Moby Click 1.0. Nevertheless, a high number of display frames, e.g. 512, makes 
loading and processing of raw data more efficient. The number of display frames 
chosen should be the same as during the interactive analysis to achieve equal 
averaging periods for the RMS threshold. 
• Start, interruption, and resumption of analysis 
Result logging can be turned on and off as described in §2.3.1. In contrast to the 
interactive analysis, the automatic run has to be started by choosing the item "Auto 
Analysis" from the Noise menu, and pressing the Save button (labelled Auto 
Forward). This simple startup method was implemented ad hoc due to time 
constraints. 
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The program will automatically load and process all frames of the sound file from the 
first frame chosen to the last frame found. Alternatively, the last frame to be 
analysed can be set by the user in the AID dialog box (§2.1.3). On calling up this 
box, the program will compute the number of frames (512) present in the raw data 
file. By overriding this value in the corresponding text box, the user can cause the 
automatic analysis to stop at any frame of the file. 
These options allow to process parts of a data file separately, which proved handy, 
when a sound file was found damaged on an optical disk. Another advantage is the 
possibility to skip microphone comments. 
The program will display the frames being processed as during the interactive 
analysis. The Save button acts as a toggle for interrupting and resuming the 
automatic run and carries the corresponding labels Stop and Auto Forward. 
• Analysis effort 
The program can process some 100,000 frames per hour (27 mins of sound, at 
frame size of 512 samples and f5=31 kHz), depending on the number of clicks 
detected. The analysis can be run several times for the same recording to observe 
the effect of different parameter setups (§2.2.3) on pulse and click counts. Five to 
ten different parameter setups were tested for each dive cycle analysed. Five 
automated runs of a 54 minute sound file take about 10 hours. 
• Tagging and saving of segments 
The program will automatically load, display, tag, analyse, and save section by 
section. The user can start off with any valid tag range. After saving results, Moby 
Click will scroll to the end of the last tag and compute the maximum tag range 
possible for each new section. Furthermore, the program checks for pulses and 
clicks crossing the leading tag boundary and adjusts it accordingly. This technique 
guarantees an optimum data throughput and a correct measurement of click 
features. 
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• Combination of detection rules (see also §2.2.3) 
The goal of the automated analysis is to detect the true clicks of all whales present 
in a recording. So far, only the rules for minimum pulse width and maximum inter-
pulse interval were used for automated click counts. Results from interactive dive 
cycles analyses help to fine-tune these parameters for an optimum ratio of true 
clicks to noise pulses. These parameters have to be selected and fixed in the Trace 
panel at the start of an analysis run. 
• Addition of Notes 
Notes can be entered after interrupting the analysis by pressing Stop in the Analysis 
panel. 
• End of analysis session 
The Analysis panel will indicate whether the end of the raw data file or the last 
analysis frame (as set by the user) were reached, or whether the analysis was 
terminated due to an error. Result logging can be turned off as described in §2.3. 
2.4.2 Classification of signal segments 
All pulses and clicks detected, whether arriving directly from a whale or as echo, or 
from the sea or other sources, are classified as automatic. In other words, Moby 
Click does not perform any automatic distinction between the types of pulses and 
clicks detected. 
Analysis of spectral features of the signal might in the future support a better 
automatic distinction between noise and sperm whale clicks. Spectrograms 
computed using Canary show, that an automatic separation of clicks and echoes via 
their spectral composition is unlikely (§3.2). 
Substantial support for an automatic signal classification can be expected from 
bearings to the sound sources present. A directional hydrophone was used in this 
study to find and track whales at sea. Signals from this hydrophone were not 
recorded. 
Hydrophone arrays provide the information needed for the computational tracking of 
whales via the differences in arrival times of their clicks and echoes. Automated 
tracking of individual whales among others would be a major advantage for the 
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efficient and accurate censusing of whale populations with low densities. Click 
overlaps could make automated tracking impossible at higher whale densities. 
2.4.3 Constraints and error messages 
The same constraints and measures to be taken apply as for interactive analyses 
(§2.3.3). 
If an error occurs, the analysis will stop and display a message in the text window. 
The analysis can be continued without loss of data after solving the problem (e.g. 
scrolling or zooming). Furthermore, the analysis can also be switched to "interactive" 
for manual control over certain sections. For example, the analysis might stop at a 
microphone comment producing too many pulses, as is the case in some of the 
transect recordings. In this situation the user can classify and save the 
corresponding segments as "mic comment", and switch back to automatic 
processing afterwards. 
• Crossing of tag boundaries 
The leading tag boundary is automatically adjusted in case of pulses or clicks 
crossing it. Pulses crossing the beginning of the tag are discarded. 
• Interference of analysis control buttons 
Before any controls can be used, the button labelled Stop has to be pressed to 
interrupt the analysis run. 
2.5 Future improvements 
Program limits and potential improvements were explained directly in the previous 
chapters within the context of the program feature concerned. This paragraph will 
briefly discuss some aspects of future developments. 
• Use of signal processor MacD5P256KNI 
In the 1.0 version Moby Click uses a highly specialised signal processing board for 
data acquisition and processing. Major improvements in data throughput rates in this 
version can be expected, if the data transfer between the Macintosh and the board 
via the 16 bit NuBus interface can be optimised. Transfers of 8-bit and 16-bit values 
require no reformatting and occur at the maximum transfer rate of 5 MBytes per 
second. Transfers of 32-bit floating-point values require translation between the 
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Macintosh IEEE format and the DSP32C format. They also require an additional 
transfer cycle (for a total of two transfer cycles, or eight NuBus clock cycles), 
resulting in a transfer rate of roughly one million floating-point values per second. 
Waveform and RMS values are stored in floating-point format in dynamic memory on 
the Macintosh, while processing is performed on the board. Optimised data transfer 
techniques could improve program performance significantly. 
To make the use of Moby Click more flexible, a version for Macintoshes without this 
DSP board seems the next logical development step. DSP routines performed on 
the board would then be replaced with Think Pascal routines to be executed directly 
on the Macintosh. Overall processing time is expected to be similar to the present 
version with DSP board and slow NuBus transfer. Although the DSP board can 
process floating point values at 24 million operations per second, it can only transfer 
them at a rate of 1 million per second, which equals the processing power of a faster 
Macintosh Quadra with 1 MFLOP. Only for computationally exhausting procedures 
the higher processing speed of the DSP board should compensate for the slow data 
transfers. Click detection in Moby Click 1.0 is based on relatively simple alghorithms 
such as the computation of the RMS envelope of the sound signal. No transforms 
into the frequency domain are performed. Click tracking is exclusively implemented 
in standard Think Pascal routines. 
Real time processing is not an issue for the current analyses. The major drawback of 
a stand alone version is the loss of AID conversion capabilities of the DSP board, 
which provides sampling rates of up to 125 kHz. Data will have to be digitised using 
different programs or a machine with an AID board. However, the use of external 
storage media such as optical disks provides a reasonable solution for the transfer 
of larger files (e.g. 200 MB), if sounds were to be digitised on a different machine. 
• Click detection 
To summarise the potential improvements hinted at throughout this chapter, click 
detection could be supported by additional rules and an expert-system for an 
automatic adjustment of rules and parameters. 
Automatic click detection, as during transect analysis, requires a standardised 
algorithm without the subjective interference of a human operator. The operator 
though is by orders of magnitude the slowest component in the human-machine 
control loop during interactive analyses (§2.2.3). An "intelligent" meta-system with 
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the ability to derive knowledge about which rules and parameters to chose for the 
tracing of clicks might be a possibility to accelerate interactive analyses. 
Furthermore, it might open up the prospect of processing transect data using a new 
approach - a "track and erase" method for the tracing of all whales present in a 
recording. This approach would attempt to track the loudest whale first, and erase it 
from the recording on completion of the analysis, then track and erase the second 
loudest, and so on until all whales in a recording are found. However, this method 
will only be practical for low numbers of whales. 
More rules for the support of unambiguous click tracing might be applied in the 
frequency domain. Analysis of recordings made with one hydrophone by other 
workers show that spectral characteristics of clicks, "essentially a feature vector for 
presumably the same individual over time, are not all that useful" (C. Clark, pers. 
communication). 
Spectral analysis does not seem promising for a separation of some types of echoes 
and clicks either (§3.2), at least not in the frequency band of 1 kHz to 13 kHz 
available in this study. Computational effort and development budgets should be 
carefully checked before venturing into click tracing by spectra and spectrograms. 
The highest potential for automatic click tracing lies in incorporating information on 
direction of the sound sources to be analysed. As the bearing to a whale will only 
change steadily, it lends itself to feature tracing with gliding parameters (§2.2.3). 
Some of the problems becoming immediately obvious are silences, echoes, and 
crossovers of several whales. Whales may fall silent during some of their activities 
or vocalise extremely faintly. The sound field of a sperm whale is presumably highly 
directional. Whales can also become "silent", i.e. undetectable, as they move out of 
range or descend behind an undersea ridge. 
All transect recordings were made using one omnidirectional hydrophone. The 
analysis of direction vectors is thus not an option for their automatic processing. 
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2.6 Moby Transit - a utility for sound and result files 
2.6.1 Transformation of Moby Click result files 
During analysis, Moby Click writes three output files, which are called "index", 
"click", and "remark", and can be recognised by the corresponding file extensions 
".idx", ".elk", and ".rem". The data fields contained in these files match the 
spreadsheet fields listed in appendix C (see also §2.7). 
The index file keeps an overview of all segments saved, e.g. the type of clicks or 
noises detected, the number of new clicks found, and so on. It allows for quick 
orientation within spreadsheets and contains information on rules and parameters 
used during analysis. The click file keeps a detailed record of the features of each 
pulse of the clicks detected. One record comprises the data for all pulses of one 
click, such as threshold crossings and amplitudes along with the corresponding 
timings. The remark file holds additional notes made. 
For storage efficiency all three result files are saved in a binary format. Index and 
click files contain both results immediately needed for the preparation of click 
statistics as well as redundant information. The redundant part is kept for reasons of 
error checking during the development phase and for future use (e.g. extraction of 
meta-rules, §2.2.3). 
The binary result files can be transformed into tab-delimited ASCII files using Moby 
Transit. During transformation results files are split into "short" and "long" versions. 
Moby Transit informs the user about the corresponding file extensions. 
While the long versions contain the full set of output data, the abridged versions 
provide only those results needed for click statistics. Unless program errors are 
suspected, the long version should be discarded to save storage space. The short 
versions are free of redundancy. Although stored in text format, they are shorter 
than the binary files. The binary result files can be transformed as often as needed. 
2.6.2 Extraction of sound sequences 
Moby Transit facilitates the extraction of an arbitrary number of frames (512) from 
any raw data file in 16 bit integer format. The program checks the source file for the 
number of frames stored and prompts the user to enter the first and last frame 
numbers to be extracted. Simple multiplication leads to the corresponding frames for 
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files containing 8 bit or 32 bit values. The main reasons for the extraction of signal 
sections are briefly outlined below. 
• Efficient storage of raw data 
On choosing an approximate duration for digitising longer recordings (§2.1.3), such 
as a complete dive cycle of about forty minutes, a safety margin will generally be 
added to capture the full length in the first attempt. This margin can be cut off when 
transferring the captured file to an external storage medium. After all, a minute of 
sound sampled at 31.25 kHz occupies about three and a half megabytes of disk 
space. 
• Access to specific data sections 
Moby Click 1.0 does not support copy and paste of signal sections displayed as is 
common in many Macintosh applications. Neither does MacDsp 1.Bbeta. Yet it is a 
major advantage to be able to access smaller parts of the sound sampled using 
other software tools. At the moment, Moby Transit provides a simple alternative. 
Moby Transit stores extracted sound sections in separate files. The extracted file 
can be imported by other applications, after its resource type has been set 
accordingly (e.g. using ResEdit). For example, Canary (§1.5) can open extracted 
files set to a type of "mDSP". Canary facilitates the computation of spectrograms 
and spectra, and allows for reliable playback of sounds. Using its interactive 
measurement controls, an independent cross check of measured signal features is 
possible. 
Despite the extraction offered in Moby Transit, an option for interactive copy and 
paste operations seems obligatory for future versions of Moby Click. The routines 
implemented for measuring coordinates off the display (§2.1.7) are a first step in this 
direction. 
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2.7 Spreadsheet templates for statistical analysis of click features 
The spreadsheet program used in this study is Excel 4.0, which combines a 
comprehensive set of statistical functions as well as powerful database routines and 
tools for graphic data representation. A combination of Claris Works 1.0 and Cricket 
Graph 1.3 was tried earlier, and proved less efficient. 
Spreadsheet templates were prepared for the output files saved by Moby Click. The 
structure of the templates for index, click, and remark files (§2.6) is given in 
appendix C. Once converted into Excel format, the user can manipulate the results 
freely and extract information via database queries and statistical functions. 
Additional templates were prepared for 
1) detailed frequency distributions of click features, e.g. pulse widths and inter-pulse 
intervals, 
2) the comparison of automatic and interactive pulse and click counts, 
3) scenarios for the comparison of the effect of different analysis parameters on 
automatic counts, and 
4) the graphic representation of click features such as inter-click intervals, and click 
and threshold amplitudes. 
Some of the templates contain statistical formulas for further processing of results, 
such as the computation of inter-click intervals, the conversion of frame numbers 
into seconds, or the "windowing" of true vocalisations and noise (§2.3.2), to name 
only a few. These additional templates and formulae are not included in this thesis 
and can be obtained from the author. 
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Fig. 32 Chart of study area off Kaikoura with dive location of whale recorded. 
3 Dive Cycles -
Analysis of recordings made over entire dives of sperm whales 
Interactive and automatic analyses of dive cycles are needed to calibrate automatic 
click counts of acoustic transects (§1.3.2). Calibration factors have to represent the 
proportion of time we are able to detect clicks of a single whale during a dive, and its 
average click rate during this proportion of time. Combining these factors we can 
compute an overall "click rate", and thus derive whale numbers from clicks counted 
along transects. Of course, the calibration factors are only valid for our equipment 
and the conditions of the study area (e.g. sea noise, topography). 
The interactive analysis of dive cycles helps to find the optimum parameter set for 
automatic analysis runs. Objective of such a parameter optimisation is to reject a 
maximum number of noise pulses while retaining as many real clicks as possible. 
Furthermore, clicks analysed interactively can be used to describe the acoustic 
behaviour of a whale. 
3.1 Example analysis 1: Dive cycle #1 
3.1.1 Introduction 
The dive cycle recording to be discussed in this section was made south of the 
Kaikoura peninsula on 12 December 1994. It was recorded in mono on tape 46a 
(counter 1 to 254), and has an overall duration of 55 minutes (13.55 to 14.50). The 
first blow of the whale was seen near the position of the boat (42°32.86S, 
173°47.31E) at 13.41. We followed the whale over 14 minutes to 42°33.09S, 
173°47.49E, where it dived at 13.55 (fig. 32). While the ID photograph on fluke up 
and the first click of the dive could be captured, the whale was neither resighted after 
the dive, nor was the last click of the dive detected. The original data sheets indicate 
the presence of at least one other whale and some boat noise. Unfortunately, this 
was the case in most of the dive cycles recorded off Kaikoura. 
The recording was monitored aurally while digitising. I took notes on vocalisations 
and noises heard along with the time of their occurence. Converting time into frame 
numbers, particular vocalisations could easily be retrieved during later analysis of 
the sound file (§2.1.1 ). Special attention was devoted to the presence of other 
whales and echoes. 
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For a quick overview of "what was actually going on" during the dive under 
investigation, I divided my subjective aural perceptions into a scale ranging from "not 
audible" to "extremely loud" to allow for a classification of sounds by loudness. 
According to my impression during digitising, the recording can be subdivided into 
four major parts. 
During the first 20 minutes of the dive, the original whale was clearly audible 
("loud"), while a second whale was occasionally heard with a "faint" to "medium" 
loudness. Some noises arising from boats, the hydrophone cable, and from splashes 
of water were also perceived. The original and the other whale could be 
distinguished easily. 
During the following ten minutes the original whale was sometimes lost (i.e. "not 
audible"). When audible, its loudness ranged from "faint" to "loud". The second 
whale was heard with a "faint" to "medium" loudness as before. The situation 
became more ambiguous in this part of the recording. 
From the 30th minute onwards, one of the whales was no longer heard at all. Only 
"faint" to "extremely faint" vocalisations were heard from the other one. It was 
impossible to confirm which whale actually made the faint sounds. The percentage of 
audible noise increased dramatically in this part of the recording, as the recording 
level was turned up for a maximum tape saturation, instead of holding it at a constant 
level throughout the dive (§1.3). 
Two whales were heard very faintly over the last two minutes of the recording. From 
these perceptions it can be speculated that the original whale was missed on 
resurfacing and resumed clicking in the distance after diving again. This might have 
been the case for the second whale as well. 
Consequently, I decided to analyse only part one of the recording (until minute 
twenty) by tracking the original whale interactively. Sections of other parts were 
analysed without making assumptions on whale identity. Subsequently, the whole 
recording was processed automatically several times testing different parameter sets 
for automated click and pulse counting. Sections investigated manually were 
selected for comparisons between interactive and automatic results in the 
spreadsheets prepared. 
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As this recording was the very first to be processed using Moby Click 1.0 (alpha), a 
number of adjustments and program refinements were made throughout the 
interactive analysis. For example, the maximum processing capacity was increased 
from 256 frames to 512 frames, the preferred display configuration changed from 
four to eight lines, and the result files were restructured to prepare further 
processing more efficiently. Also, analysis resolution was improved from 4 ms 
(groups of 128 samples) to 2 ms (groups of 64 samples). Results obtained with 
different resolutions were converted accordingly. 
The recording was analysed in several "blocks", as the work was interrupted at the 
end of a day or after a program crash. If the analysis was resumed without 
refinements of output file structure or other adjustments, results were appended to 
those of the previous blocks. Results which were not completely compatible had to 
be kept in separate files and spreadsheets. This inconvenient measure was only 
necessary for this "pilot" analysis. 
Results from the first part of the recording are thus kept in four different files. File 
one comprises blocks one to three, file two contains block four, file three holds block 
five, and file four covers blocks six to eight. Generally, the number of separate result 
files should be kept to a minimum to avoid additional efforts in the preparation of 
spreadsheets and charts. 
The following sections discuss summarising statistics and graphical representations 
of inter-click intervals, amplitude values, pulse widths, and inter-pulse intervals for 
the four separate result files of the first twenty minutes of the dive. They are also 
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3.1.2 Time profiles of inter-click intervals and click amplitudes 
Although not the primary purpose of the analyses conducted, the inter-click interval 
(ICI) lends itself for a description of the acoustic activity of a whale on its dive as well 
as for a discussion of particular situations encountered during analysis. Also, the ICI 
allows for quick detection of errors, as missing clicks or non-click glitches stand out 
clearly in the graph. Thus the corresponding sections can be identified and 
reanalysed. 
As mentioned in the introduction, the analysis of the dive cycle was arbitrarily 
divided into blocks. Results of these blocks are kept in four different files and will be 
discussed accordingly. 
• File #1 (blocks 1 to 3, frames 2816 to 37978, 9:36 min duration) 
Figure 33 shows the plot of the ICI over the first minutes of the dive. Each plotted 
point corresponds to the ICI of one click of the tracked whale printed at the absolute 
time of the amplitude (i.e. the peak) of its first pulse. Thousand frames (512) 
correspond to approximately 16.4 seconds of sampled sound (fs = 31.25 kHz). 
For graphic representation, the ICI is measured of the amplitudes of the first pulse of 
the clicks detected, which is different from the method used during click-tracking. For 
interactive tracking, predictions of inter-click intervals are computed using the 
"onset" of the first pulse of the last clicks saved (§2.2.1 ). While this onset actually 
represents the instant when a click crosses the moving 6 dB threshold, and not the 
real click onset, the peak of the first pulse can be considered a "real" click feature. 
Also, the peak is almost always unaffected by noise overlap. 
The conspicuous "gaps" in the graph correspond to periods of silences or periods of 
very faint vocalisations, during which the whale could not be traced reliably. These 
periods were set to zero using the vocalisation/noise window function (§2.3.2). All 
other periods with values different from zero will be referred to as "sections" of the 
ICl-plot. Six sections can thus be found in the first file (fig. 33). 
The vast majority of the intervals measured in sections one through six form a 
smooth curve with gradual and steady changes. Most of the clicks in the first two 
sections (frames 3000 to 16000) occur at intervals between 1.0 and 1.5 seconds. 
The third section (frames 17000 to 25000) marks a transition to a higher click rate 
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Fig. 34 a First click of the dive and start of regular click series. 
Note the long inter-click interval after the first click of the dive 






























with intervals shortening to 0. 75 seconds. This trend continues in sections four and 
five (frames 25000 to 35000) leading to ICls of about half a second, which 
corresponds to a rate of two clicks per second. I assume that an echolocating whale 
waits for the return of the echo of a click, before it sends out the next one, as is 
common in other echolocating cetaceans (e.g. Turi and Penner, 1989). As the round 
trip time of clicks and echoes shortens on approaching a target, a whale would click 
faster as target range decreases . 
The most unusual features of the ICl-plot are the two outlying values at the 
beginnings of section one (frame 3000) and two (frame 9500), which indicate inter-
click intervals of 3.4 and 4.4 seconds, respectively. These outliers are the very first 
click of the dive, and the first click after the first silence of the dive. Figures 34a and 
34b show the corresponding click sequences during analysis in Moby Click. The very 
first vocalisations of the dive are accompanied by a number of noise pulses arising 
from lowering of the hydrophone cable. It is possible to exclude this noise from the 
calibration of click counts by skipping the first seconds of the sound file. The whale 
resumes clicking after the first silence with an unusually loud and reverberant click . 
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Fig. 34 b First clicks after the first silence of the dive. 
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The two long inter-click intervals mentioned might be interpreted as time needed by 
the whale to .process the echoes of the first click and orientate itself in three 
dimensions. Once it has chosen a direction of movement, the whale seems to 
regularly "sound" on its target. 
The tracked whale appeared to have encountered another object between frames 
13000 and 14000. Figure 35a zooms in on a sequence of temporary change of click 
rate. The ICl-plot shows a sudden drop to nearly half the original interval and a 
return to the original rate shortly after. Figure 35b shows more detail. The whale sent 
out ten clicks at a higher rate before returning to its previous mode. 
A rather peculiar outlier can be found in the second half of section five. Figures 36a 
and b zoom in on the delayed click. The scale of figure 36b was adjusted to match 
the display and its eight lines as chosen during analysis (fig. 37). Major scale units in 
the ICl-plot correspond to the beginnings of the display lines. As the outlier in the 
ICl-plot has almost precisely the double value of the adjacent intervals, it can easily 
be concluded that one click was overlooked during analysis. Using the click-marks in 
the ICl-plot, the missing click can quickly be retrieved in Moby Click after loading the 
sound file from an archive. 
The arrow in figure 37 points at the click, which was probably missed after an 
exclusion of the loud noise present in this sequence. The discarded noise pulses are 
shown without a click-bracket below the x-axes. The very last click of the display will 
be reanalysed after saving the tagged segment. So far, its first pulse is cut off by the 
current setting of the I Cl-rule. 
Once the sequence is reanalysed with the features of the missing click stored to file, 
the erroneous parts of the result spreadsheets can be replaced. However, the first 
ten minutes of the recording (file #1) were previously analysed at a configuration of 
four lines per display and a resolution of 4 ms (128 samples per group). To keep 
consistency at least within files, the sequence had to be reanalysed with the same 
parameters. Figures 38 a to c show the same display at the older style configuration. 
The arrow points at the missing click in figure 38a, and at the noise pulses excluded 
in figures 38b and c. Figure 38c shows the "cleaned up" sequence after saving. This 
example illustrates nicely the use of the ICI in a situation with very stable intervals 
and loud noises. Rules four (amplitude pulse 1) and five (number of pulses) would 
obviously fail for the exclusion of the double-pulsed noise (fig. 38b). Although all 
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Fig. 36 a (bottom), b (top) Zooming in on display with missing click. 
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rules work at this configuration as well as at any other, a display with eight lines 
instead of four helps emphasising click patterns more clearly. 
Finally, the corrected results are shown in figure 39a. The outlier in section five has 
now been removed from the ICI as well as from the other plots. Figure 39b shows 
the overlaid graphs of click amplitude (dotted line) and detection threshold. Both 
functions are corrected for the gain chosen during analysis. Changes in click 
amplitude occur much more frequently than changes in click rate. The threshold 
function changes each time the display is scrolled in Moby Click, as different frames 
are included in the display and thus in the average (§2.2.1 ). Major, sudden changes 
in the threshold function are due to an adjustment of the recording level during 
recording. This is the case in section three, where the amplitude drops from the 
second half onwards (frames 21000 to 23000), and then "jumps" to twice its previous 
value at frame 23000. The recording level was turned up after the whale became too 
faint. 
The relation of click amplitude and threshold has to be considered when comparing 
clicks in the graphic format chosen. Future comparisons could be made easier if the 
amplitude function were divided by the threshold values. 
Although it would be helpful to display a plot of click rate vs time as well, the ICI 
graph more often reveals correlations with the amplitude function. This is no 
surprise, as a whale is expected to click louder and slower, or fainter and faster. In 
other words, target range is proportional to the required intensity of the sonar signal 
and its round trip time. The plots of the next file emphasise this aspect of the ICI 
function. 
Analysis should be interrupted in clear situations to allow for an unambiguous 
resumption. File two is a direct continuation of file one. 
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Decrease of click rate at beginning of fi le #2. 
























• File #2 (block 4, frames 37977 to 45008, 1 :55 min duration) 
File two comprises four sections of analysed vocalisations as shown in the graphs of 
ICI and amplitude (fig. 40). Click intervals rise towards the middle of the first section, 
peak close to 1.4 seconds around frame 38500, and shorten towards the end of the 
bout. From the second half of this section onwards click intervals remain below one 
second throughout the file. The amplitude plot shows how click intensity drops 
synchronously, until the identity of clicks becomes uncertain near the 6 dB threshold. 1 
After an "uncertain" gap of about 12 seconds, the whale resumes clicking with a 
reasonable loudness in section 2. It gradually slows down with clicks becoming 
stronger, and accelerates again in the second half of the section. This change from 
faint and fast to louder and slower clicks, and vice versa, is similar in sections one 
and two. 
As shown in the last two display lines of figure 40, the ICl-rule lags behind the clicks 
when the whale slows down. Although still useful in such a situation, it fails when 
click rate suddenly increases. 
Apart from a few clicks found shortly after the end of section two, the whale was lost 
over a relatively long period of about 62 seconds due to the very low amplitude of its 
clicks. Vocalisations detected during this time were attributed to the other whale 
present and to sea noise. The two minute block closes with a bout of fast and faint 
clicks of relatively stable intervals of about 0.6 seconds. As the 6 dB threshold does 
not fluctuate much between the four sections, click amplitudes can be compared. 
It seems as if the gap between sections one and two was a real "silence", a period of 
extremely faint clicks, or a faint feeding buzz. As both ICI and amplitude slope 
gradually before and after this gap it is unlikely that the whale got fainter due to a 
change of its heading, or that its sounds were obscured by an obstacle. 
Even weaker speculations are all that is possible from the longer period during which 
the whale was not audible (frames 40700 to 44550). The cause of this "silence" 
could be any of the factors described in §1.4. A distinction between real and false 
silences is impossible. Clicks detected during this period were faint and had only 
one pulse. According to the notes taken while digitising they were discarded as "too 
faint", or ascribed to the other whale present. 
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• File #3 (block 5, frames 45009 to 57096, 3:18 min duration) 
This file comprises four sections of analysed vocalisations as shown in the graphs of 
ICI and amplitude (fig. 41 ). Clicks in section one and two were faint, leading to a loss 
of the whale represented by the first gap of the file. The second whale was present 
during this period. In sections three and four the original whale "returns" with louder 
clicks, which are characterised by two loud pulses. Also, the whale resumes clicking 
in a "normal" way after the second and third silences, i.e. with gradually rising 
intervals and amplitudes. 
Figure 42 shows the end of section two. The RMS-function in this relatively faint 
sequence was amplified by a factor of eight. Click amplitude (first pulse) mounts 
slightly over the sequence, while intervals are stable. The second pulse of the last 
click saved shows an unusually high intensity compared to the rest of the display. 
However, this peak does not show up in the amplitude plot, which is based on the 
first pulses only. The prediction of the ICl-rule slightly overshoots a click-like signal 
feature with two small pulses in the last display line. As the identity of this "click" 
could not be confirmed, it was discarded, with the segment being labelled 
"Uncertain". Some of the smaller pulses present in the display are likely to belong to 
the second whale. 
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Fig. 42 End of section 2 (file #3). 
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Figure 43 illustrates the resumption of louder clicks at the beginning of section 3. In 
contrast to a single loud click preceding a bout (as found in file one), the first clicks 
are send out at very tight intervals. The two diverging rows of clicks in the display 
correspond to a repetition rate decreasing from ca 2.5 to 1.5 clicks per second. The 
peak visible in the !Cl-function around frame 49300 is reached on the last two 
display lines. Again, in some of the clicks is the second pulse higher than the first 
one. The amplitude of the highest pulse should be considered for future 
improvements of graphic representations. 
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------------------- M--n- ---------------------------------- .. --------------------------------N-. f .l: ------------------------. 
Fig. 43 Beginning of section 3 (file #3) . 
The whale was lost due to low signal amplitude during the third gap. No assumptions 
can be made about the ratio of real and false silences during this period (§1.4). 
Typical characteristics of ICls and amplitudes can be found at the beginning of 
section four, where clicks become louder and slower after a fast resumption. After a 
"trough" of c. 20 fainter and faster clicks centred around frame 56000, intervals 
stretch again towards the end of the file. The decrease of signal amplitude from 
frame 56500 onwards might partly be explained by a reduction of the overall signal 
level (see threshold function). 
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• File #4 (blocks 6 to 8, frames 57097 to 73926, 4:36 min duration) 
File four comprises five sections of analysed vocalisations as shown in the graphs of 
ICI and amplitude (fig. 44). Note that the scale of the ICI graph is stretched by a 
factor of two, thus ranging from zero to one second. The beginning of the first 
section is a direct continuation of file #3. Inter-click intervals range from 0.9 seconds 
during section two to a tenth of a second at the end of section five. The fast rate at 
the end of the file occurs during a buzz, which was analysed in detail as far as 
permitted by the SNR. Overall, this part of the dive is characterised by a much higher 
click rate than in the beginning, as the whale is presumed to be close to the seafloor 
in pursuit of its prey. The second whale was present throughout all sections. 
In contrast to other sections described before, section one finishes with a brief 
transition to louder and slower clicks. After clicks became too faint for tracing, the 
first gap was partly classified as a real silence. Pulses detected during the other 
silences belonged to the second whale. The longest silence (between section three 
and four) comprises roughly 12 seconds, which is short compared to the gap of 62 
seconds in file #2. 
A feature of interest might be the gradual transition to relatively stable intervals in 
the first half of section two (frames 59600 to 60700). Figure 45a shows the use of 
the amplitude rule during transition. While click rate is rising, this rule is more 
efficient than the ICI rule. Figure 45b depicts the period of stable click rate, which in 
turn lends itself to the use of the ICI rule. The click at the very beginning of the 
display is the last click shown in fig. 45a. The representation chosen illustrates the 
advantage of larger screens for recognising click patterns interactively. The last 
display line in (b) marks a sudden return to a slower rate, which causes the ICI rule 
to fail. To yield the correct result when tagged, this line has to be analysed in 
combination with the amplitude rule to reject the low-level noise present. 
Figure 45c shows the part of the !Cl-function corresponding to display (b). The inter-
click interval for all except the last two clicks is stable to ±20 ms, as indicated by the 
dotted lines (analysis resolution= 2 ms). This situation suggests that the whale was 
investigating a target from an almost constant distance of not more than 375 m 
(speed of sound = 1500 mis, round trip time of clicks and echoes s; 0.5 s), and then 
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Distinction between faint click and noise, and 
exclusion of loud noise via ICI rule (arrows). 
L 
Similar changes between faster and slower click rates can be found throughout the 
file. All sections begin with increasing intervals, and, except for the last section, end 
with relatively long or average intervals. The overall RMS threshold remains almost 
constant over the first four sections. Since the SNR became low by the end of 
section four, the recording level was turned up during the last gap. 
Figure 46 clearly reveals the presence of the second whale. While the original whale 
features two broader pulses per click, the second whale is clicking with one narrow 
pulse. For a short period, the clicks of the second whale have a higher amplitude 
than those of the original whale. Frequent parameter updates, i.e. short tags, are 
required for the ICI rule to be succesful (see arrow). Alternatively, rule five (number 
of pulses per click) could be used to distinguish between the two whales. 
Unfortunately, minor spikes, and side lobes of the major pulses, register quite often 
as pulses of clicks and cause this rule to fail. 
Some of the clicks extracted will inevitably be compromised by the overlap of the two 
click series. The segments concerned can be labelled as "Overlap 2 Whales" 
(§2.3.2). 
Section four contains a passage of critically low SNR around frame 70300. Figures 
47a and b show how the ICI rule helps to manoeuvre through this period of faint, yet 
regularly spaced clicks. Louder noise heard on digitising can easily be excluded. 
Care has to be taken to avoid the saving of noise overlapping with real clicks. 
The illustration of the first twenty minutes of the dive shall close with an example of a 
sperm whale "buzz" (§1.1), which was resolved by an extra effort. Figure 48a to c 
zoom in on the ICI function of the extremely fast clicks found at the end of file four. 
Note that the y-axis starts at 0.08 seconds in (c). As clicks faded dramatically during 
this period, they were analysed at higher magnifications (two lines per display) and 
with the smallest pulse width possible. Although the ICI function shows no major 
outliers, sequences like this buzz have to be analysed with extreme caution. At low 
SNRs, noise can easily be mistaken for faint clicks. 
Click intervals approach a tenth of a second by the end of the traceable part of the 
buzz. The flat part of the curve (see arrow in c) seems to suggest that the limits of 
the analysis resolution were reached over a period of four clicks. This would mean 
though that some clicks were emitted at a repetition rate stable to within 2 ms. The 
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that they were accurate to the group. An explanation of this phenomenon was found 
via the labels of the four clicks - two of them were marked as "Overlap 2 Whales". 
The clicks of the original whale were probably masked in this situation, and the 
pulses nearest to the prediction of the ICI rule registered. 
The number of pulses occurring during the buzz was very high, and noise 
increasingly crossed the 6 dB threshold due to the low SNR. Relying on the ICI rule 
only, which proposes the same interval throughout one analysis run, pulses of 
similar intervals are bound to be taken for the real clicks. Clicks tagged at once are 
saved without an update of the inter-click interval prediction. If the situation asks too 
much of the user's judgement, the corresponding segments should be labelled as 
"too faint" to save them as "off effort" (§ 2.3.2). The detection algorithm alone will 
simply grab the pulses closest to its prediction. 
However, it is fair to assume that the whale is able to click with an accuracy of ±5 ms 
over a number of clicks, as illustrated by the dotted lines in (c). Whether the animal 
employs this accuracy deliberately or not remains unclear. While the travel time of 
echoes determines the repetition of clicks during regular echolocation, click rate 
might be governed by a different "clock" in such a situation. It is possible that the 
whale simply clicks as fast as permitted by the sound producing organ. 
The next paragraphs will show that faint clicks like those occurring during a buzz will 
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Pulse width statistics for clicks stored in files 1 to 4. 
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3.1.3 Evaluation of pulse widths and inter-pulse intervals for the 
calibration of automated click counts 
Resolution of the RMS function, level of the threshold above the average RMS, inter-
pulse intervals, and pulse widths govern the number of clicks counted automatically 
in the present version of Moby Click. RMS resolution and average (§2.1.5) were 
optimised for use during interactive analyses (§2.3.2). No statistical trials were 
conducted to investigate their influence on click counts. An RMS resolution of 2 ms 
(64 samples per group) corresponds to 0.2 per cent of an average inter-click interval 
of one second (§2.3.1 ), and allows in combination with eight stack plot lines per 
display for a clear visualisation of click patterns. All analyses used a threshold 6 dB 
above the RMS average for pulse detection (§2.3.1 ). Pilot analyses run with a 4 dB 
threshold caused more noise to register, and made click tracing more difficult. This 
section focuses on pulse widths and inter-pulse intervals and their effect on the 
calibration of automated click counts. 
All clicks of whales present on transect recordings have to be processed with one 
and the same parameter setup, to allow for a comparison of the click counts. 
• Pulse widths - an overview 
Figure 49 shows charts of mean, standard deviation, and maximum and minimum of 
the widths of the first two click pulses measured and stored in files 1 to 4 during 
interactive analyses (see previous section). Number of clicks stored is shown along 
the horizontal axes. Evidently, some clicks contain only one major pulse. 
The gray part of the bars represents the mean pulse widths. How the bars would rise 
or shrink corresponding to the standard deviations is illustrated by the rectangles 
above and below the mean. In contrast to the graphic representations found in many 
publications, the black lines stand for the minimum and maximum values, 
respectively. They are not 95% confidence intervals. 
Mean pulse widths for pulse one lie at about 16 groups (32 ms) in file one, five 
groups (10 ms) in file two, and four groups (8 ms) in files three and four. While the 
mean widths for pulse two are about the same as for pulse one in files three and 
four, they are different in the first two files. The mean width of the second pulse is 
ten groups (20 ms) in file one, and is well below the mean width of the first pulse. In 
file two the second pulse with six groups (12 ms) is slightly wider than the first pulse 
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with five groups (10 ms). These outcomes are possible as mean pulse widths include 
clicks with one or more pulses. 
Standard deviations (SDs) of pulse widths are large. Coefficients of variations (CVs) 
range from 36% (file 3) to 57% (file 1) for pulse one, and from 26% (file 1) to 48% 
(files 2 and 4) for pulse two. 
Except for special purposes, such as the investigation of a buzz, a minimum pulse 
width of two groups was maintained during interactive analyses. Below 2 groups, 
click tracing became increasingly difficult. The rectangles one SD below the mean 
pulse widths (fig. 49) show that a significant number of pulses is narrower than three 
groups (6 ms) in files two to four. 
The whale was clicking loudly, i.e. with wider pulses, at the beginning of the dive, 
and became fainter while descending. Also, most "troughs" between the pulses of 
the first clicks were well above the threshold. Thus, these pulses did not register 
separately. The effect of the c. 50 strong clicks with one pulse only can be observed 
in the huge SD of pulse one in file one. The maximum value was well beyond the 
scale range, as the loudest pulse recorded had a width of 54 groups (first click after 
first silence, see previous section). After the first silence, clicks with two major pulses 
became increasingly dominant. From the moment that click loudness dropped so far 
that pulses started to register separately, i.e. that the one main pulse was split into 
several smaller ones by the 6 dB threshold, pulse width literally snapped to less than 
half the previous value. Unaffected by this phenomenon, the width of pulse two in file 
one shows less dramatic deviations. 
In some cases, echo trains from the previous click overlapped with the first pulse of 
a new click, and thus stretched its width considerably. 
Another factor contributing to the high SD in file 1 was that this file was analysed 
with a group size of 128 instead of 64 samples (§3.1.1 ). Resolution was thus 
reduced by 100 per cent. The values measured were converted accordingly to a 
group size of 64 samples for the preparation of statistics. However, the SD of pulse 
two indicates that the effect of analysis resolution is less important than the effect of 



















Pulse Interval by Amplitude (P2-P1) 
File 1, n=342 File 2, n=53 File 3, n=232 File 4, n=443 
Pulse Interval by Onset (P2-P1) 
File 1, n=342 File 2, n=53 File 3, n=232 File 4, n=443 
Inter-pulse interval statistics for clicks stored in files 1 to 4. 
- average (gray bars), 
- average ±SDs (black rectangles), and 
- minimimum and maximum (vertical lines). 




The smallest CV overall (26%) is that of the width of pulse two in file one. Signal 
level was highest in this phase of the dive, and the estimate for pulse two is neither 
biased by a transition from one to several pulses per click, nor by overlap of echoes. 
Estimates for pulse two in all files include glitches, which occur occasionally between 
the major pulses of a click and register as its second pulse. 
In summary, pulse widths of clicks that could be traced reliably range widely. Also, a 
significant number of pulses is narrower than three groups (6 ms) from the 10th 
minute of the dive (file 2) onwards. 
• Pulse intervals - an overview 
Fig. 50 shows plots of pulse intervals measured by onset and by amplitude (§2.2.3 
and previous section). Pulse intervals average between 9 and 16 groups (18 ms and 
32 ms). CVs range from 11 % (file 1) to 27% (file 2) for intervals measured by 
amplitude, and from 17% (file 3) to 24% (file 2) for intervals measured by onset. 
Intervals approach 19 groups (38 ms) at one SD above, and 7 groups (14 ms) at one 
SD below the average, respectively. 
The two charts show that both measurement techniques yield almost identical 
results. The major difference can be found in file 1, in which some echoes from the 
previous click pulled the onset forward. Measurement by amplitude overcomes this 
problem. 
The smallest CV overall (11 %) can be found for intervals measured by amplitude in 
file one. Signal level was highest in this phase of the dive, and the estimate is not 
biased by echo and noise overlap. 
Pulse intervals fluctuate less than pulse widths. While the smallest CV of all pulse 
widths is 26%, the largest CV of all pulse intervals is 27%. Also, pulse intervals 




Automatic Click and Pulse Counts vs Minimum Pulse Width 
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• Automated click and pulse counts 
as functions of pulse width and inter-pulse interval 
The complete recording was processed several times automatically to determine the 
sensitivity of the algorithm to changes of the detection parameters. Figure 51 shows 
the number of clicks and pulses counted with different settings of pulse widths and 
intervals. 
Obviously, these automated counts include all pulses occurring in the recording, 
whether they are emitted by the original whale or not. Echoes, clicks of the second 
whale, and noise contribute to the count as well (§2.4.2). The goal of optimising 
analysis parameters is to maximise the number of real clicks, while rejecting as many 
noise pulses as possible. 
In the upper chart, the minimum pulse width runs from 2 to 6 groups while the pulse 
interval is held constant at 18 groups. Click and pulse counts change dramatically 
with increasing width. A minimum pulse width of 2 means that only pulses of a width 
of 2 groups or more are registered as valid pulses. Depending on the interval 
between them, they are grouped to clicks. 
From a width of 2 to a width of 3 groups the count drops from 8426 clicks to 4933, 
i.e. by 3493 clicks or 41.4%. From a width of 3 to a width of 4 groups another 1490 
clicks are cut off. The count reaches 1288 clicks at a width of 6 groups, which 
corresponds to 15.3% of the result obtained with 2. 
In the lower chart, the maximum pulse interval runs from 15 to 20 groups while the 
pulse width is held constant at 3 groups. Pulse counts are identical, and click 
numbers remain practically unaffected. The count drops from 5161 clicks at 15 
groups to 4892 clicks at 20 groups, as more pulses are likely to be "caught" per 
click. This corresponds to a change of 5.2%, 2.8% of which occur between the 
intervals of 15 and 16 groups. Each difference between the other groups accounts 
roughly for a one per cent change of click numbers. 
The summarising statistics in the previous section already hinted at these outcomes 
of the sensitivity tests. As the pulse width is clearly the decisive parameter for 
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Pulse Width in Groups (64) 
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Pulse Width in Groups (64) 
Frequency distributions of pulse widths of clicks in file 1 to 4. 
1 Group (64 samples, fs=31250Hz) = 2 ms. 
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• Frequency distributions of pulse widths 
Complementing the overall statistics for the interactive analysis of files 1 to 4 (fig. 
49), figure 52 shows detailed distributions for pulses one and two. Since the vast 
majority of clicks had not more than two dominant pulses, only these are depicted in 
the diagrams displayed. 
Since file one contains the loudest and the longest pulses of the dive, the x-axis 
covers a wider range than in any other file. Those clicks with one pulse only account 
for the peak between 20 and 32 groups in the top diagram. The transition to two 
pulses per click literally splits the long pulses into two (with a gap in between), which 
shows up nicely as pulse widths centred around 12 groups. With the SNR 
decreasing over time, the clicks "sink" further into the ambient noise, with only the 
tips of their pulses crossing the threshold. Thus, another peak can be found at a 
width of about 8 groups in file one. 
Over files two to four, the whale is significantly fainter than at the beginning of the 
dive. Almost all pulses are shorter than 12 groups (24 ms). Except for a buzz in file 
4, minimum pulse widths were kept at 2 groups (4 ms) during analysis and account 
for the vanishing of the distribution curves at 1 group (2 ms) for files 2 and 3 (fig. 52). 
In all three files, distributions for pulse one and pulse two are of similar shape. 
According to the click labels in the result files (§2.3.2), the majority of the clicks had 
two pulses. 
File three shows smooth distributions gradually rising from a width of two groups to 
three and four, and then dropping off at five groups. The similarity between the 
curves for both pulses suggests "symmetrical" clicks of equally wide pulses. 
Files two and four have conspicuous troughs at a pulse width of three. This means 
that two types of clicks were present. One type comprised very short, i.e. faint pulses 
(2 groups), while the other comprised longer, i.e. louder pulses (5 groups). Another 
interpretation might be that the clicks had two pulses of very different width. 
Observations made during analysis suggest this is unlikely. This aspect could be 
investigated further by overlaying the distribution of the widest of the two pulses over 
the diagrams shown. However, the focus of this study is on the calibration of click 
counts. 
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Fig. 53 
Pulse Width in Groups (64) 
Frequency distributions of pulse widths of clicks in special files. 




• Optimisation of pulse width for automated analyses 
The minimum pulse width has to be optimised for automated analyses to register the 
maximum number of clicks, and to reject as many noise pulses as possible. The 
diagrams shown so far illustrate that pulse widths have to be chosen carefully, as a 
high percentage of clicks consists of narrow pulses. Frequency distributions of the 
width of noise pulses are needed to come up with an estimate of the most efficient 
pulse widths for automated analyses runs. 
Noise pulses cannot be traced, as they occur randomly. To determine the 
distribution of pulses typical for the sea noise off Kaikoura, sequences without any 
whale would be needed. This method of analysing noise has not been employed yet. 
Instead, sequences with one whale only were used to determine the ratio of real 
pulses and clicks to noise pulses. 
Unfortunately, the dive cycle discussed here contains two whales, even though the 
second whale is mostly very faint and almost undistinguishable from noise. Since 
exactly this chance of mistaking the second whale for noise had to be excluded for 
optimisation trials, three passages of the recording were chosen which were almost 
certain to contain only one whale. 
Figure 53 shows the frequency distributions of pulse widths from the "one whale" 
passages X1, Y1, Z1. 
Passage X1 covers the first section of file 1 from the first click of the dive to the 
middle of the first silence. From the middle of this silence onwards, the second whale 
could be perceived. The frequency distribution is based on loud clicks with one pulse 
only. None of these pulses is narrower than 8 groups (16 ms). 
Passages Y1 and Z1 are taken from the last third of the recording, where only one 
whale was audible over a long period (see introduction of this chapter). The identity 
of this whale is uncertain, which does not matter for optimising parameters. 
In addition to pulses one and two, the widest of all (four) pulses stored per click is 
overlayed in the diagrams in figure 53. For both passages Y1 and Z1, the curves of 
the widest and the first pulses match very well. Hence, in most of the clicks the first 
pulse was the widest. This is not surprising, as only some of the faint clicks traced 
have more than one pulse anyway. The deviations of the two curves indicate those 
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Automatic vs Interactive Analyses 






































Minimum Pulse Width in Groups (64) 
FileN°Y1* 
Minimum Pulse Width in Groups (64) 
File N°21" 
Minimum Pulse Width in Groups (64) 
4655 Frames, 1:16 min 
Confinned Clicks: n=42 
Conflnned Click Pulses: n=42 
11111 True Clicks / Auto Clicks 
Ill True Pulses I Auto Pulses 
D True Clicks cut off 
D True Pulses cut off 
3536 Frames, 0:58 min 
Confirmed Clicks: n=78 
Confirmed Click Pulses: n=103 
Ill True Clicks / Auto Clicks 
Ill True Pulses/ Auto Pulses 
D True Clicks cut off 
D True Pulses cut off 
10574 Frames, 2:53 min 
Confirmed Clicks: n=182 
Confirmed Click Pulses: n=212 
Ill True Clicks I Auto Clicks 
Ill True Pulses / Auto Pulses 
D True Clicks cut off 
D True Pulses cut off 
Fig. 54 Ratios of click and pulse counts confirmed during interactive analyses 
to counts from automatic runs. 
1 Group (64 samples, fs=31250Hz) = 2 ms. Results from special files (one whale only). 
·t 
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cases in which another pulse was wider than the first one. Note that the diagrams 
depict percentages, and not total numbers. The distributions for the second pulse 
are based on very few values only. 
Both passages (Y1 and 21) show the peak of the widest pulse at 4 groups (8 ms). 
Although some of the first pulses included (possibly very faint glitches), and a 
number of second pulses, have a width of one group, the widest pulse is always 
wider than that. This becomes clear as the curve for the widest pulse is zero at one 
group. 
The three passages were inspected in the result files of the automatic runs. As the 
automatic counts contain all pulses (noise and whales), only one whale is present, 
and the distribution of its pulse widths is known, the effect of different parameters on 
the ratio of traced to all "clicks" and pulses can be derived. It is fair to assume that 
the percentage of echoes registered is low during the faint passages Y1 and 21. 
This may not hold for passage X1 (beginning of the dive), which rather gives an 
estimate of the rejection of noise and echoes. 
Figure 54 shows the results for runs with a constant inter-pulse interval of 18 groups 
and pulse widths running from 2 to 6 groups. "True" clicks stand for clicks traced 
interactively, and "Auto" comprises all "clicks" detected automatically. The 
computation of the curves shown took all pulses of the clicks traced into 
consideration. 
The case of passage X1 is obvious (fig. 54 top). Consulting the distribution chart for 
X1 given above (fig. 53 top), it is plain that not a single real pulse is cut off at any of 
the chosen widths. Increasing the minimum width will therefore reject more and more 
noise, and improve the percentage of real clicks remaining in the overall count. At a 
width of 6 groups, almost 90% of all clicks counted really are clicks from the whale 
traced (fig. 54 top). The rest is probably due to sea noise, technical noise (e.g. 
lowering of the hydrophone), and echoes. This curve suggests to increase the 
minimum pulse width even further during automatic runs. Results are slightly better 
for clicks than for pulses, as clicks may "absorb" pulses in their trail (§2.2.1 ), and 
trains of noise pulses might only register as one (false) click. This start-up phase of 
the dive is short (1 :16 min) and not representative for the description of noise 
rejection over the whole dive. 
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The typical pattern evolves in passages Y1 and Z1. Now, an increase in pulse width 
does not only reject noise, but also cuts off real pulses and clicks (see also fig. 53). 
How many of the real pulses are rejected during an automatic run can be seen in the 
corresponding categories in fig. 54. This number can be derived from the frequency 
distributions shown before (distributions for pulses three and four not displayed). A 
whole click was considered "cut off'' when its widest pulse was too narrow for the 
minimum width set. 
For one whale, a minimum pulse width of four groups yields the optimum ratio of real 
to automatically counted clicks. Beyond four groups, the ratio drops again as too 
many real pulses are being cut off. The graphs show that even in the best cases the 
real clicks will only account for less than 80% of all clicks detected. 
The trends displayed for passages Y1 and Z1 are based on 260 clicks only. 
However, they are confirmed by the larger sample of c. 2000 clicks in dive cycle two 
(§3.2). Also, they yield a rather optimistic outcome, as virtually no echoes were 
present. 
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Ratios of interactive to automatic click counts as functions of minimum pulse width 
Scenario analyses for different numbers of (simulated) whales 
(Maximum Pulse Interval= 18 Groups) 
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Minimum Pulse Width in Groups (64) 
File N° X1 
lllJ 0.90 -1.00 
[I 0.80 -0.90 
1!111 0.70 -0.80 
Ill 0.60 -0.70 
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Number of Whales (1 to 9) 
File N°Y1* 
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D o.5o -0.60 
Number of Whales (1 to 9) 
File N° 21* 
llll 0.90 -1.00 
D o.so-o.9o 
1111 0.70 -0.80 
fll 0.60 -0.70 
D o.5o -0.60 
Fig. 55 Ratios of interactive click counts to automatic counts for one whale, 
and scenarios for different numbers of (simulated) whales. 






• Scenarios for different numbers of whales 
The effect of pulse width on automated click counts has been discussed for a single 
whale. However, the number of whales to be expected in any one recording made off 
Kaikoura is likely to range between zero and four whales, with two whales being the 
average. For the three passages with one whale and no echoes, a simple scenario 
can be developed to simulate the effect of the minimum pulse width on automated 
counts of more than one whale. 
The basic idea is that an additional whale will not increase the number of noise 
pulses present, and thus improve the overall ratio of real clicks from whales to false 
clicks from noise sources. Echoes would compromise this assumption, as they are 
proportional to the number of whales present. Using simple spreadsheet operations, 
the pulse and click counts of the single whale traced were multiplied to add 
additional whales to the "pool". 
Evidently it is unrealistic to assume the same distribution of clicks and pulses for all 
simulated whales, and to neglect echoes completely. Also, potential errors arising 
from click overlaps were ignored. If, for example, two whales are present, and each 
click occupies on average one twentieth of the inter-click interval (§2.2.1.), it seems 
possible that five percent of the real clicks will be lost during automated counts. For 
final statistics, an additional calibration effort is needed to account for echoes and 
overlaps. 
Figure 55 shows the scenarios of click ratios for different numbers of whales using 
passages X1, Y1, and Z1 introduced above. The frontmost curves correspond to the 
click ratios for one whale shown in the previous figure (fig. 54), but in reversed order. 
Again, passage X1 (top) is a good introduction into the graphic representation 
chosen. With a minimum pulse width of 2 groups (4 ms), the ratio rises from below 
50% for one whale to about 80% for nine whales. The worst ratio (one whale) 
actually drops to about 30%, i.e. below the scale range chosen. At nine whales 
present, noise still accounts for 20% of all clicks. Cutting off noise by moving to the 
left of the x-axis (Minimum Pulse Width), the ratio can be improved to almost 90% for 
one, and to nearly 100% for nine whales. As surprising as it may sound for this 
passage of loud clicks (with high SNR), a minimum cut off of four groups (8 ms) is 
needed to reach a ratio of 65% for one whale. 
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However, for the expected number of two whales, and a pulse width of four groups, 
the ratio is found near the 80% line. It would be improved further by 10%, when 
using a cut off of five groups (10 ms), or when analysing recordings with five whales 
expected to be present. 
Different from the situation at the beginning of the dive, passages Y1 (centre) and Z1 
(bottom) illustrate the rather typical shape of the simulated count ratios. The 
percentage of real clicks in the automated count improves dramatically with higher 
numbers of whales. An increase of the cut-off pulse width beyond four groups does 
not yield further gains. The 90% mark requires three or more whales to be present. A 
minimum cut off of four groups is needed for one whale to pass the 70% line. For two 
whales, a cut-off of four groups results in a ratio between 80% and 90%. 
The simulated ratios shown will be confirmed by the larger data set of dive cycle two. 
Click counting with the method described yields obviously different accuracies for 
areas with different whale densities. Kaikoura is found at the lower extreme of the 
situations possible with an expectation of zero to four whales within acoustic range. 
High numbers of whales in nursery groups in the tropics represent the opposite 
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3.2 Example analysis two: Dive cycle #3 (DC3) 
3.2.1 Introduction 
The dive cycle recording to be discussed in this section was made south of the 
Kaikoura Peninsula on 5 December 1993. It was recorded in mono on tape 26b 
(counter 178 to 429), and has an overall duration of 43 minutes (10.07 to 10.50). 
The whale dived near 42°31.14 S, 173°30.73 Eat 10.07 (fig. 56). The position of the 
first blow sighted was not noted (automatic logging started only in June 1994). While 
the ID photograph on fluke up and the first click of the dive were captured, the whale 
was not resighted. Nevertheless, it is almost certain that the recording covers the 
dive completely. It was terminated at 42°30.73 S, 173°43.44 E (fig. 56). Data sheets 
filled in at the time of recording indicate the presence of one whale watch boat at 
distance, but no other whales. 
The recording was monitored aurally while digitising as described for the first dive 
cycle. 
During the first twenty minutes of the dive, the whale was clearly audible. This part of 
the dive is characterised by strong echoes of its clicks and a high number of buzzes. 
Over the first four minutes, a boat was idling in the background. 
Between the 20th and the 30th minute click loudness varied from "good" to "faint". A 
faint boat was heard for a short period. Some technical noises ("knocks") are present 
as well. 
From the 30th minute onwards, the whale was mostly faint and sometimes not 
audible. A vessel is present throughout this last part of the dive. A few times, sound 
reproduction appeared to be compromised by variations of tape speed (some 
"scratching" noise is audible on playback). The last buzz of the dive could be 
perceived in the 39th minute. 
From the 40th minute onwards, the whale was no longer heard except for two 
"surface clicks" in minute 43. 
This dive can be considered as one of the rare occasions where only one whale was 
audible within hydrophone range. Problems arrise from strong echoes, boat noise, 
and apparently fluctuations of recording speed, which might have been due to a 
decreasing battery level. 
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Although this recording can almost be regarded as an ideal one, and no program 
refinements were made during the days of interactive analyses, results of automatic 
analyses had to be split into two files. For unknown reasons, a short period (54 s) in 
the beginning of the sound file proved unreadable after transfer to optical disk. This 
problem was discovered only after erasing the original file from hard disk. It could be 
overcome by extracting the undamaged frames using Moby Transit. 
The following sections discuss aspects of acoustic behaviour encountered during 
interactive analyses of the dive, and present statistics and graphical representations 
of inter-click intervals, amplitude values, and pulse widths. 
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ICI: Inter-Click Interval (using amplitude of pulse #1) 
[sec] 











Fig. 57 ICI vs time for Dive Cycle #3 (first version) 
60.000 80.000 100.000 120.000 140.000 
Frame N° 40:58 
E U 
Buzzes followed by silences ~1 s us B S S USUU 
S - Silence, B - Buzz followed by silence, U - Uncertain passage (noise, faint signal); E - Echoes 
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3.2.2 Time profiles of inter-click intervals and click amplitudes 
While results of interactive analyses are kept in one contiguous file, results of 
automatic runs and some interactive revisions had to be divided into two files after a 
failure of file transfer to optical disk (§3.2.1). File E1 runs from frame 2800 to 10845 
(2:12 min duration). File E2 contains the total frames 14184 to 157455 (39:07 min 
duration), which are renumbered. Some captions of the screenshots shown in this 
chapter refer to these renumbered frames. Total frame numbers of file E2 can be 
derived by adding an offset of 14183 to the renumbered frames. 
• Overview 
Figure 57 shows a first plot of inter-click intervals from the first click recorded (frame 
2808, 0:46 min) to the last buzz heard (frame 144179, 39:22 min). The two surface 
clicks at the very end of the recording (frames 157014 and 157384, 42:53 min and 
42:59 min) are not included in this plot. 
The mean of the 2203 inter-click intervals measured within bouts of regular clicks is 
0.801 seconds (CV=27.5%), which corresponds to an average click rate of 1.25 s-1. 
Intervals range from 0.076 (frame 43357) to 1.735 (frame 24331) seconds. 
On average, intervals appear to be shorter in the middle of the dive (table 1 ). Apart 
from outliers, they measure between 0.7 and 1.6 seconds in the first 10 minutes after 
the first click, become shorter with 0.4 to 1.3 seconds over the next 22 minutes, and 
remain between 0.6 to 1.2 seconds before the last buzz of the dive. 
From frame (min) To frame (min) Inter-click intervals [sec] 
2800 (00:46) 40000 (10:55) 0.7 to 1.6, and outliers 
40000 (10:55) 120000 (32:46) 0.4 to 1.3, and outliers 
120000 (32:46) 140000 (38:14) 0.6 to 1.2, and outliers 
Table 1 Inter-click intervals in different parts of the dive 
Gaps of silences (9), buzzes (25), and uncertain passages (6) divide the ICl-graph 
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vocalisations were heard (and seen) at all. The first silence occurs around frame 
7090 (1 :56 min), about 1:10 minutes after the first click of the dive. Almost all of the 
following gaps between frame 30000 (8:11 min) and frame 105000 (28:40 min) are 
buzzes followed by periods of silence. Uncertainties occur mainly in the last part of 
the recording from frame 135000 (36:52 min) onwards, and arrise from low signal 
levels, masking of clicks by whale watch boats and other noises, and apparently 
from some recording problems. As the whale was not resighted, it is likely that it 
surfaced at a considerable distance from the boat (and hydrophone). 
Plots of click amplitude and 6 dB threshold in figure 58 depict nicely the 'distance' 
between signal and noise, i.e. the SNR. The 2203 click amplitudes measured range 
between 5.45 and 49.68 voltage units (uncalibrated mV RMS) with a mean of 22.57 
units (CV=30.4%). Thresholds range between 2.96 and 15.74 units with a mean of 
5.99 units (CV=23.0%). The loudest click of the dive occurs at the beginning of the 
fourth bout (near frame 28000, 7:39 min), and has an SNR of about 22 dB.1 Also, 
this bout marks a transition from silences to buzzes with the first buzz found from 
frame 30646 (8:22 min) onwards, 7:36 min after the first click of the dive. 
Again, rapid changes of the threshold-graph indicate adjustments of recording level. 
For example, it is clearly visible that the level was turned down after the first loud 
clicks in bout one. It was adjusted a few times in bout one to three, and gradually 
turned up over the rest of the dive. 
• Periodic changes of amplitudes and intervals 
Click amplitude seems to oscillate periodically in some of the bouts (fig. 58). In the 
second bout, 11 main peaks rise above, and 10 troughs drop below 26 level units. 
This bout is roughly 8600 frames or 140 seconds long, which corresponds to a 
period of about 13 seconds per oscillation (0.08Hz). Explanations could be low 
frequency noise from ocean waves, or a periodic motion of the whale's sonar beam 
while scanning its surroundings. As some of the sonar energy might be highly 
directional, the hydrophone could receive more or less of it depending on the 
orientation of the beam in vertical and horizontal dimensions. Also, the whale might 
systematically control the intensity of its sonar. 
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Oscillation of inter-click intervals and click amplitude. 
Dive cycle #3. 
1 frame= 512 samples (fs = 31250 Hz). 1000 frames= 16.384 seconds. 
Note that German Excel version prints points as commas and vice versa. 
The inter-click interval (ICI) sheds more light onto these speculations. A similar 
number of oscillations can be found in the plot of ICls, which are completely 
independent of recording level and sea noise. Zooming in on ICls and amplitudes of 
the second bout in figure 59, a clear correlation between the two signal features is 
revealed. Although the first peaks of the ICl-plot are fairly weak, it can be seen that 
almost every ICI peak co-occurs with an amplitude peak. Possibly most important of 
all, ICl-peaks are sharp, while troughs are fairly smooth. Also, intervals gradually 
rise from peak to peak. A number of conclusions can be drawn from these 
correlations. 
One explanation could be that the whale scans the area ahead in a systematic 
manner trying to construct a complex picture from a number of echolocation sweeps. 
I can see two major ways in which it could perform such a sweep - in semicircular 
arcs, or in straight lines. Figure 60 depicts both methods (a), and illustrates angular 










Figure 60 a) 
a b 
Echolocation sweep along a straight line at distance s. 
a: angle of sonar beam. 

















Echolocation sweep in direction of whale motion starting at a= <p. 
Illustration of path length r as a function of a and time. 




If the whale scans the area ahead in semicircles, round trip times of clicks and 
echoes remain constant for every angle of the sonar beam. If scans are performed 
along straight lines (fig. 60a, line with arrows), travel paths and round trip times will 
change depending on the angle alpha. The simple formula for the computation of the 
travel path r (one way) is r = s I cos a, with s being the shortest distance to the 
scanned line. 
Sharp peaks occur at the turning points (fig. 60b, arrows), while a smooth transition 
can be seen at an angle of zero degrees (beam directed dead ahead). Mirroring the 
right half of figure 60b above the horizontal axis shown, the regular shape of the 
travel path function appears. The 'real' horizontal axis lies one line distance s below 
the axis shown (r equals s for zero degrees). Scanning lines of different distances 
would result in a vertical shift and different gradients of the travel path function. 
If the sonar beam is moving up and down (or left and right) while the whale is diving 
downwards, the beam would be turned slightly sideways at the turning points of such 
a sweep. Thus, more energy would be projected back to the surface (and the 
hydrophone) than when 'looking' straight ahead, i.e. towards the seafloor. These 
energy oscillations seem to be confirmed by most of the amplitude peaks recorded. 
They would be further amplified if the whale emits louder clicks with rising path 
lengths. 
In the same way, a whale might scan the sea floor, underwater ridges, or the sea 
surface. If the whale hovers in front of steep canyon faces, IC ls would be similar to a 
scan of the sea floor as described above. Amplitudes recorded would depend on the 
orientation of the whale (and its sonar beam) relative to the hydrophone. 
Figure 61 shows how a whale could scan a narrow strip instead of an area, e.g. 
when swimming parallel to the sea floor. For example, if it would scan angles from 
22.5 to 45 degrees by panning the sonar beam back and forth, troughs of the ICI plot 
would no longer be smooth. The picture shows how the travel path function of clicks 
and echoes would look like when plotted versus alpha and time. The larger the 
starting angle phi, the stronger becomes the 'dent' in the trough of the ICI plot. 
The knowledge of such a strategy of the whale might be helpful for designing new 
tracking rules. If the user has access to a display of the latest ICI plot, s/he could 
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Fig. 62 Oscillation of inter-click intervals and click amplitude. 
Dive cycle 3. 
Note that German Excel version prints points as commas and vice versa. 
f 
whether a particular click belongs to the ascending or descending branch of a 
sweep, and switch from linear to angular tracking of clicks. 
Periodic changes of ICls are present in almost all bouts of the dive. Correlating 
oscillations of click amplitude are harder to detect by eye, as a number of factors 
contribute to the sound pressure arriving at the hydrophone and distort real source 
levels. 
An example of another visible correlation is given in figure 62. Of all the potential 
correlations recognisable, the five peaks of intervals and amplitudes between frame 
62500 (17:04 min) and 66500 (18:09 min) are the most conspicuous ones. ICl-peaks 
three through five in this bout show sharp turning points, and have smooth troughs 
between them. The opposite seems to be the case for the second peak, which is 
flatter and is followed by a sharper trough. Although this peak has the highest 
amplitude of the bout, the higher threshold level has to be taken into consideration. 
Notes taken confirm that the recording level was turned up around frame 63500. 
Goold and Jones (1995) observed similar oscillations in click rates of sperm whales 
recorded off the Azores, and Au (1980) found a similar pattern in the click rates of 
bottlenose dolphins echolocating in open waters, although no explanation was 
offered. However, Goold and Jones did not exclude the idea that "a whale 
continually redirects its receive beam while searching for food, thereby scanning 
regions of differing noise levels which dictate maximum detection ranges". 
Averaging and filtering operations applied to intervals and amplitudes, as well as 
computations of correlation functions, might help to clean up the data further, and 
reveal more patterns of acoustic activities of the whale. 
The next paragraph deals with another pecularity of this dive: echoes, which 
sometimes seem to be louder than the actual clicks. 
,, 
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Fig. 64 Sequence with clicks and strong echoes (waveform). 
• Echoes 
An unusually 'dark' section can be seen between frames 50000 and 60000 in the 
first ICl-plot shown at the beginning of this chapter (fig. 57). The dark area results 
from a high concentration of click rate oscillations. Fig. 63 zooms in on the 
corresponding frames, which were labeled 'double clicks' during the interactive 
analysis. Although the user has a good impression of 'what is actually going on' 








ICI: Inter-Click Interval (using amplitude of pulse #1) 








Echoes mistaken for "Double Clicks" during first analysis. 
57.000 58.000 
15:04.397 
The sequence between frames 54100 and 56100 shows two major bands of click 
intervals, between which the graph is alternating. The lower band ranges roughly 
from 0.2 to 0.5 seconds, while the upper band ranges from 0.7 to 0.76 seconds. 
Intervals change by up to 0.08 seconds between consecutive clicks in the lower 
band, but by less than 0.02 seconds in the upper band. From frame 54600 onwards, 
intervals in the upper band change only by about 1/100 of a second. As this 
accuracy and a constant switch-over between two bands of intervals were never 
observed before, this sound file was checked again. 
Figure 64a shows the starting point of the series of 'double clicks'. Frame number 
39538 in the title bar of the first screen shot corresponds to a total frame number of 
53721 (file E2). The click in the 5th line (starting at 53977) follows immediately after 
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Fig. 65 Oscillation of inter-click intervals and click amplitude. 
Dive cycle 3. 
Note that German Excel version prints points as commas and vice versa. 
delays between echoes and clicks. The second screen (fig. 64b) starts with the 5th 
line of the first screen, and shows the continuation of the 'double clicks'. Again, the 
first two peaks of each line are echoes. The situation becomes even more interesting 
in the second half of the third screen (fig. 64c). Here, echoes seem to become louder 
than the actual clicks. They have a higher amplitude in the waveforms shown (lines 5 
to 8), and are longer than the original clicks. 
The stable intervals in the upper band described above (fig. 63) simply correspond 
to the time delay of the echoes at our hydrophone. These echoes come from the 
best reflecting surface, most likely the sea floor or the walls of the canyon. Figure 65 
shows the revised version of this sequence - now without echoes. The whale might 
have switched to a more distant target, as intervals rise from 0.7 to almost 1.2 
seconds around frame 54000. They oscillate periodically over seven troughs and 
eight peaks, and drop off gradually to about one second at the end of the bout. 
Echoe delays remained the same, as shown above. As click intervals rise, and click 
amplitudes drop at the beginning of this sequence, the whale might have changed 
the direction of its sonar. 
Figure 66 
Direct travel path of (weaker) side lobe of 
sonar field, and echo from main sonar 
field. 
It seems possible that the whale turns in a way that only side-lobe energy (of a 
hypothetical sonar field) reaches the hydrophone on a direct path. In this case, the 
echo of the main sonar beam might actually be stronger than the click, even if it has 
to travel via a longer path and is weakened by the reflecting surface (fig. 66). Also, a 
particular shape of sea floor or canyon face might bundle energy like a concave 
mirror. 
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Fig. 67 Analysis of sequence with strong echoes. 
< 
• Other situations encountered during interactive analysis 
Figure 67 illustrates the process of "cleaning up" a sequence with strong echoes. 
The upper screenshot shows clicks detected by the two standard rules. Only the 
narrowest pulses are discarded, and some echoes even register as two clicks as 
their main pulses are further apart than the chosen inter-pulse interval. With the 
parameters set, 36 clicks would be counted automatically within the 512 frames 
displayed (see click brackets, and discarded pulses in saved section). 
The middle screen shows how echoes and noise can be excluded interactively when 
using the ICl-rule. The wide ICl-margin selected in this case (factor 3.0 for SD of last 
four clicks saved) allows to predict the timing of the next seven clicks correctly and 
to discard all echoes and noises within screen boundaries. 
The cleaned-up sequence (bottom) reveals the regular click pattern first obscured by 
the many pulses present. Eleven real clicks were found interactively. The ratio of 11 
clicks traced to 36 clicks counted automatically equals 30.6%. Obviously, the 
analysis parameters chosen should be changed for automatic runs to yield better 
ratios. 
To verify the identity of echoes and clicks, the 512 frames shown were copied to an 
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Fig. 68 Spectrogram of the 11 clicks and echoes shown on opposite page (fig. 67). 
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The spectrogram in fig. 68 confirms the aural impressions during playback: clicks are 
short and well confined, while echoes are longer and appear slightly blurred. 
Frequencies computed range to 12 kHz for clicks and to 13 kHz for echoes (filter 
pass band 1 to 13 kHz). It seems unusual that echoes should contain higher 
frequency components than their clicks, as longer travel paths attenuate more 
energy. The higher frequencies might possibly arrise from reverberations at the 
reflecting surface, e.g. a canyon wall. The horizontal lines below 3 kHz are boat 
noise. 
This example showes that echoes cannot simply be filtered off. As they are wider 
than clicks, the rule for the minimum pulse width does not help either. Basically, 
echoes can be traced like clicks. A special routine could erase the clicks traced 
before, and mark the corresponding positions accordingly to make echo-tracing 
easier. If echoes are to be traced interactively, analysis effort will increase 
considerably. 
The waveform shows clearly that all clicks have a higher peak amplitude than their 
echoes. The RMS-function in Moby Click averages over chosen intervals (groups of 
64 samples = 2 ms). Using a zoom of eight lines per display, RMS-plots might not 
reveal these differences, as it is the case in line one of figure 67. It can thus be 
helpful to zoom in on a feature of interest, or to switch to the waveform display. 
Figure 69 shows how the whale changes to a lower click rate after a sequence with 
very strong echoes. The whale literally omits a click on transition, which means 
intervals double instantly. As echoes drop off at the same time, it is possible that the 
whale turned towards another target. If thus location, heading, and activity of the 
whale have an influence on the occurance of echoes, automatic counts should be 
stratified according to locations of dive cycles analysed interactively. Also, acoustic 
activity of the whale will probably depend on the availability of prey, and thus on 
daily and seasonal variations. The possible combinations of these and other factors 
might give an impression of the difficulties involved in trying to derive numbers of 
whales from "clicks" counted automatically. Again, bearings computed from 
hydrophone arrays would yield more crucial information needed. If all signal sources 
(clicks, echoes, noise) are separated via their bearings, and series of inter-click 
intervals are compared between each other, echo intervals should be recognisable 
due to their close correlation with the real click intervals (see paragraph on "double 
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clicks"). If, for example, the correlation factor for two of the series passes a certain 
threshold , the delayed sequence could be erased from the count. 
At the end of the lower screen in figure 69, echoes become stronger again, while 
intervals remain stable. Over the two screens shown (13.23 sec), one and the same 
whale would appear to click at three different rates when the software is counting 
automatically: 
- rate 1) faster clicks and strong echoes, clicks and echoes are counted; 
- rate 2) slower clicks and fainter echoes, only clicks are counted; 
- rate 3) slower clicks and stronger echoes, clicks and echoes are counted. 
A sequence with fainter echoes is depicted in figure 70a. Zooming in on lines one 
and two of the display (fig. 70b), echoes become visible as longer RMS-"humps" 
below the 6dB threshold. With the settings of pulse widths and click intervals 
chosen, about 24 clicks are likely to be counted over all eight lines by the automatic 
routine. As only 12 real clicks occur, the ratio of real to all clicks counted would be 
50%. Excluding the narrower pulses of those framed in green by a higher pulse 
width, two false clicks are likely to remain. The ratio would improve to 12/14, or 86%. 
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Fig. 70b Zooming in on lines one and two of a sequence with fainter echoes. 
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As a last example of the situations encountered during this dive, figure 71a (top) 
shows the noise caused by a nearby whale watch boat while engaging gears. Noise 
of this amplitude and duration cannot be excluded from automatic counts via the 
detection rules implemented (pulse width and inter-pulse interval). Tracing the whale 
interactively, the ICl-rule easily rejects the noise because of its total timing. Emitted 
half a second later (or earlier), it would have masked a click completely. The best 
ratio possible of real clicks traced to clicks counted automatically is 10/11 (91 % ) for 
the screenshot shown. It can be achieved when cutting of all fainter noises (red 
pulses) by an appropriate pulse width, and grouping all pulses of the gear-noise to 
one false click by a sufficient inter-pulse interval. The pulse width chosen during 
interactive analysis 'does the job' of erasing all narrow pulses, but already cuts off 
the second pulse of click number eight in line seven. 
The ideal situation occurs in the lower screenshot of figure 71b (4:08 min to 4:16 
min). 100% of the real clicks are detected and all noise is rejected using the two 
rules for automatic analyses. However, the high SNR of this sequence is not 
characteristic for the whole dive. 
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3.2.3 Evaluation of pulse widths for the calibration of automated click counts 
The complete recording was processed several times automatically to determine the 
sensitivity of the algorithm to changes of the detection parameters (see also §3.1.3). 
Comparing maximum inter-pulse intervals of 18 and 20 groups (table 2) at a 
minimum pulse width of 3 groups, click counts drop by 7.4% in the first file, and by 
1. 7% in the second file. 
Inter-pulse interval 
Groups (2 ms) 
18 
20 








Tab.2 Click counts vs Maximum inter-pulse interval, 
Minimum pulse width = 3 groups. 
(1 group= 2 ms) 
As shown in §3.1.3, the minimum pulse width chosen is the decisive parameter for 
the number of clicks detected. 
• Automated click counts as function of pulse width 
Figure 72 shows the number of clicks counted with different settings of pulse widths. 
The pulse interval is held constant at 18 groups (36 ms). Click counts change 
dramatically with increasing pulse width, particularly in file E2. 
In file E1 (upper chart, 8045 frames, 2:12 min), counts drop from 266 (2 groups) to 
144 clicks (6 groups), i.e. by 122· clicks or 45.8 per cent. Clicks were strongest 
during these first two minutes of the recording. 
File E2 covers almost the entire dive (lower chart, 143238 frames, 39:07 min). 
Counts drop from 5720 (2 groups) to 1959 clicks (6 groups), which corresponds to a 




• Optimisation of pulse width for automated analyses 
Figure 73 shows frequency and cumulative distribution of maximum pulse widths of 
clicks analysed interactively. The widest pulse of each click saved was chosen to 
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DC3 File E2 
Obviously, all clicks in file E1 (upper chart) contain at least one pulse wider than 6 
groups (12 ms) at the 6 dB threshold. In file E2 (lower chart), this is only the case for 
about half of all clicks found (51.9%). The other half shows a peak at 5 groups (10 
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Dive Cycle #3 - File E2 
Ratios of click and pulse counts confirmed during interactive analysis 
to counts from automatic runs. 
1 Group (64 samples, fs=31250Hz) = 2 ms. 
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Click counts of interactive analyses were compared to the corresponding automatic 
counts. In this recording, the ratio of real clicks traced to all clicks detected gives an 
estimate of the rejection of noise and echoes at different pulse widths. 
Figure 74 depicts the results for runs with a constant inter-pulse interval of 18 
groups. The number of clicks cut off at the pulse widths shown was derived from the 
distribution of the widest pulses of the clicks traced (fig. 73) .. 
In file E1, not a single click is thus cut off at analysis pulse widths up to 6 groups. 
The ratio of real clicks to all clicks approaches 92% at 6 groups. Ratios rise more 
gradually from 4 groups onwards, wh_ich means that most of noise and echo pulses 
are less than 5 groups wide. At 4 groups, the ratio is 82%. 
The trend of these ratios is similar for file E2. However, high numbers of real clicks 
are cut off with increasing pulse width (37% at 6 groups). Ratios level off from about 
4 groups onwards, and stay below 70%. At 4 groups, the ratio is 60%. Long echoes 
can be held responsible for this discouraging outcome. Results from the first dive 
cycle showed that at 4 groups ratios between 70% and 80% can be expected for 
passages without echoes. As echoes are not unusual off Kaikoura and cannot be 
filtered off without compromising clicks, they have to be considered when calibrating 
automatic counts. 
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• Scenarios for different numbers of whales 
Using spreadsheet operations, a simple scenario can be developed to simulate the 
effect of the minimum pulse width on automated counts of more than one whale. 
Assumptions made for the scenarios developed were explained in §3.1.3. Again, 
additional whales added to the click counts are assumed to cause no echoes. 
Incorporating echoes, each new whale added would also cause "false" pulses, and 
ratios would rise more slowly. 
Figure 75 shows the scenarios of click ratios for files E1 (2: 12 min) and E2 (39:07 
min). 
File E1 (upper chart) illustrates that three whales clicking at the same loudness as 
the one traced during this early part of the dive (n=133 clicks) would result in a ratio 
better than 90% at a minimum pulse width of 4 groups (8 ms). This situation is rare 
off Kaikoura. Five such ideal whales are required to pass the 90% mark when using 
3 groups (6 ms) as a minimum width for analyses. 
The larger click sample (n=2040) in file E2 (lower chart) makes clear that the 80% 
mark can only be passed with more than two whales clicking. Otherwise, more than 
20% of all clicks detected are false. 
Three groups seem to be too narrow as a standard width for analysis, as 5 whales 
are required to pass the 80% mark. Using 4 groups, 75% can be reached with two 
whales. At this width, less than 8% of the real clicks are cut off (fig. 74). Using 5 
groups, about 78% can be achieved with two whales, but about 20% of the real 
clicks are lost. 
In summing up, at least 4 groups (8 ms) should be used as minimum pulse width for 
automatic analysis runs. Although higher pulse widths (5 and 6 groups) yield a 
further gain for this particular recording, they might not be favourable for other dives 
(see also §3.1.3). While the whale was audible throughout this whole dive, this is not 
the case in most recordings. More dive cycle analyses are required to determine the 
best pulse width to be used for the automatic processing of transect recordings. 
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4 Acoustic Transects -
Automatic count of clicks recorded at transect stations 
Between 1991 and 1994, 72 acoustic transects were conducted off the Kaikoura 
Peninsula (§1.3.1). Recordings were made over five minutes every two nautical 
miles (nm) along a selected transect line. The objective of the analysis of transect 
recordings is to automatically count the clicks recorded at each station, and to derive 
the number of whales present (§ 1.4.1 ). 
4.1 Example analysis of Acoustic Transect #1 
Although the analyses of the first dive cycles provided a glimpse of instantaneous 
click rates, the average proportion of time we can detect a whale during its dive 
(§ 1.3.2) cannot be estimated yet. However, the results obtained from the first 
transect reveal some interesting aspects to be considered before processing larger 
numbers of recordings automatically. 
Even with optical storage media, the number of digitised transect files that can be 
retained simultaneously is limited. Once all statistical information of a transect is 
extracted, its sound file is erased to create space for the next recordings. Thus, it is 
crucial to know in advance which information to extract and to keep. 
The recording of transect #1 was monitored aurally on digitising, and notes on the 
numbers of whales and noises heard were taken. The sound file was transferred to 
optical disk, and processed automatically at different minimum pulse widths (§2.4). 
Microphone comments made at each station were retrieved, and the corresponding 
spreadsheet records marked accordingly (§2.7). At the first transect station (0 nm), 
the recording was rendered unusable by technical noise of unidentified origin. 
Figure 76 (top) shows the total number of clicks counted per station using five 
different analysis pulse widths. As discussed in the previous chapter (§3.1.3, §3.2.3), 
the number of clicks counted automatically is inversely proportional to the pulse 
width chosen. Click counts range from 1084 at 4 nm (2 groups) to 59 at 6 nm (6 
groups). These numbers have to be precisely adjusted to the time intervals they 
were found in. 
Dividing click counts by time intervals gives click rates as shown in figure 76 
(bottom). The time intervals available for click counting after excluding microphone 
comments vary in length by about 60 seconds over the five stations shown, ranging 
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from 4:32 min at 4 nm to 5:32 min at 2 nm. This effect can partly be explained with 
differences occurring while making the recording at sea (±10 sec, and outliers). Also, 
click counts are derived from index files, and not from detailed click files, to minimise 
effort in preparing spreadsheets (§2.7). As the program tries to maximise the 
segments analysed during automatic processing (§2.4), the index file is composed 
of records which cover segments of about eight seconds each. To steer clear of 
microphone comments between stations, even only slightly compromised records 
were excluded from spreadsheet statistics, which may account for margins of up to 
eight seconds on either side of a comment. 
Furthermore, automatic adjustments of tags, caused by clicks overlapping tag 
boundaries (§2.4), vary with different pulse widths. More pulses are discarded at 
higher pulse widths, i.e. before being able to affect the tag. Thus, frame numbers of 
segments are not exactly identical for the files of pulse widths one to six. 
Nevertheless, different pulse widths only account for differences of less than 0.24 
seconds within stations. 
Using detailed click files instead of index files for summing up click counts would 
reduce the fluctuations of total time per station, but is unlikely to affect click rates. 
However different the time spans for the five stations are, they are measured 
accurately (±1 ms) via frame numbers, and cover more than four minutes of sound 
each. The click rates shown thus allow for an accurate comparison of differences 
between and within stations. 
Obviously, the highest click rates for all pulse widths can be found at 4 nm. At a 
pulse width of 2 groups, 3.98 clicks were registered per second. The smallest pulse 
width chosen will inevitably contain the most "false" clicks, i.e. noise and echoes. As 
described in §3.1.3, the percentage of "false" clicks is supposed to drop off with 
increasing pulse width. Thus, only 1.54 clicks per second were left at 4 nm for a 
pulse width of 6 groups. 
The lowest rates for 2 and 3 groups come from 6 nm, where they range from 1.90 
clicks per second (2 groups) to 1.21 clicks per second (3 groups). However, the 
lowest rates for 4 to 6 groups are found at 10 nm, ranging from 0.68 to 0.19 clicks 
per second! This outcome of automated counts can be explained by the relation 
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The most critical aspect of choosing pulse width for automatic click counts is that 
according to the results of transect one, and the dive cycles discussed in the 
previous chapter, click detections depend on different pulse widths and on recording 
situations (e.g. noise, echoes, SNR, and type of clicks). To emphasise this effect 
visually, figure 77 shows click rates as percentages relative to the maximum rates of 
the transect for each pulse width. As the highest rates for all widths were found at 4 
nm, all bars at this station correspond to 100%. 
Comparing 2 nm and 6 nm, it can be seen that rates drop faster at the 6 nm station. 
The actual problem becomes clear when comparing either of these two stations with 
the rates at 10 nm. While at 10 nm more clicks were counted at pulse widths of 2 
and 3 groups, fewer clicks (than at 2 nm or 6 nm) are found at pulse widths of 4 to 6 
groups. In other words, while the click rate function for 4 to 6 groups suggests more 
whales to be present at 2 and 6 nm than at 10 nm, using pulse widths of 2 and 3 
groups leads to the opposite result. This effect will here be referred to as a "reversal" 
of the click count and click rate functions. 
Notes taken while listening to the tape during digitising provide a subjective 
assessment of the number of whales clicking at each of the five stations (fig. 78). 
Only a few, yet interesting conclusions can be drawn from the minima and maxima 
displayed. Comparing stations by ear, the same number of whales seems to be 
present at 4 nm and 8 nm (fig. 78). Automated counts of (real and false) clicks 
indicated a clear difference. This situation may arise as, for example, three slow and 
faint-clicking whales might produce less detectable pulses than two faster and louder 
ones. 
More whales were heard at 2 nm than at 6 nm, which is consistent with the click rate 
functions. Also, there were more whales heard at 2 nm than at 1 O nm. Maximum 
numbers at 6 nm and 10 nm are equal. Thus, the high automatic counts for 2 and 3 
groups at 10 nm are likely to contain a high number of false clicks. 
At 10 nm, two whales were heard during the first minutes recorded at this station, 
and no whales at all during the last minutes. If the recording level was therefore 
turned up (at sea) to detect fainter signals, it seems possible that short noise pulses 
could account for the high automatic counts at minimum pulse widths of 2 and 3 
groups. When recorded at low levels, faint noise is dampened on tape and almost 
cancels out in the RMS enveloppe. High recording levels reproduce noise details 
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more faithfully, which in turn may register as false clicks. Also, the 6 dB threshold 
drops with a decreasing number of real clicks, which adds to false counts when no 
whales are present. 
As the recording at 10 nm has not only the highest difference in click rates of all 
stations between 2 and 6 groups (92%), but also between 2 and 3 groups (47%), the 
presence of a high number of narrow pulses (noise, faint and fast clicks) can be held 
responsible for the reversal of the count and rate functions. 
Detailed frequency distributions of pulse widths, combined with aural evaluations of 
the stations being analysed, seem impractical for processing many recordings. If 
censusing results are to yield accurate information on abundance and distribution, 
the situation off Kaikoura demands distinguishing between low numbers of whales. 
In a first approach, a linear equation has to describe the relation between click rates 
and whale numbers (§1.4.1). 
In a second approach, a nonlinear relationship between click rates and the number 
of whales present could define whether there are no, one, two, three, four, or more 
whales present at a certain click rate. For example, this relation could define that 
one whale is likely to be present (within hydrophone range) for click rates between 
0.5 and 1.4 clicks per second (clicks/s). 
A lower resolution of this relation, such as O to 4 whales for O to 4.4 clicks/s, 5 to 9 
whales for 4.5 to 9.5 clicks/s, is not sufficient for the situation off Kaikoura. 
It seems therefore inevitable that we must (1) conduct a series of pilot analyses of 
transect recordings, (2) compute spectrograms of critical recording passages, and 
(3) possibly adjust filter settings for the elimination of noise. If filter settings are 
changed for transect analysis, they have to be changed for all calibration 
experiments as well. In this case, dive cycles digitised so far have to be filtered 
digitally as soon as suitable software becomes available, or re-digitised with the new 
analog filter settings chosen. "Radical" filter settings might compromise information 
on acoustic behaviour contained in dive cycle recordings. 
Using the filter settings chosen so far (§ 1.3.1 ), a pulse width of at least 4 groups (8 
ms) should be used for automated click counts. 
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Using ranges of click rates to derive the number of whales (second approach), a 
reversal of count and rate functions can be compensated if the stations concerned 
really have the same numbers of whales. If the fluctuations of the counts stay within 
the range for a particular number of whales, the counts would still reflect the real 
situation. For example, all click rates from 1.2 clicks/s to 2.2 clicks/s might represent 
two whales at a pulse width of 3 groups. 
Now, would it be possible to compensate for the reversal of count and rate functions 
in transect #1? For the number of whales heard it should then be concluded that on 
average two whales were present at 2 nm, 6 nm, and 10 nm. The following table 
shows the click rates at these three stations for the middle range of pulse widths: 
Pulse Width 2nm 6nm 
3 groups 1.33 1.21 
4 groups 0.96 0.83 
5 groups 0.64 0.50 
Table 3 Click rate vs pulse width, transect #1. 
Pulse Widths 3 to 5 groups. 




For the number of whales to be the same at all three stations, the range of click rates 
for two whales would have to be at least 1.21 to 1.34 clicks/s for 3 groups, 0.68 to 
0.96 clicks/s for 4 groups, and 0.32 to 0.64 clicks/s for 5 groups. 
While the range of click rates for 3 and for 4 groups leaves a sufficient margin for 
counts of less than two whales, the range for 5 groups is as large as the minimum 
rate for 10 nm. Thus, only a very tight margin (0 to 0.31 clicks/s) is left for the 
distinction between one whale and no whales. 
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Table 4 displays click rates and ranges for the extreme pulse widths of 2 and 6 
groups: 
Pulse Width 2nm 6nm 
2 groups 1.96 1.90 
6 groups 0.42 0.25 
Table 4 Click rate vs pulse width, transect #1. 
Pulse Widths 2 and 6 groups. 
10 nm Max ~ Click Rate 
2.52 0.62 
0.19 0.23 
Although the range for 2 groups (1.90 to 2.52 clicks/s) might still represent one and 
the same number of whales, the rate for 10 nm comes in close conflict with the rate 
at 8 nm (2.75). Click rate and whales heard at 8 nm definitely indicate a difference to 
10 nm. Either the boundary between 2 and 3 whales for 2 groups runs right in 
between 2.52 and 2.75 clicks per second, or the assumption of having the same 
number of whales at 2 nm, 6 nm, and 10 nm does not hold for this pulse width. 
The pulse width of 6 groups emphasises the problem encountered at 5 groups, but 
here the range (0.23) is even larger than the rate for 10 nm (0.19). If 0.19 clicks per 
second really represent two whales, then it seems impossible to distinguish between 
one and no whale present. 
The bottom line is that a detailed pilot analysis of transect recordings seems 
necessary to identify the pulse widths to be used for a reliable resolution of click 
rates and their transformation into numbers of whales. Only then can all transect 
recordings be processed automatically using only one or two different pulse widths. 
If all recordings are to be processed with the full set of five different widths, and 
results are to be compared between each other, analysis effort will probably triple. 
Using ranges of click rates to derive the number of whales (second approach), it 
seems that a reversal of click rate functions can only be adjusted for pulse widths of 
3 and 4 groups (6 ms and 8 ms). 
Using linear equations to describe the relation between click rates and whale 
numbers (first approach), the pulse width chosen has to be considered as well. 
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5 Stereo departures -
a refined method for estimating detection range of sperm whale clicks 
Since December 1994, range experiments were conducted using two omnidirectional 
hydrophones - a sonobuoy deployed at the dive location of a lone whale, and the 
onboard hydrophone lowered at chosen distances from this position (see also 
§1.3.2). This chapter illustrates the principle of correlating inter-click intervals 
measured via both elements for an example experiment, shows advantages and 
limitations of this approach, and outlines possible future refinements. 
5.1 Example analysis of Stereo Departure #1 
5.1.1 Introduction 
The first departure chosen for detailed analysis here was the fourth trial we 
conducted. The first two trials were compromised by approaching boats, and two 
whales were heard at the dive location of the third experiment. 
Stereo departure #1 was recorded on tape 51A on 2 January 1995. The sonobuoy 
was deployed south off the Kaikoura Peninsula at 42°31.19 S, 173°36.20 E, where 
the whale dived at 18:04h. Stereo recordings were made at the dive location (0:31 
min), at 3 nm (4:00 min), 2.5 nm (4:11 min), and 2 nm (4:35 min). Exact positions 
were available from GPS. The sonobuoy was retrieved after 44 minutes at 42°31.17 
S, 173°36.66 E (18:44h). This departure was conducted in a "reverse" order starting 
at the longest range to capture the loud clicks during the descend of the whale. 
Consistently recording in a fixed order of distances would bias a summarising 
statistics due to the decrease of signal levels with increasing depth of the whale. 
The two tracks recorded were digitally sampled in mono and stereo. While sampling 
in mono, the analog filter was set to a pass band of 1 kHz to 13 kHz, the same as 
was used for analyses of transects and dive cycles. Notes were taken on 
vocalisations and noises heard. The recording was digitised again using the dual 
channel option in the AID panel (§2.1.3). As only one filter with two channels was 
available, both channels were low-pass filtered below 13 kHz. The resulting stereo 
file was split into its two separate channels using Moby Transit. A comparison of files 
captured in mono and stereo confirmed the identity of click timings. While the mono 
files allow for an accurate comparison to transect and dive cycle recordings, the 
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At the dive location, only one other whale was audible. Its clicks were faint, but 
visible in the signal plot. The original whale changed its click rate during the 49 
seconds recorded, which is helpful for comparing inter-click intervals. 
At a range of 3 nm, the loudest whale was heard over the first forty seconds, and 
could sometimes be perceived over the rest of the recording. Two whales were 
heard at the sonobuoy. At 2.5 nm, one whale was heard at the onboard hydrophone, 
and two whales and a boat at the so no buoy. A buzz emitted by one of the whales at 
the sonobuoy was not perceived via the hydrophone and could be a first indication of 
the identity of the whales, as click rate increases considerably during buzzes. At 2 
nm, two whales of different loudness were recorded via hydrophone, and two whales 
are present within sonobuoy range. To compare inter-click intervals, these whales 
have to be traced separately on each recording. 
The next paragraph compares signals recorded simultaneously at the dive location. 
5.1.2 Comparison of stereo signals 
This paragraph illustrates the comparison of signals recorded simultaneously using 
recordings made at the dive location of the whale. 
Figure 79 shows inter-click intervals measured from hydrophone and sonobuoy over 
a period of about 49 seconds. As described in dive cycle #3 (§3.2), "echolocation 
sweeps" with sharp turning points and smooth troughs occur repeatedly. 
Sampling both channels simultaneously, similarities in the shape of both curves 
become visible immediately. Typical features can efficiently be retrieved in the files 
captured in mono, which have slightly different starting points due to the manual 
start of the sampling process. Also, signals are delayed depending on range. 
Once the sonobuoy was fully deployed, we waited 31 seconds (frames 500 to 2400: 
49 clicks) to ensure that we had an adequate reference sample before proceeding to 
the next station. For travel, the boat hydrophone was brought back aboard at frame 
2400, but the recording from the sonobuoy continued. 
At the dive location, corresponding clicks can be found immediately. Yet it can be 
seen that intervals are slightly different in the two plots shown. Differences in total 
arrival times between hydrophone and sonobuoy are magnified in figure 80. Arrival 
times differ by up to 25 ms when measured by click amplitude. By contrast, a stable 
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Stereo Departure #1, Station 1 (0 nm). 
Arrival time differences of clicks at sonobuoy and onboard hydrophone. 
Measured by amplitude (top), and onset (bottom) of the first click pulse. 
only 5 clicks occur with a delay of 2 ms. As the analysis resolution is confined to 2 
ms, the plot of arrival times by onset suggest an almost constant delay of ca 5 ms. 
This delay corresponds to 7.5 meters (c=1500m/s), and can be explained by the 
different cable lengths of sonobuoy (30m) and hydrophone (20m). 
Figures 81 and 82 zoom in on two sequences of clicks with a large difference 
between delays measured by amplitude and by onset. The RMS-envelope computed 
from the sonobuoy signal appears to be much "rougher" than the envelope of the 
signal from the onboard hydrophone. This is no surprise, as the onboard 
hydrophone signals pass a custom-made high pass filter (500 Hz) between element 
and tape recorder, which cuts off most of the low frequency sea noise. Digitising two 
channels simultaneously, no further high pass filtering is performed (§5.1.1 ). Also, 
both elements have different frequency response characteristics, and sonobuoy 
signals are transmitted via radio. 
Figure 81 a and b show clicks N°s 1 to 16 of the overlapping period. Recorded via 
hydrophone, the trough between the two peaks of click N° 9 lies above the 6 dB 
threshold. Thus, only one long pulse is registered, and the amplitude of the second 
peak is stored as its amplitude. The noise in the sonobuoy version causes the 
threshold to rise. Thus the click is split into two pulses, and the first peak registeres 
as the amplitude of pulse one. This effect explains the differences between 
sonobuoy and hydrophone delays, as inter-pulse intervals typically range between 
20 and 40 ms. 
The same situation occurs at click N° 37 as depicted in figures 82 a and b. Again, 
different spectral compositions of the signals recorded account for different threshold 
levels. Arrival times and intervals should be measured by onsets when sampling in 
stereo, or two identical band pass filters should be used. 
In this example, the two interval plots were compared by eye. Similarities could also 
be assessed by correlating intervals computationally (Brook and Wynne 1988, 
Charif, Mitchell, and Clark 1993). On passing a chosen correlation threshold, two 
series could be classified as clicks of the same whale or of different ones. 
The last paragraph of this chapter goes back to the actual purpose of the range 
experiments, shows advantages and limits of the approach chosen, and outlines 
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Clicks N° 1 to 16 (arrow: click N° 9), 
Stereo Departure 1, Station 1 (0 nm). 
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Fig. 81 b Clicks N° 1 to 16 (arrow: click N° 9), 
Stereo Departure 1, Station 1 (0 nm). 
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Clicks N° 36 to 39 (arrow: click N° 37), 
Stereo Departure 1, Station 1 (0 nm). 
Clicks N° 36 to 39 (arrow: click N° 37), 
Stereo Departure 1, Station 1 (0 nm). 
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Fig. 83 Principal shape of decrease of signal levels due to spreading loss. 
5.1.3 Discussion and future refinements of range experiments 
The design of the stereo departures was given in §1.3.2. The first version of an 
experiment for measuring detection range of clicks was described in Jake (1993). A 
number of problems occured during these "mono" departures, which were conducted 
using one omnidirectinal hydrophone only. While recordings were made at certain 
distances from the dive location, the bearing to the original whale was monitored 
using a directional hydrophone. Loudness of a whale varies depending on the actual 
source level, heading of the whale, seafloor topography, and sea noise. Frequently, 
other whales roaming the same area are recorded as well. Although the aural 
impression from the directional hydrophone might still be sufficient to confirm the 
identity of the loudest whale at sea, some situations can be too complex to be solved 
when inspecting click trains later on the computer screen. Using a sonobuoy at the 
dive location, more objective information can be gathered to check on the identity of 
click trains under investigation. 
The quest for a "detection range" of sperm whale clicks might prove a very simple 
(and inaccurate) wording of the actual problem - the percentage of time we can 
detect a whale (during its dive) at different ranges. The further we depart from a 
whale, the less often we are likely to detect its clicks until they vanish completely 
beyond a maximum range. Maximum range was measured from the mono departures 
in 1993 via the loudest clicks found in a recording. This range marks the radius of a 
hypothetical hemisphere. Within the boundaries of this sphere, vocalising whales 
are assumed to be detected, but not outside. This approach is a very crude 
approximation of detection likelihood as a function of range. In a first approximation, 
detection likelihood should be proportional to signal losses due to sherical spreading 
(fig. 83) and orientation of the whale. In a plot of likelihood vs range, the maximum 
range would be a cutoff line at a given threshold. 
A reference hydrophone (e.g. sonobuoy) is indispensable to refine range estimates 
further. During transect recordings, the same number of clicks detected 
automatically could result from several whales clicking at the boundary of a 
"detection sphere", or from a single whale clicking next to the hydrophone. This 






Fig. 84 Interferences of arrival times at two hydrophone elements 
Ideally, two identical hydrophones should be used. One hydrophone (sonobuoy) 
should be left on the dive location to "simulate" a complete dive cycle recording. 
Simultaneously, a recording should be made over the complete dive at one particular 
range. Thus, the percentage of time clicks can be detected at certain ranges can be 
compared to reference recordings. To date, short recordings were made at several 
distances during a single dive. Theoretically, ratios of clicks detected at given 
ranges to clicks detected at the dive location can also be derived from these 
sequences. However, continuous recordings would be much more efficient, as they 
would also cover transition times between recording stations, and make interactive 
click tracing easier. 
Although time delays from two elements do not allow determination of the bearing or 
the position of the whale, they provide a powerful means for tracing clicks 
interactively. Figure 84 illustrates the interferences of concentrical equivalents of 
arrival times at two hydrophone elements. In the example shown, one element is 
situated at 5.5 units, and another element at 17 units on the horizontal axis. If the 
whale was situated at 15 units on the horizontal axis, clicks would arrive at the "right" 
element after 2 time units, and at the "left" element after 9.5 time units. However, the 
resulting delay of 7.5 time units is the same along the symmetrical parabola drawn. 
Rotating the parabola around the horizontal axis creates a conical surface. The 
whale could be vocalising on any single point of the underwater half of this cone. 
How can this cone be helpful for tracing whales? As whales move steadily under 
water (no sudden jerks), time delays are bound to change gradually (even with 
drifting boat/buoy), and thus lend themselves for feature tracing. Only if another 
whale approaches the conical surface ambiguities will arrise. A tracking rule about 
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Fig. 85 Time delays between sonobuoy and onboard hydrophone as functions of 
depth and distance of the whale, drift of the buoy, and range of the vessel. 
r· 
Figures 85 and 86 illustrate ambiguities between distance and depth of the whale 
and drift of the sonobuoy in a different way. The dive location marks zero nautical 
miles on the horizontal axis in figure 86. Whale and sonobuoy are assumed to move 
and drift by no more than 0.5 nm in the horizontal plane. One and the same time 
delay measured from sonobuoy and onboard hydrophone could result from totally 
different situations. For example, a delay of 3 seconds could occur at a range of 3 
nm if 
1) sonobuoy and whale have moved 0.5 nm towards the vessel, and the whale has 
dived to 200m (fig. 85 top), 
2) sonobuoy and whale remain close to the dive location, and the whale has dived to 
1200m (fig. 85 centre), 
3) the whale has moved 0.5 nm away from the vessel and has dived to 800m, and 
the sonobuoy has drifted 0.5 nm towards the vessel (fig. 85 bottom, fig. 86). 




Fig. 86 Example for possible positions of vessel, sonobuoy, and whale. 
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In a first step of further refinements, a sufficient number of recordings (n~10) would 
have to be made with both hydrophone and sonobuoy deployed at the dive location 
over the full dive. Thus, differences of automatic click counts between the two 
elements can be found out. 
Next, full dives should be recorded with the sonobuoy at the dive location and the 
omnidirectional hydrophone at one particular range (per dive). Over a high number 
of repetitions, changes of signal levels due to different headings and movements of 
the whale, sea noise, and sonobuoy drift should average out. The effort implied by 
such a design seems immense. 
A small vertical hydrophone array with integrated GPS would deliver the information 
needed when deployed at the dive location (e.g. a multichannel sonobuoy). Three 
elements might already be sufficient to estimate a circle of possible locations of the 
whale. In combination with the hydrophone at range, the location - and thus the true 
range - of the whale could be narrowed down considerably. Alternatively, a towed 
array could be deployed from a sailing vessel which sails away from the dive 
location. However, the whale is likely to remain closer to the dive location than to the 
towed array at range. The location of a diving whale can be computed more 
accurately for shorter distances. 
Distances covered by the whale and its orientation are bound to have a crucial effect 
on the percentage of time its clicks are detected. As known from dive cycles, click 
levels drop towards the middle of the dive when the whale is expected to hunt at 
depth. It is crucial that the vessel starts recording right from the start of the dive to 
avoid biases due to the timing of the recording. For example, a recording made at 3 
nm during the first minutes of the dive might easily result in the same number of 
clicks detected automatically as a recording made at 2 nm in the middle of the dive. 
Apart from an additional identity check, a reference element (sonobuoy) helps to 
calibrate click counts in space. A range at which only 5% of the reference clicks can 
be traced interactively could be used as a "maximum" range. A range at which only 
50% of the reference clicks can be traced could serve as a "half time" range. 
Nonetheless, ambiguities between whales and ranges during transects remain. 
Using one hydrophone element, they can only be overcome by a "track and erase" 
strategy, which counts series of clicks instead sheer numbers of false and real 
clicks. 
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Conclusions and future outlook 
Version 1.0 of the DSP-software developed relies only on signal parameters in the time 
domain to detect and count clicks. Nevertheless, the program illustrates nicely the 
possibilities of an interactive analysis of signals. The human-machine control loop (the 
machine proposes a click, the human verifies it) helps efficiently to calibrate results of 
automatic analysis runs. During interactive analyses, the user has to chose the most 
powerful combination of detection rules and trace parameters. It seems possible that an 
appropriate selection of rules and parameters could also be made by a knowledge-based 
expert-system (e.g. Winston, 1987; Recknagel et al, 1992; Jake, 1992). The interactive 
analysis conducted at present is one step towards the acquisition of knowledge to be fed 
into an expert system for click detection. 
For our population study, we try to calibrate automatic click counts of acoustic transects 
through both interactive and automated analyses of dive cycles. It would be interesting to 
compare these calibrated counts with the result of an interactive session employing a "track 
and erase" strategy. To "track and erase" means tracing the loudest whale first, and erasing 
its clicks from the sound file, tracing the second loudest next, erasing it, and so on until all 
clicks are processed. The transition from counting of single clicks to tracing/counting of 
contiguous click series seems to promise higher censusing accuracy for lower whale 
densities. However, this approach might fail for a higher number of whales due to click 
overlaps. Off Kaikoura, a relatively low number of vocalising whales is expected within 
hydrophon range most of the time (typically two to three whales). The main problems with 
counting low numbers of clicking whales automatically are noise pulses, "true" and "false" 
silences, and echoes. Effects of click overlaps are less important in this case. 
Apart from calibration experiments designed for measuring click rates, investigation of the 
average duration of dives and the percentage of time we are able to detect clicks when 
recording at the dive location and at range are needed to estimate absolute abundance. 
A particular problem arises with strong echoes present in some recordings made above the 
Kaikoura Canyon. As the percentage of echoes can vary dramatically within and between 
recordings, automatic counts of pulses and clicks will contain significant errors if echoes are 
not specifically calibrated for. Although click series can be traced efficiently, the reliable 
tracing of echoes may require additional tracking rules correlating echoes with real clicks. 
Calibration experiments should be stratified according to the seafloor topography of the 
study area. 
The highest potential for automatic click tracing lies possibly in the direction of the sound 
sources present on a recording. As the bearing to a whale changes steadily during bouts of 
regular clicks, it lends itself to feature tracing with gliding parameters. Thus, hydrophone 
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arrays seem the most promising tool for achieving better censusing accuracy (e.g. Clark et 
al., 1986). A fixed 3-dimensional hydrophone array could be moored in relatively shallow 
water (120-200m) on top of the Conway Ridge (Dawson et al. 1995), and could be used to 
compute 30 locations for whales within its acoustic range. Alternatively, small towed 
hydrophone arrays could deliver bearings to the sound sources recorded as well (Pavan 
and Borsani, 1995). Some of the obvious problems are silences, echoes, and crossovers 
between several whales. The investigation of spectral characteristics of clicks, echoes, and 
noises, and the specific use of typical click timing during periodic oscillations of click rates 
could be other steps towards an improved click detection. 
Transect recordings made off Kaikoura between 1991 and 1994 used a single hydrophone. 
Considering the frequency response of the hydrophone element used, and dominant 
frequencies of sperm whale clicks measured by other workers, a first "economical" 
screening of the recordings could focus on the frequency band between 1.0 kHz and 3.0 
kHz for estimates of abundance. Compared to the frequency band between 1.0 kHz and 
13.0 kHz used in this study (fs = 31.25 kHz), this approach would reduce the amount of 
sampled data by a factor of four. To obtain more detailed information on acoustic 
behaviour, the full bandwith available (500 Hz to 13.0 kHz) should be used. 
Whether hydrophone arrays or single hydrophones are used, acoustic data will always have 
to be interpreted in the context of the particular environmental conditions present during 
recording. Only the evaluation of the larger context makes it possible 1) to detect the actual 
signal to be measured - whale abundance - above the "background noise" of a wealth of 
factors affecting sound propagation, and 2) to reveal potential correlations between this 
signal and environmental impacts (e.g. whale watching activity, recovery of stocks from 
whaling, die-offs triggered by pollution etc.). Geographic information systems (e.g. Baker, 
1991; Flacke, 1991) lend themselves to collect and visualise data on seafloor topography 
and time-dependent factors such as temperature-depth profiles and currents, and to 
compare these oceanographic data with the acoustic data collected. 
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direct memory access 
input/output 
random access memory 
magneto-optical (disk) 
analog/ digital (conversion) 
digital signal processing 
fast fourier transform 
short-time fourier transform 
root mean square 
signal to noise ratio 
sound navigation and ranging 
acoustic thermometry of ocean climate 
global positioning system 
meters 
nautical miles ( 1 nm = 1852 m ) 
seconds 
minutes 
hertz, cycles per second ( s-1 ) 
volts 
decibels ( sound pressure: 1 dB= 20 lg V2 / V1 dB) 
million floating point operations per second 
Appendix A 
Encounter - Software for logging GPS data and observations onto Palmtop-PCs 
Encounter 
Software for logging GPS data and observations onto PCs 
Olaf Jaeke and Stephen Dawson 
cl- Department of Marine Science, University of Otago, Dunedin 
Encounter makes it possible to 1) record GPS position fixes at a chosen time 
interval, and 2) enter and edit observations on a pocket-sized computer (IBM-XT 
architecture; 5 MHz; 512 kByte RAM). 
This computer (Hewlett-Packard 95LX) is small, reasonably rugged, and being 
diskless is more likely to survive the harsh environment on small boats. It is housed 
in a splashproof case with a transparent rubber membrane allowing use of the 
keyboard. Encounter runs under MS-DOS 3.22 (on the HP) or higher, and should 
run on most DOS-compatible computers. 
The program has two modes which the user toggles between. In tracking mode the 
GPS port is monitored continuously and position fixes are stored automatically at the 
chosen time interval. In observation mode the first and the last position fixes of the 
observation period are stored along with data entered from the keyboard. Function 
and arrow keys allow navigation between and within data records. The template for 
the observation database can be adjusted to suit different needs. At present we use 
one version for our studies of sperm whales and another version for Hector's 
dolphins. 
Output files are in ASCII format and are easy to import into Excel and other 
programs on a PC or Macintosh. Encounter facilitates a detailed daily record of 
survey effort and observations. We find the system much easier to use in the field 
than was its predecessor (datasheets and pencil). Additionally, it eliminates errors 
inherent in transcribing data. 
Once the data are transferred to a PC or Macintosh, survey effort and sightings can 
be plotted onto a digitised chart using standard software. 
1. Tracking mode 
In this mode the GPS-port is monitored continuously and position fixes are stored 
into a data file at chosen time intervals. 
+------------------------------ --------+ 





I Monitoring GPS port: 
I Attempt to store a fix every 120 sec. 
I 
I 
I Last fix stored 







IFl NEW Encounter F2 PrevEnct F5 End 
+---------------------------------------+ 
• Foreground: 
Example screen 1 
(16x40) 
Automatic: - Display of the time the last fix was stored 
- Display of the time the latest fix was available 
• Background: 
Automatic: - Continuous monitoring of GPS-port 
• Output: - Log of position fixes: file "Tracking.dat" 
2. Observation mode 
In this mode the user can enter and edit observations, while the GPS-port is 
monitored continuously. The first and the last position fixes of the observation 
period, along with the observation data, are stored into a data file. Function and 
arrow keys allow navigation between data records and within the input mask for a 
single data record. 
+---------- ----------------------------+ 
!Date: 15.06.1994 GPS Buffer [ 512] 
!Encounter: 3/ 3 Lat 42°56.24 S 
!Time From: 12:23 Long: 173°42.13 E 








01, Bl Exp: 
n, Cr Exp: 
Swell: 1.5 , 





!Start of dive cycle recording 











!New: Film number of Stereo Cameras. I 
IFl Track F2/F3 Prev/NextEnct FS End I 
+---------------------------------------+ 
• Foreground: 
Example Screen 2 
(16x40) 
Automatic: - Display of the start time of the observation period 
- Display of time and Lat/Long coordinates 
of the latest GPS position fix available 
User: - Input of data into a predefined template 
- Stopwatch for special event (e.g. dive time) 
- Reviewing and editing of previous data records 
• Background: 
Automatic: - Continuous monitoring of GPS-port 
• Output: - Positions and Observations: file "Encountr.dat" 
Technical Specification 
Encounter was designed to run on a hand held palmtop PC HP 95LX. 
Any IBM PC compatible computer which meets or exceeds the following parameters 
of the HP 95LX should be able to run the program without modifications. 
Selected HP 95LX specifications: 
-Architecture: IBM PC-XT 
-CPU: 
- CPU speed: 
- Operating system: 




NEC V20H (80C88-compatible) 
5.37 MHz 
MS-DOS 3.22 
512 kByte, less than 200 kByte needed 
Built-in 3-wire serial interface 
for connection to RS-232 devices 
40 columns x 16 rows 
- Two AA 1.5 V main batteries 
- One 3 V CR2032 coin cell backup battery 
- Connection for external 12 V DC supply 
Two AA batteries normally allow for an operation of the HP of up to 30-40 hours. 
When using the serial interface (RS 232) for data transmission from the GPS the HP 
needs 12V external power. 
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Appendix B 
Frequency transfer characteristics of omnidirectional hydrophone 
Hvdroohone under test: SiooicansRect. I Ref: B&K 8103 
I 
Siooican-Rect. Characteristics I !Date: 08-Jun-94 
Ava. aain in dB aver ref.: 48.92 I I f20loofGain)l 
Aoorox. Sensitivity in uV/Pa: 7344.47 I fB&K sens. • Gainl 
Aoorox. Sensitivity in dB re 1V/uPa: -162.681 I , rs&K sens. + Gainl 
Resoonse /+/-dB): 19.04 -31.42! fmax,min of Variance 
I 
I I 
Hydrophone Response Curve 
20 ~---------..---------, 
200 1000 2500 8000 17500 40000 
Frequency 
I 
Hvdroohone under test: I Siopican-Rect. I I Ref: I B&K 8103 I 
f------....;1 ______ --;.1 ___ ---,-___ +l ------'------i-1------c:------ J 
Free. Hz I Resoonse Ref in mV ! Resoonse Test in mV I Factor1 I Factor2 I dB variance l 
I I I rresttRef resol I fGain • Ren I r201oa(Test/Factor2)1 I 
2001 0.21 451 225.00001 55.85151 -1.87641 
3001 0.21 281 140.00001 55.85151 -5.9975i 
4001 0.151 171 113.33331 41.88861 -7.83291 
5001 0.151 151 100.00001 41.88861 -8.9201 ! 
7501 0.1 ! 151 150.00001 27.9257! -5.39831 
10001 0.11 151 150.00001 27.92571 -5.39831 
12501 0.11 151 150.00001 27.92571 -5.3983; 
1soo'--l _______ ~o-'-.1--!---------'11'""55+11' ----'1-"5-"-0.'-"0~00-'-0'--!----'2=..c7~.9=2cc5c_7c...l _____ -..c.5o.=.3..c.9.=..83c..l 
1750 I 0.1, 150.0000, 27 .9257 ! -5.3983: 
20001 0.24! SO! 208.33331 67.0218: -2.54491 
25001 0.1 ! 101 100.00001 27.9257: -8.9201 · 
40001 0.1251 181 144.00001 34.90721 -5.75281 
50001 0.1251 5; 40.00001 34.9072' -16.8789 1 
60001 0.125i 71 56.00001 34.9072' -13.9563. 
70001 0.31 751 250.00001 83.7772' -0.9613: 
80001 0.351 1301 371.42861 97.7401' 2.47741 
9000i·· 0.15, 1501 1000.00001 41.88861 11.07991 
10000 0.21 5001 2500.00001 55.85151 19.0387 
12500 0.451 600 1333.33331 125.6658 i 13.5787 ! 
150001 0.1751 601 342.8571 I 48.87001 1.7822' 
175001 3.81 3501 92.10531 1061.1782' -9.63441 
20000 I 3.41 600 I 176.47061 949.47521 -3.9866: 
2sooo I 21 200 I 100.0000 I ssa.51481 -8.9201 \ 
300001 1.5: 1001 66.66671 418.8861 I -12.44191 
350001 a.al 551 68.75001 223.40591 -12.17461 
400001 0.61 181 30.00001 167.55451 -19.37771 
45000 0.91 401 44.44441 251.33171 -15.96371 
500001 0.41 351 87.5000i 111.70301 -10.07991 
600001 0.4! 31 7.50001 111.7030i -31.41891 
700001 0.2! 61 30.0000i 55.8515, -19.3777" 
I I I i 
I I approx. gain over ref: 279.25741 
I I Factor1 av . 
! I 
1B&K 8103 sin: 1767553; calib 12/93 -211.6dB re 1V/uPa. 26.3uV/Pa 
I I I 
Pro·ectors: 'P1= Universit Sound UW-30 100Hz-12.5KHz 
I P2= HF Piezo Film Transducer (15KHz-70KHz) 
Appendix C 
Spreadsheet templates for Moby Click result files 
A B C D E F G H I J K L 
1 Tag Tag User Trace ldx ID Buffer 
2 FRec Evt 1.DisQF Voe 1.Frame Last Fr Gain Buf New Buf Clks Buf Clks Wrai;med 
3 56 118 53854 Clicks B - 2 Pis 53858 53985 6 20 3 16 - 15 216 - 235 TRUE 
4 57 121 53982 Clicks C- 3 Pis 53986 54025 6 20 1 17 - 16 217 - 236 TRUE 
5 58 123 53982 Clicks B - 2 Pis 54026 54297 6 20 8 5- 4 225 - 244 TRUE 
6 59 125 54202 Clicks B - 2 Pis 54298 54709 6 20 12 17 - 16 237 - 256 TRUE 
M N 0 p Q R s T u V w X y 
1 ID Max Post Moby 1.New Last New Valid Tagged Tagged Puls Width Puls lntvl ICI Amp P1 Puls p.Clk 
2 Chk Pis Remark ID ID NewClks Valid Puls Click Puls Fix Use Fix Use Fix Use Fix Use Fix Use 
3 20 4 233 235 3 20 8 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 
4 20 4 236 236 1 4 4 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 
5 20 4 237 244 8 19 16 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 
6 20 4 245 256 12 35 27 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 
z AA AB 
1 Voe Noise Post Moby 
2 Resolve Forward Remark 
3 1 0 
4 1 0 
5 1 0 
6 1 0 
'" ~ 4, 
Abbreviations used in template of short index files, 
and part of example spreadsheet ( opposite page). 
FRec Record number of index file 
Evt Number of file save event 
1.DispF Number of first display frame 
Voe Label / type of vocalisation / noise stored 
Tag 1.Frame Number of first tagged frame 
Tag Last Fr Number of last tagged frame 
User Gain Gain selected by user 
Trace Buf Clicks available for tracing 
New Number of new clicks found (in tagged section) and saved 
ldx Buf Clks Index numbers of clicks in trace buffer 
ID Buf Clks IDs of clicks in trace buffer 
Buffer Wrapped Status of ( circular) trace buffer 
ID Chk ID Checksum 
Max Pis Maximum number of pulses stored per click 
Post Moby Remark Space for remark in Excel 
1.New ID ID of first new click detected/ saved within tag range 
Last New ID ID of last new click detected/ saved within tag range 
Valid New Clks Number of valid clicks detected / saved within tag range 
Tagged Valid Puls Number of all valid pulses detected within tag range 
Tagged Click Puls Number of valid click pulses detected / saved within tag range 
Puls Width Fix Use Info about use of analysis rule 1 and choice of gliding or fixed params. 
Puls lntvl Fix Use Info about use of analysis rule 2 and choice of gliding or fixed params. 
ICI Fix Use Info about use of analysis rule 3 and choice of gliding or fixed params. 
Amp P1 Fix Use Info about use of analysis rule 4 and choice of gliding or fixed params. 
Puls p.Clk Fix Use Info about use of analysis rule 5 and choice of gliding or fixed params. 
Voe Resolve Toggle for section of resolved vocalisations 
Noise Forward Toggle for section of discarded noises 
Post Moby Remark Space for remark in Excel 
A B C D E F G H I J K L 
1 1st 1st Last Grp Groups User 
2 Rec Evt DiSQ Frm Voe Tagged Tagged ID Click ty:Qe Pis Size 12er Fr. Gain 
3 233 119 53854 Clicks B - 2 Pis 53858 53985 233 Clicks B - 2 Pis 2 64 8 6 
4 234 119 53854 Clicks B - 2 Pis 53858 53985 234 Clicks B - 2 Pis 2 64 8 6 
5 .. . .. 
6 255 126 54202 Clicks B - 2 Pis 54298 54709 255 Clicks B - 2 Pis 2 64 8 6 
7 256 126 54202 Clicks B - 2 Pis 54298 54709 256 Clicks B - 2 Pis 2 64 8 6 
M N 0 p Q R s T u V w 
1 Amp Loe Amp Offs Amp Frame N° Amp Time Amp Amp Val/ Onset Loe Onset Offs Onset 
2 Rem IfilnQ} IfilnQ} [Frames 512] [sec, 31 kHz] Value user Gain Rem IfilnQ} IfilnQ} Value 
3 - 27585472 26147776 53.877,88 882,735 113,9 18,98 - 27585472 26148288 113,9 
4 - 27608832 26171136 53.923,50 883,483 137,61 22,93 - 27608832 26171648 137,61 
5 
6 - 27984832 26547136 54.657,88 895,515 63,82 10,64 - 27984832 26547648 63,82 
7 - 27995520 26557824 54.678,75 895,857 71,69 11, 95 - 27995392 26558208 34, 14 
X y z. AA AB AC AD 
1 Thresh Val Thresh Val Plot Resolve Fwd 
2 Rem (incl Gain} U Gain} Rem Zoom Level Voe Noise 
3 - 29,36 4,89 - 3 1 0 
4 - 29,36 4,89 - 3 1 0 
5 
6 - 26,59 4,43 - 3 1 0 
7 - 26,59 4,43 - 3 1 0 
" 'v 4 -,-
_) 
Abbreviations used in template of short click files, 
and part of example spreadsheet (opposite page). 
Rec Record number of click file 
Evt Number of file save event 
1st Disp Frm Number of first display frame 
Voe Label / type of vocalisation / noise stored 
1st Tagged Number of first tagged frame 
Last Tagged Number of last tagged frame 
ID Click ID 
Click type Label / type of vocalisation / noise stored 
Pis Number of pulses stored 
Grp Size Selected group size in samples (analysis resolution) 
Groups per Fr. Groups per frame 
User Gain Gain selected by user 
Rem Space for remark in Excel 
Amp Loe [smp] Total position of click amplitude in samples (resol. = groupsize) 
Amp Offs [smp] Offset of click amplitude in samples (resol. = groupsize) 
Amp Frame N° [Frames 512] Total position of click amplitude in frames (resol. = groupsize) 
Amp Time [sec, 31 kHz] Total position of click amplitude in seconds (resol. = groupsize) 
Amp Value Amplified click amplitude (uncalibrated RMS) 
Amp Val/ user Gain Corrected click amplitude (uncalibrated RMS) 
Rem Space for remark in Excel 
Onset Loe [smp] Total position of click onset in samples (resol. = groupsize) 
Onset Offs [smp] Offset of click onset in samples (resol. = groupsize) 
Onset Value Amplified click onset (uncalibrated RMS) 
Rem Space for remark in Excel 
Thresh Val (incl Gain) Amplified threshold value 
Thresh Val (/Gain) Corrected threshold value 
Rem Space for remark in Excel 
Plot Zoom Level Magnification 
Resolve Voe Toggle for section of resolved vocalisations 
Fwd Noise Toggle for section of discarded noises 
